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Designing the Young Creators for Better City & Better life

Lou Yongqi, Vice Dean of College of Design and Innovation, Tongji University, Cumulus Executive Board Member, Secretary General of CUMULUS 2010 Shanghai Conference

The Changing of Design and Design Education

In China, one of the biggest issues of the past few decades is the large-scale urbanization that has been taking place all over the country. In this context, “Better City, Better Life”, the theme of the 2010 Shanghai Expo, represents the common wish that humans share for better living conditions in future urban environments. Diversity of culture, prosperity of urban economy, innovations, remodeling of communities and interaction between urban and rural areas have been identified as the main topics of this Expo. It is clear that all of these topics directly relate to the problems and challenges associated with the process of global sustainable development.

Where there are the problems, there is the need for design. For the design discipline, the socioeconomic changes and new societal needs likewise urge a change within the discipline. During these years, traditional aesthetics and function based design definitions have already changed significantly. These changes can be listed in brief as follows:

- from objective to strategy
- from disciplinary to interdisciplinary
- from design to design thinking
- from creation to innovation

These expanded roles enable design to become a unique way of thinking and an engine for generating innovation. Furthermore, these roles enable design to “think big”. In this sense, design is becoming increasingly important.

Design education must change accordingly. Design schools should participate in the process of using design as a tool to meet current challenges through proactive methods. This transformation also presents a unique opportunity to further the development of design as a discipline.

The New Task For Design Education

New modes of innovation require breaking through the walls that separate technology design and business, and applying innovation to the research and development process for the entire life cycle of a product. An innovative society not only needs designers who can be thorough problem solvers in their own discipline, but also needs those who are capable of interacting with, and understanding specialists from a wide range of disciplines and functional areas.

Given that the trends of design and design education are clear, the transition cannot be finished overnight. There are two general topics of new tasks for design education: one – how to educate these “T” shape young creators; two – in which ways design schools themselves can be a force to generate sustainable innovation.

The Theme of the Conference

University has two missions: one is creating and transferring knowledge and skills, and the second is shaping the vision of the future for society at large. How design can fit the new needs and lead society’s sustainable innovation is the biggest mission for the discipline. The CUMULUS conference 2010 organized by Tongji University during the world Expo 2010 in Shanghai provided a platform to discuss and rethink the design discipline and the world in which we are now living.

The theme for CUMULUS Shanghai Conference 2010, “Young Creators for Better City and Better Life”, aims to explore how the young generation of designers can be involved in shaping and improving our lives creatively in a global context. The emerging trends, missions and visions of future design education, research and practice, together with the economic, political and social impacts of the era, will also be reevaluated during the conference.

The conference has set up four subthemes:

- Sustainability & social innovation
- Local wisdom & globalization
- Socio-economics & design
- Old & young
All of these topics are crucial issues in our current society. Hopefully the discussion of the future of design and wellbeing can be integrated with national, regional and even global economies, societies, and cultures.

Outline of the Sub-themes

**Sustainability & social innovation**

Ezio Manzini *

The transition towards sustainability asks for the most careful use of all the available resources. On a small, densely populated, highly connected Planet, social resources are the most abundant ones. Their valorization is therefore the most effective strategy towards sustainability.

Today, looking at the complexity of contemporary society, we can observe that people’s creativity, entrepreneurship, knowledge and skills are generating new and sustainable ways of living and producing. This represents a large social innovation process where solutions are conceived and developed by actors directly involved in the problems to be solved.

Facing social innovation, the design community must use its specific design knowledge to support it. That is: to trigger new ideas, to orient the resulting innovations and to conceive enabling solutions. In this framework, a particularly important role can be played by the design schools. In fact, in the knowledge society, schools should be the living laboratories where diffuse creativity can be catalyzed and social innovation enhanced.

* Academic Coordinator of Sub-theme Sustainability & social innovation, Professor of DIS-INDACO, Politecnico di Milano, Italy

**Local wisdom & globalization**

Lorraine Justice *

Very often we believe the ways of another culture are better than our own. Americans look longingly toward the luxury goods and relaxed lifestyle of the Europeans. The Americans and Europeans embrace the preventive medicine of the East. American Indian cultures look seven generations into the future to help make major decisions that affect their society. The obsession with quality of machinery of the Germans can match the obsession with quality of food of the French, and so on. We all can benefit from these local cultural practices.

Sometimes we find and that certain products, practices and services in one culture would help another. Refrigeration units in one country can help keep snake bite antidotes in a remote village in India. Wind power developed in the Netherlands is helping local communities on small islands generate power. So local wisdom and globalization can go hand in hand to make the world a better place through matching need to existing solution.

The rich knowledge that exists at the local level, combined with the global telecommunications, manufacturing and distribution, and worldwide economy sets the world stage for a huge leap in assistive products and services of all kinds. The design field can help through their approaches to local, ethnographic design research, which studies indigenous peoples and then the application on a worldwide scale.

* Academic Coordinator of Sub-theme Local wisdom & globalization, Director and Professor of School of Design, Hong Kong Polytechnic University.

**Social-economic & design**

Yrjö Sotamaa *

Human-centred design thinking, when rooted in universal and sustainable principles, has the power to fundamentally improve our world. It can deliver economic, ecological, social and cultural benefits to our societies and to all people, improve our quality of life, and create optimism about the future and individual and shared happiness.

Design is a unifying force for creative thinking, something that forms a link between individual dreams and the future. Technology is no longer the sole driver for development. Development springs from a profound understanding of people’s needs and hopes and new applications made possible by technology.

We have become aware of the importance of design innovation in building sustainable, human centred, creative societies. The paradigm shift currently underway has expanded the applicable scope of design to all activities of society, cities, companies, education and individuals. Design is becoming embedded in all planning processes. Embedded Design aptly describes this shift, which is testing the boundaries of design and is powered by openness, hope in the future, and the courage to change and renew. Embedded Design also describes a systematic approach to applying design.

The conference will discuss this paradigm shift, the new opportunities it opens to applications of design and the challenges it is presenting to the design profession, education and research.

* Academic Coordinator of Sub-theme Social-economic & design, Professor of TAIK, Finland, Guest Professor of Tongji University and Nottingham Trent University.

**Old & young**

Jeremy Myerson*

Design stands today on the fault line between old and young in societies around the world. In the drive to improve our cities and create a better quality of life in urban areas, designers will increasingly find themselves acting as mediators between the old world and
the new – between institutions, ways of thinking, educational models and practical methods that belong to the 20th century and those that are fast emerging in this, the new century.

Tensions between old and young are most visible in the impact of changing demographics on design, as the proportion of older people in the world population grows and the proportion of younger people shrinks. The implications of this profound shift for design are enormous. Population ageing presents challenges in every design discipline from transport, furniture and communication to fashion, architecture and urban planning. This is now well understood by a great many design educators and practitioners. What is less well understood is how design must negotiate between the different ends of the age range – between old and young.

However, the trade-offs between old and young extend beyond demographic change – to technology, where new networks and systems afford new opportunities, to organisations, which are casting off the old hierarchies to become more flexible and democratic, and to industrial practice itself as new forms of design thinking challenge established models of production and consumption.

In a world in which the welfare costs of the elderly will fall on a shrinking working population of younger people, in which many institutions and organisations require reform, and in which new technologies must be put to genuine social purpose, the urgent need to mediate between old and young requires designers to develop new skills, new tools and new approaches, many of them cross-disciplinary in character.

As a Cumulus Shanghai theme, Old & Young will seek speakers and papers that explore this theme of transition and transformation between the old world and the new.

* Academic Coordinator of Sub-theme Old & Young, Chair Professor of the Helen Hamlyn Centre at the Royal College of Art, London
Cumulus has brought together in Shanghai the most eminent international experts in design and architecture in order to reflect upon the theme of “better city, better life.” This theme is at the heart of designers’ concerns, and is central to most of our curriculum and research activities.

How and where will we live tomorrow?

In the 20th century, the city affirmed itself as a model for land occupation. This development brought along with it new social, economic and ecological issues such as mobility, security, pollution, waste management, energy and food autonomy, access to water, information and culture. These issues and more will be discussed during the Cumulus conference, in an effort to guarantee tomorrow’s society peace, social well-being and success.

Have certain cities become megalopolises with sufficient economic power to become significant enough to compete with regions or even States? How will these cities be managed in the future to guarantee the balance between territories and powers? Where is the median between the metropolises, which will continue to grow and concentrate, and the middle-sized cities whose issues are much different? Is the concentration of cities inevitable, as part of the economic and social reality, or is it a cycle of population flux, which will experience a reflux in a few years towards deserted territories?

New information technologies, new materials, and new vegetal materials will remodel cities considerably in the near future. The ‘intelligent materials’ will allow a new building architecture, just as re-forestation, agriculture and urban farming will be at the heart of urban issues. City dwellers will seek to reorganize spaces and recreate the countryside in the city thus creating a form of energy and food self-sufficiency.

Cities will change their organization, aspect, colors, soul and sense.

Global competition also applies to cities, which will have to continue to work on their identity in order to gain worldwide recognition and renown in order to attract new inhabitants and tourists. The quality of design schools and universities whose way of teaching is different from one country and one school to another will be a key factor in attracting the best students and the best researchers.

Finally, what are the new demands from urban citizens confronted with problems such as the access and difficulty of transportation and safety? Will they be sedentary townsmen attached to their house and their quarter, or will they be nomads inclined to move from one dwelling to another? What will the new demands be when it becomes possible to work from home? If people are no longer linked to their workplaces, will it still be necessary to organize their lives around a fixed territory, or will the inhabitants – and thus the cities they live in – become mobile? If the city becomes a network, what would the pertinence of its territory be?

And I want to finish with the words of the poet about Utopia.

‘If you are tired of Utopia, you are tired of life, because Utopia can offer you all what life can offer.’

I wish all the designers to work for Utopia today, tomorrow and for the rest of their life.

Christian Guellerin
President of Cumulus
General Director L’ecole de Design Nantes Atlantique, France
c.guellerin@lecolede-design.com
Social innovation and design

How designers can trigger and support sustainable changes

Ezio Manzini, Politecnico di Milano – DIS; DESIS Network (http://www.desis-network.org)

The transition towards sustainability requires optimum use of all the existing resources. In a small, densely populated, highly connected Planet, social resources are by far the most abundant ones. In other words, people’s sensitivity, knowledge, creativity and entrepreneurial capabilities are potentially the most powerful drivers for sustainable changes. Therefore, one of the most promising strategies towards sustainability is to create the conditions that catalyse these diffuse social resources, transforming these potentialities into concrete initiatives capable of generating large systemic changes. This is what design for social innovation is about and what this paper will introduce and articulate in lines of action.

Social innovation is a form of innovation driven by social demands rather than by the market and/or autonomous techno-scientific research, and generated more by the actors involved than by professional researchers. Given this very rough initial definition, we can easily observe that social innovation has always been and will continue to be a normal component of every possible society. Nevertheless, though social innovation has always existed, there are two good reasons to focus on it today. The first one is that social innovation initiatives are multiplying and will become even more common in the near future, in answer to the growing challenges of sustainability. The second one is that, as contemporary societies change, the nature of social innovation itself is also changing, opening new and until now unthinkable possibilities.

An attentive observation of the past indicates that social innovation flourishes and evolves when two contemporary conditions are present: when society is facing difficult problems and when new widely-used technologies open new and only partially explored possibilities. Both these conditions are particularly evident today (Mulgan, 2006).

In fact, as far as the quantity and dimension of problems to be faced is concerned, the present economic crisis alone would be more than sufficient to lead us to forecast a larger future role for social innovation (Murray, 2009). However, as well as this, other deep and growing problems can be considered as social innovation triggers: the living conditions of hundreds of millions of people (those moving- and being moved – from villages to urban contexts) force them to invent new ways of living and producing. At the same time, as the limits of the Planet become clearer, people are beginning to perceive them in a different way (both in economic and health related terms) and ask for new, less resource-intensive systems. The list of “big problems” and associated motivations for social innovation could continue (Vezzoli, Manzini, 2008; Kling, Schulz, 2009).

At the same time it is clear that the second condition, the quantity and quality of widely-used technologies, is more than satisfied too (Castells, 1996; Benkler, 2006). Over recent decades our societies have been invested worldwide by several waves of technological innovation: from distributed computing, to the Internet and to mobile phones. Although these technologies have very quickly become normal (for instance, nobody today would say that the use of mobile phones is per se a technologically advanced solution), they still present potentialities that users experiment in their everyday lives and transform into new, viable solutions based on the unprecedented forms of organization, business models and economy that the new networks make possible. (Bauwens, 2006; Tapscott, Williams, 2007; Leadbeater, 2008).

Given that these two conditions are satisfied, we can reasonably predict that new solutions to old and new problems will appear in contemporary society (Mulgan, 2006; Green, 2009).
Mapping social innovation.
A very concise definition of social innovation is: “a new idea that works in meeting social goals” (Mulgan, 2006). A more articulate one could be the following: social innovation is a process of change emerging from the creative re-combination of existing assets (from social capital to historical heritage, from traditional craftsmanship to accessible advanced technology), which aims to achieve socially recognized goals in a new way.

Such a definition suggests that a very wide range of events can be considered social innovation. We would do well to draw up a well-defined map of their different typologies but this task is far beyond the limits of this paper. Here we will limit ourselves to indicating some possible polarities, on the basis of which a first draft could be outlined.

A first, simple, polarity is between incremental v. radical innovation. Here the adjectives incremental and radical are used as in the field of technological innovation: they refer to changes that lie within the range of existing ways of thinking and doing (incremental innovation), or outside them (radical innovation). In our case, given the intention to promote sustainable changes, the innovation that we are going to consider must by definition be radical (Vezzoli, Manzini, 2008). That is, the goal itself and the way to achieve it must be different from the mainstream ones.

A second polarity is top-down v. bottom-up. This relates to where the change starts and, therefore, who its original drivers are. If they are experts, decision makers or political activists, the innovation will be largely top-down. If they are (mainly) the people and communities directly involved, then it will be (mainly) bottom-up. In this paper we will mainly consider bottom-up innovations conceived, implemented and managed by the people involved or, more precisely, by groups of active and collaborative people who we will refer to here as new models of living and producing (Manzini, Jegou, 2003). We will therefore refer to these bottom-up innovations as: community-based innovations. In fact, as people’s attitudes and capabilities change with the increasing diffusion of creativity, entrepreneurship and design approach (Ray, Anderson, 2000; Landry, 2000; Meroni, 2007) and considering how internet-based organization could support them (Wellman, Haase, Witte, Hampton, 2001; Mulgan, Steinberg, Salem, 2005; Leadbeater, 2008) these community-based innovations offer the highest potential as effective and diffuse drivers of sustainable changes.

Social problems and sustainable changes.
A third polarity is social problems v. sustainable changes. This derives from two different possible meanings of the adjective “social”. Until now, “social” has very often been used to signify urgent, acute problems generated by extreme poverty, particular diseases, fragile social groups, and so on (e.g. need of fresh water in a shanty town; medical care in an isolated village; working opportunities for marginalized young people; and so on). In these cases, what motivates innovation is the need for urgent solutions. To reach them all forms of innovation are possible and welcome: technological and social, incremental and radical, top-down and bottom-up. Frequently, the design process that triggers and supports these innovations is called social design: a design activity that is not motivated by market demands but by this kind of socially recognized problem (Margolin, 2003; Brown, Wyatt, 2010). However, the adjective “social” can also be used with a different meaning. It can be used to describe the changes in society that are needed in order to move towards sustainability. These sustainable changes depend on major trends that are investing society as a whole: demographic evolution, urbanization, increasing connectivity and, more in general, the transition towards a sustainable society (e.g. food networks and new city/countryside relationships; co-housings and collaborative services; alternative mobility and sharing and pooling of cars and bikes; and so on). In these cases what motivates innovations is both the search for solutions to short and long terms problems and the hope of discovering emerging opportunities. This means that different actors can drive this kind of social innovation: local, national or international public entities, foundations and non-profit organisations, but also different kinds of innovative businesses; poor and marginalized people but also the new middle class in emerging countries. The design processes operating on this field are defined as design for sustainable change: a design activity (mostly) triggered by concerns for social and economical sustainability and, therefore, oriented towards solutions and business ideas capable of enhancing radical changes in the mainstream models of living and producing (Manzini, Jegou, 2009).

We should also add that although these two fields of innovation have been discussed in different arenas and with different motivations, in recent times they have tended to converge. In fact, on one side, it appears clearer and clearer that the majority of social problems can be solved only in the framework of larger sustainable changes. At the same time, when confronted with the crisis and the need to move towards sustainable ways of living, the growing middle classes can be found looking to the inventions of the poorest social groups and to the traditions of those still living in a phase of pre-modernisation.

In discussing the potentialities of social innovation for sustainability, this paper mainly focuses on sustainable changes; in particular we shall concentrate on a specific kind of social innovation: community based innovations that generate sustainable changes.
Community-based innovation.

For a more practical introduction to community-based innovation, we can refer to a variety of real life initiatives in our contemporary world. We can look for example at “zero-mile food”, where not only a new way of eating but also a new relationship between production and consumption and between the city and the countryside are established, or collaborative services where elderly people organize themselves to exchange mutual help and, at the same time, promote a new idea of welfare. Further examples are neighborhood gardens set-up and managed by citizens who in this way improve the quality of the city and its social fabric, or groups of families who decide to share some services to reduce the economic and environmental costs, but also to create new forms of neighborhood.

Once we start to observe society and look for this kind of initiative, a variety of other interesting cases appear: new forms of social interchange and mutual help (such as the local exchange trading systems and time banks); systems of mobility that present alternatives to the use of individual cars (from car sharing and car pooling to the rediscovery of the possibilities offered by bicycles); the development of productive activities based on local resources and skills which are linked into wider global networks (as is the case of certain products typical of a specific place, or of the fair and direct trade networks between producers and consumers established around the globe). The list could continue, touching on every area of daily life and emerging all over the world (to read more about them, see: Sustainable Everyday Project http://www.sustainable-everyday.net).

Looking at such cases of social innovation we can observe that they challenge traditional ways of doing things and introduce new, different and more sustainable behaviour. Of course, each one of them should be analysed in detail (to assess their effective environmental and social sustainability more accurately). However, at a first glance we can recognise their coherence with some of the fundamental guidelines for sustainability. A second characteristic, common to these promising cases, is that they have grown out of problems posed by contemporary everyday life such as: how can we overcome the isolation that an exasperated individualism has brought and brings in its wake? How can we organise daily functions if the family and neighbourhood no longer provide the support they traditionally offered? How can we respond to the demand for natural food and healthy living conditions when living in a global metropolis? How can we support local production without being trampled on by the power of the mighty apparatus of global trade?

Creative communities.

Behind each of these promising cases of social innovation there are groups of people who have been able to imagine, develop and manage them. A first glance shows that they have some fundamental traits in common: they are all groups of people who cooperatively invent, enhance and manage innovative solutions for new ways of living. And they do so recombining what already exists, without waiting for a general change in the system (in the economy, in the institutions, in the large infrastructures). For this reason, these groups of people can be defined as creative communities: people who cooperatively invent, enhance and manage innovative solutions for new ways of living (Meroni, 2007).

A second characteristic, common to these promising cases, is that they have grown out of problems posed by contemporary everyday life such as: how can we overcome the isolation that an exasperated individualism has brought and brings in its wake? How can we organise daily functions if the family and neighbourhood no longer provide the support they traditionally offered? How can we respond to the demand for natural food and healthy living conditions when living in a global metropolis? How can we support local production without being trampled on by the power of the mighty apparatus of global trade?

Creative communities generate solutions able to answer all these questions. Questions that are as day-to-day as they are radical. Questions to which the dominant production and consumption system, in spite of its overwhelming offer of products and services, is unable to give an answer and, above all, is unable to give an adequate answer from the point of view of sustainability.

In conclusion to this point, we can state that creative communities apply their creativity to break with given mainstream models of thinking and doing and in doing so, consciously or unconsciously, they generate the local discontinuities we mentioned before.

A third common denominator is that creative communities result from an original combination of demands and opportunities where the demands, as we have seen, are always posed by problems of contemporary every-
day life, and the opportunities arise from different combinations of two basic elements: the existence (or at least the memory) of traditions and the possibility of using (in an appropriate way) an existing set of technologies (in the form of products, services and infrastructures).

In relation to the last point, a convergence between creative communities and social networks (and other forms of internet-based organisations) can be observed. Even though they emerge in different contexts, driven by different motivations, creative communities and social networks present interesting similarities: they both more commonly originate from user needs rather than in specialized laboratories and in both cases service deliverer and user roles blur, generating the potentiality to strongly support existing social innovations and, at the same time, generate new and until now unforeseeable ones (Rheingold, 1993, 2002).

On this basis, it can be stated that the convergence between community-based innovations (of creative communities) and internet-based innovations (of social networks) is an on-going trend: a powerful trend with the potentiality to strongly support existing social innovations and, at the same time, generate new and until now unforeseeable ones (Granovetter, 1983; Baek, 2010).

At the end of this short overview of the features of creative communities we can attempt a definition of community-based innovation (against the background of other forms of social innovation): community based innovation is the result of a co-design process between a variety of actors (final users, grassroots technicians and entrepreneurs, local institutions and civil society organisations) seeking to find a shared solution for a common issue.

Collaborative organisations.

Creative communities are living entities that evolve over time. A closer observation shows that the promising cases they generate can be seen as organisations at different stages of development. In fact, when they consolidate into mature organisations, creative communities become a new kind of organisation: collaborative organisations that, in practical terms, can operate as social services, responsible enterprises or users’ associations (Jegou, Manzini, 2008).

Collaborative services are social services where final users are actively involved and assume the role of service co-designer and co-producers. Some examples are: houses where elderly people of different ages live in a resource-sharing community suited to their diverse needs and lifestyles; services that facilitate house sharing between elderly and young people, where students find cheap, family-style accommodation, while giving lonely but independent elderly people help, companionship and financial support; self-organised nurseries for small groups of infants, making best use of such existing resources as parents’ capabilities (social resource) and houses (physical resource).

Collaborative enterprises are entrepreneurial production and service initiatives that enhance new models of locally-based activities by encouraging direct relationships with users and consumers who, in this case too, become co-producers. Examples are: farms that help clients to experience the value of biodiversity in the food chain; local enterprises that teach people how to reuse old and used materials; shops where people exchange used sporting goods; housing companies that renovate houses for more collaborative ways of living.

Collaborative associations are groups of people who collaboratively solve problems or open new possibilities (and who, again, become co-producers of the results). Some examples of this category are: groups of residents who transform an abandoned plot into a shared neighbourhood garden; groups of people who love cooking and who use their skills to cook for a larger group, dining together in one of the members’ houses; groups of people who exchange mutual help in terms of time and skills: groups of elderly people and teachers who organise vegetable gardens for children in elementary schools.

Bottom-up, top-down, peer-to-peer interactions.

Creative communities and collaborative organisations have always been described as bottom-up initiatives: actions “from the bottom” that give rise to promising cases of social innovations. However, a closer observation of their evolution from initial idea towards more mature forms of organization indicates that their possibility of long-term existence, and often even of their start-up, depends on complex mechanisms, and that the initiative taken directly by the people concerned (bottom-up interaction) is often supported by information exchanges with other similar organisations (peer-to-peer interaction) and by different kinds of intervention from institutions, civic organizations or companies (top-down interaction).

For instance, a micro-nursery exists thanks to the active participation of the mothers and fathers involved. However, it may have been started looking to the experiences of other groups (and eventually interacting with some of them) and it may be backed up by specific top-down initiatives and enabling tools, e.g. a guidebook indicating, step by step, the procedure to be fol-
lowed in starting up and managing it; local authority support in assessment (to guarantee its conformity to established standards); the support of a centralized service (in case of educational or medical problems that cannot be solved within the nursery itself).

These examples, like many other similar ones, tell us that creative communities and collaborative services should be considered as bottom-up initiatives not because everything happens at grassroots level, but because the precondition for their existence is the active involvement of people directly interested.

Consequently their starting up, their daily life and their possible improvement usually emerge out of a complex interplay between bottom-up, top-down and peer-to-peer interactions (which differs from case to case). It is exactly on this basis that we can assume that even if the creativity and collaborative actions that are the necessary building materials of every creative community and collaborative organisations cannot be planned, something can be done to make their existence more probable and their diffusion potentialities higher.

Design for social innovation.

Having said this, it appears that social innovations are design-led processes with a particular characteristic: those who “design” are very diverse social actors who, consciously or not, adopt ways of thinking and competences that are in all respects forms of “design thinking” and “design knowledge” (Bruns, Cottam, Vanstone, Winhall, 2006).

The notion of design for social innovation we refer to here is therefore quite large. In practice, it is an “umbrella concept” that includes “whatever design can do to trigger and support social innovation (DESIS 2010).” Similarly, we can say that designers for social innovation are whoever is actively involved in conceiving and developing social innovations: the design experts, who have been trained as designers, but also all those who, consciously or not, adopt a design approach and use design competences.

In practical terms, what design experts do to trigger and support social innovation can be articulated in four lines of work:

• To feed the social conversations with scenarios and proposals, doing so at different scales: from the smallest (considering specific local problems), to the largest (aiming at building shared visions of the future).
• To empower existing cases of social innovation by working with creative communities and, thanks to dedicated tools and specifically conceived products and services, help them to last in time and to become more effective, accessible and pleasurable.
• To act as agent of social innovation (“temporary hero”) replicating good ideas and starting up new ones, initiating new communities and using design thinking and knowledge.
• To promote large systemic changes, synergizing a variety of local initiatives, thanks to the development of specifically conceived framework strategies.

These four lines of work entail very practical activities and require specific design knowledge developed through research and training. Design schools could make a major contribution in this.

DESIS Network.

Thanks to the students’ enthusiasm and the teachers’ experience, design schools are – or at least, they could be – active laboratories where complex problems are tackled, new visions generated, new tools defined and tested, but unfortunately, until now this potential has been under-valued (or even not valued at all). However, if an appropriate framework and a supporting platform were given, these potential resources could be catalysed, and results shared and communicated. In other words, all these schools, or part of them, could become design laboratories which openly and freely produce meaningful contributions. In turn, by connecting these design labs, it would be possible to create a large distributed design agency: an open design agency where social innovation projects could be started and supported locally and experience could be shared and discussed at local, regional and global level. The DESIS Network has been launched internationally in just this spirit, and with this aim.

DESIS stands for Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability. It is a network of design labs based in design schools (or in other design-oriented universities) promoting social innovation towards sustainability.

As we said before, these desis Labs are teams of professors, researchers and students who orient their didactic and research activities in order to start and/or facilitate social innovation processes. Each lab develops projects and researches on a local scale but at the same time functions as a node of a wider network of similar labs, the DESIS Network, which enables them to exchange experiences and collaboratively develop larger design and research programs.

The DESIS Network, therefore, operates as a highly innovative design agency: an open agency, where complex, socially relevant topics can be tackled, scenarios built and solutions found and offered as contributions to the social conversation. A distributed agency, where many design teams work in parallel, mutually connected and sensitive to cultural, social and economic diversity.

In conclusion, the DESIS Network itself can be seen as an example of social innovation: an original highly distributed organization where the existing (but previously under-valued) social resource of students’ en-
thusiasm and teachers’ experience is catalyzed. Where scenarios and solutions, conceptual frameworks and practical tools are generated and offered as an open contribution to the transition towards sustainability.
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In my short talk this morning I will talk about three things.

My first point is a challenge: that we face up to 'True Cost' cost of design actions of things our 'Doomsday Machine Economy' takes for granted.

Second, I propose five principles to guide us as we de-commission and replace this doomsday machine economy. And I’ll mention some of the ways in which these principles are being applied.

I conclude, thirdly, with suggestions of practical actions that can be started immediately the conference is over. These actions connect with our central theme in Shanghai: what the young generation of designers can do to improve our environment and life in creative ways.

A) My first point concerns the dangerous kind of economy we have now, and why it needs to be replaced.

In his book Collapse, Jarred Diamond explains that societies often fail when their elites are insulated from the negative impact of their own actions.

Diamond focuses on Easter Island, where the over-use of wood products eventually destroyed its inhabitants’ survival prospects.

The lesson applies equally to us, today.

We are addicted, as a culture, to a high energy and resource intensive concept of quality and performance. To feed our addiction, we consume astronomical amounts of energy and resources.

And I must be blunt about this: Design has been feeding this addiction.

Most of the outcomes of our design work – products, websites, media, buildings, cities – involve the unsustainable waste of energy, water, and natural resources.

Design plays a key role in the creation of high-entropy products, services and infrastructures – and the resource flows and emissions that accompany them.

None of this productivity, none of this innovation, would happen without input from us: the creative industries, especially designers.

We’ve been doing our work without regard for a dreadful consequence, which is to degrade the biosphere upon which all life, including our own, depends.

This is why Adbusters calls our economy a “doomsday machine”. Today’s economy can only survive if it grows to infinity in a world whose carrying capacity is finite.

The better the economy performs – faster growth, higher GDP – the faster we degrade the biosphere that is the basis of life and our only home.

It’s madness.

B) This brings me to my second point: how are we to decommission and replace this doomsday machine economy?

For me, the best way to tackle this challenge is to describe where we want to be – and work backwards from there.

Where we want to be is in a new kind of economy with the following qualities:

• An economy that is not just centered on what humans need, but one that is centered on all forms of life, and the conditions that support life;
• An economy whose lifeblood is not the crazed extraction of finite resources, but the restoration of ecologies and ecosystems;
• A restorative economy is based on services, for the most part services carried out by people – not on the endless production of hard things;
• An economy that values not only the salaried jobs that people do in offices and factories – but an economy in which livelihoods are its centre.

A restorative economy, in other words, is also a social economy, or solidarity economy. In a social economy, the work people do without pay is given equal respect and support: caring for children and elders, growing food, teaching each other. And so on.

You may argue, at this point, that I am satiating the obvious: That of course you respect life, and the conditions that support life.

But I stress the word unconditional. If a commitment is unconditional, it does not mean “take account of,” or “pay due respect to,” or “move steadily toward.”
A restorative economy does not mean “minimize adverse effects on nature.” It means no adverse effects.

“A thief who tells a judge he is stealing less than before will receive no leniency. So why do companies get environmental awards for polluting less – even though they are still polluting?”

The biomimicry entrepreneur Gunter Pauli, who I’m quoting here, is scornful of the “do less bad” school of environmentalism – and design.

Pauli demands that we commit to Net Positive Impact – that’s to say, “economic activity where the demands placed upon the environment are met without reducing the capacity of the environment to provide for future generations.” Otherwise stated: Leave the world better than you found it.

Now you may well also be thinking at this point: its easy for John Thackara to talk about a utopian new economy – but it’s impossible to make such a thing happen in reality.

But do you know something: this alternative economy is already happening! An restorative, solidarity economy is already being created!

For a growing worldwide movement life – not money (and not technology) – is the ultimate value.

Sensible to the value of natural and social ecologies, they are searching for ways to preserve, steward and restore assets that already exist – so-called net present assets. They are not thinking first about the extraction of raw materials to make new consumables from scratch.

The movement includes people who are restoring ecosystems and watersheds. Their number includes dam removers, wetland restorers and rainwater rescuers.

This movement is evident wherever people are growing food in cities, opening seed banks, or turning school backyards into edible gardens.

Many people in this movement are recycling buildings in downtowns and suburbs, favelas and rural areas. So-called “slack space activists” are working with computer recyclers and hardware bricoleurs, to design new social uses for abandoned office-blocks, and shopping malls.

You’ll find the movement wherever people are launching local currencies. Non-money trading models are cropping up like crazy: nine thousand examples at last count.

In their own version of a social economy, 70 million Africans exchange airtime, not cash, in their daily life exchange of goods and services.

I am talking here hundreds of of thousands of experiments. All over the world.

For every daily life-support system that is unsustainable now – food, health, shelter and clothing – alternatives are being innovated.

C) (WHAT TO DO NEXT)
Designers have an important contribution to make in this movement.

But it’s a new kind of design. The priority is no longer the creation of brand new new products, buildings, and large-scale infrastructures.

New and shiny is an old paradigm!

The new work for designers is to cast fresh and respectful eyes on a neighbourhood, or territory, to reveal material and cultural qualities that might not be obvious to those who live in them.

This kind of regenerative design not perceive the world as a blank canvas waiting for brand new objects to be placed on it.

Instead, restorative design perceives the world a complex of interacting, co-dependent ecologies that already exist – even if they have been damaged: energy, water, food, and also information systems.

A specific design tasks emerges from this picture: to map these “net present assets” – assets that already exist – as the basis for creative ways to restore and enhance them.

These asset maps are needed in place of the traditional maps used by planners or Doomsday Machine economists. Their maps tend to focus on hard things, such as roads or buildings.

Every city or region, for example, can benefit from a fresh evaluation of the assets and resources are already there.

These assets can be hard or soft: natural assets – such as wind, or sun, or rivers. These assets can be indigenous materials, and the skills needed to use them. These assets can be abandoned spaces with the potential to be re-purposed.

These asset maps need to take natural systems and ecologies as their starting point – with special emphasis on bioregions, foodsheds and watersheds.

It’s important to represent the inter-connectedness and inter-dependence of natural, human and industrial systems.

This is where creative design skills and artistry will be so valuable. New forms of representation are needed to communicate energy and nutrient cycles – and to make visible the ways that healthy social systems depend upon, and are intertwined with, healthy ecosystems.

As well as maps, a restorative economy needs new tools and platforms. Tools are needed, for example, that enhance a community’s capacity to share resources – where “resources” include energy, matter, time, skill, software, space, or food.

A third design task, in addition to asset maps, and resource-sharing tools, is to connect people to each other, and helping them learn from each other’s other experience.
This people-connecting work is itself a form of innovation.

Every city-region needs some kind of market place, or event, in which people can present grassroots projects, exchange experiences, and involve fellow citizens in ever larger numbers as participants in their experiments.

The keyword here is social innovation, because this movement is about groups of people innovating together – not lone inventors, and not super-smart designers flying solo.

Transition Towns is especially significant. Transition initiatives, which only started three years ago, are multiplying at extraordinary speed in Europe and North America.

More than 300 communities in Europe and North America have been officially designated Transition Towns, or cities, districts, villages – even a forest.

The transition model – I’m quoting their website – “emboldens communities to look peak oil and climate change squarely in the eye.”

The key point is that these groups do not just look. Transition groups break down the scary, too-hard-to-change big picture into bite-sized chunks.

They create a community-level to-do list, and organize the list into an order of priorities.

These “Energy Descent Action Plans”, as they are called – describe the skills and resources that a community will need to cope with the challenges coming down the track. They describe skills and resources needing to be put in place – and who will do what to make that happen.

The Transition model is powerful because it brings people together from a single geographical area. Such people, of course, have different interests, agendas and capabilities. But they are united in being dependent on, and committed to, the context in which they live.

A second reason the Transition model is so powerful is that it uses a process of setting agendas and priorities – the “open space” method – that is genuinely inclusive of all points of view.

The lesson for design here is that resource efficiency is a social process, not a technical one. Any alternative has to be system-wide and involve a variety of different stakeholders who will not, as a rule, have worked together before.

In my own work, as an event organizer, this identification of individuals and groups who are already out there, and active, is central.

I describe my events “Harvest Festivals of Projects”

This was the approach this writer took with Designs of the time (Dottt) in North East England (where he was programme director), and with City Eco Lab, the “nomadic market” of projects from St Etienne region produced for the city’s Design Biennale.

In these events, emerging community projects are presented to people from the region as the basis for discussion and action.

I ask each project to address two questions in its presentation:

- ‘what might life in a sustainable world be like?’ and,
- ‘how can design help us get there?’

These events help discover which design skills, technology platforms and other resources are needed to help the project grow, and succeed.

I'm passionate about this idea: Connecting people to new people, and helping them learn from each other’s other experience, is itself a form of innovation.

Every city-region needs a market place in which people can present grassroots projects, exchange experiences, and involve fellow citizens in ever larger numbers as participants in these experiments.

So there is a lot for designers to do in the transition to this new restorative economy. And this work can be a lot of fun!

The creation of interesting social alternatives is just as exciting and engaging as the buzz of new technology used to be. So don’t get left behind: get out there and join in!

www.doorsofperception.com
www.thackara.com
A landscape of change for design challenges

My message at this conference is essentially a simple one: design today stands on the fault line between old and young in societies around the world.

In the drive to improve our cities and create a better quality of life in urban areas, designers will increasingly find themselves acting as mediators between the old world and the new – between institutions, ways of thinking, educational models and practice methods that belong to the 20th century and those that are fast emerging in this, the new century.

When I sat down to review the papers submitted to the Old & Young research strand of Cumulus Shanghai, I could see this form of mediation between old and young in action. Essentially I saw three main groupings of work from designers and researchers.

First, there were papers that explored design responses to demographic change and the rise of an ageing society.

Tensions between old and young are most visible in the impact of changing demographics on design, as the proportion of older people in the world population grows and the proportion of younger people shrinks. The implications of this profound shift for every branch of design are enormous.

Second, there were papers that specifically addressed the relationship between old and new in architecture and urban planning.

When architect Richard Meier placed a modernist structure on the Ulm Cathedral piazza in 1993, confronting one of the oldest medieval cathedrals in Europe with a gleaming white spaceship, he artfully summed up the tensions between the past and the future. These tensions are being played out less dramatically in new schemes for towns and cities all over the world.

The third grouping of papers focused on design processes, systems and strategies – and on paradigm shifts from old to new in education and practice.

In a world in which the welfare costs of the elderly will fall on a shrinking working population of younger people, in which many institutions and organisations require reform, and in which new technologies must be put to genuine social purpose, the urgent need to mediate between old and young requires designers to develop new skills, new tools and new approaches, many of them cross-disciplinary in character.

In this presentation I want to unite grouping one and three – I want to look at how demographic change is forcing a paradigm shift in design practice. Population ageing now presents challenges in every design discipline from transport, furniture and communication to fashion, architecture and urban planning.

Demographic picture

Let’s look at the demographic picture. Britain’s changing demographics are eye-catching. Pensioners now total 11.5 million, nearly a fifth of the UK population. We have just passed a milestone which means that, for the first time since records began, the number of people of pensionable age (60 for women and 65 for men) exceeds the number of children under 16.

It is Japan, however, that has the world’s fastest ageing population. A quarter of its citizens are now aged 65 and over. In less than one lifetime Japan has shifted from a country with a young population to the one with the highest proportion of older people. In 1950 the median age of the Japanese population was just 22 – by 2005 this had climbed to 43. In 2050 the average age will be 55.

As a consequence, Japan expects its workforce to shrink by 16 per cent in the next 25 years. Little wonder that when a senior figure in Tokyo’s Building Research Institute presented his country’s demographic picture, he said simply: “If you throw a stone in Japan, it will hit a senior.”

Worldwide, life expectancy will rise from 67 in 2008 to 75 in 2050 and the percentage of over-60s in the global population will double from 11 per cent to 22 per cent. By 2050, Japan will have greyed to the extent of having 44 per cent of its population over 60, but the UK won’t be that far behind: 30 percent will be over the age of 60.

Eight design challenges of ageing

Against this background of profound demographic change, I want to propose eight key design challenges of ageing. There are many more but these are the ones on our radar at the Royal College of Art right now.
One: The Challenge of Definition
One of the most basic challenges for designers is to define what a growing demand for products and services for older people might mean. There is a tendency in design to lump all older people into one box called the ‘grey market’, to treat everyone over 55 as one homogenous group. But people in their early 60s are very different in outlook and capability from people in their late 80s. Also, older people are as diverse and complex a population sector as young people.

Defining needs and behaviours across the spectrum of an ageing society is a classic challenge – and one not fully appreciated yet by the design industry. One of our design researchers, Jo Young, produced a communication study called Yo-Yos (Young-Old, Young-Olds) in which she defined older people as going back and forth along a spectrum in their consumer choices, making ‘young’ decisions one day and ‘old’ decisions the next. This practice of switching modes is a useful way of understanding needs and achieving definition.

Two: The Challenge of Transition
Another misconception among designers of products and services for older people is that transitions in later life are generally smooth and calm – ‘a slow fade to grey’. However our own situational research with older people indicates the opposite. Disruption, displacement and dependency – more typically associated with younger people – are also features of later life when you consider such events as cliff’s edge retirement from paid work, moving house from a family home to a small apartment in a different area, loss of a partner or spouse, or sudden dependency through ill health.

Our Transitions research study with Nokia, led by Stephanie Chen, explored this in detail and identified new online services that could make such later life transitions less painfully disruptive. The challenge of transition has not been fully considered by service providers. That needs to change and will most likely do so.

Three: The Challenge of Technology
More than 14 million people in the UK can be termed ‘digitally excluded’ and the majority of these are older people. Some have never had access to a computer and many are never likely to. Many older people cannot justify the costs of buying a computer or the complications of learning to use one. This means that they are missing out on the benefits of being online in terms of information and services. The challenge of technology in an ageing society is one of finding new ways to design for digital inclusion.

We have been experimenting with this issue in a number of projects. The use of analogue communication devices (for example an electronic ‘chalkboard’ to transfer data on a mobile phone to a much larger, more intuitive visual interface) represents one strand of thinking. The use of a hardback ‘storybook’ that leads the older user through an understandable narrative to set up a mobile phone, insert the sim card and charge the battery (as in a project for Samsung) represents another. In both cases, pre-digital archetypes of communication are aimed at achieving digital inclusion.

Four: The Challenge of Cognitive Decline
The traditional focus for designers looking at an ageing population has been to address physical and sensory impairments over time. However one consequence for people living much longer is that minds deteriorate before bodies. Cognitive decline is now a major issue and design is playing catch-up in this area. People with dementia occupy approximately two-thirds of all residential care beds available in the uk. Alzheimer’s disease is the principal cause of dementia and admission. Typically, 70 per cent of care home residents exhibit significant confusion and other cognitive impairments.

At the rca, we have been collaborating with Bupa care homes to develop new products and furniture that will improve the experience of eating and drinking and also give greater independence in dressing. We have made significant progress in this area but have barely scratched the surface in terms of what really needs to be done. Our work with Bupa is ongoing.

Five: The Challenge of Public Space
Public space has always been a hotly contested area for advocates of inclusive or universal design. Access to the built environment has been a key target for campaigners for older and disabled people. This remains the case today – even more so perhaps, given new developments in street design. For example, the trend towards ‘shared space’ in which familiar markers such as kerbs and railings are removed so that people and cars can share the space more freely, makes life extra-difficult for people with sight loss.

One of our researchers, Ross Atkin, led a project that explores how visually impaired people really navigate the street environment, what cues they use and how they cope. He adopted a novel mapping technique to draw up ‘sightline’ maps that will advise street designers and traffic engineers on how to create a more inclusive environment.

Six: The Challenge of Economic Independence
Central to the debate about design for older people is their need to live ‘independent lives’. Within this context, however, there is a growing school of thought that argues that independent living starts with economic independence. Keeping older people working – and therefore economically active – for longer is now a key economic priority for governments around the world. But the modern workplace environment is a tough place to age in.
The Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design at the RCA recently led a global study with academic partners in Australia and Japan called ‘Welcoming Workplace’ – this set out new ways to design for older people employed in knowledge-based industries so that they could concentrate, collaborate and, critically, contemplate and recuperate more effectively at work.

Seven: The Challenge of Hospital Care
Older people make more intensive use of hospital services and their stay in hospital is typically longer than younger age groups. Designers need to be prominent in rethinking how we can take pressure off primary care centres such as hospitals by introducing more distributed and community-based health services for older people, and by making hospital stays safer and more dignified for older people so that they are not exposed to distress or harm by catching infections or taking the wrong medication.

In this connection with this challenge, one of the biggest and most far-reaching our ageing societies face, my own research centre has been working on a range of health and patient safety projects – from remodeling the interior of the emergency ambulance and refashioning the hospital gown to designing out medical error through better use of equipment. In all of this work, and other design studies like it, the older person will be a key beneficiary.

Eight: the Challenge of the Unprecedented
The final challenge I want to talk about concerns the scale of demographic change – it is, quite simply, unprecedented. We have entered unknown territory. We are witnessing the greatest change to the age balance of the world’s population since the end of infant mortality in the early 19th century. The design implications of living longer are enormous – from more octogenarians on the road to more people getting divorced and having second and third families.

Let me give you one small example. One of the largest rises in sexually transmitted diseases has been recorded among the over-50s. By 2015, half of the US population living with HIV or AIDS will be over the age of 50. In the UK, one in 12 people diagnosed with HIV is already over 50. Yet we target sexual health campaigns exclusively at the young. We hosted a Fulbright Scholar at the RCA in 2009–10, Andy Chen, who produced an excellent visual communication campaign to redress the balance.

A landscape of change
So, eight design challenges of ageing – but what does it all mean for design practice?

Altogether I believe these eight design challenges create a landscape of change that forces a fundamental rethink of paradigms of practice.

Let me explain what I mean by this. Designing for people has been around for nearly 60 years. It is part of the bedrock of design practice, it goes back to the landmark publication *Designing for People* in 1955 by the industrial design pioneer Henry Dreyfuss.

Designing for people has evolved within the defining contexts of a production-led economy, consumerism and, more recently, globalisation. The relationship between professional designers and the people who use their designs has largely been a producer-consumer relationship – and increasingly on a global scale as design skills have been applied to create economies of scale in manufacturing and worldwide brands in marketing.

Henry Dreyfuss signalled mainstream design interest in human psychology and user need as a way to create products and services that sell. He set a blueprint for industrial design practice to treat people as passive test subjects in the design process, designing for their needs and wants from the vantage point of an expert mindset. And although many new and exemplary methods, technologies and techniques emerged over time to aid designing for people, this core belief system was largely unchallenged right into the new millennium.

Today, however, as Tim Brown and Jane Fulton-Suri of IDEO and others have pointed out, a paradigm shift is underway from designing for people to designing with people. And, in some cases, designing by people. The people in question in these new forms of practice are no longer passive consumers being studied by experts, but active participants in the design process. Human need is not being inferred by designers through impartial examination of behaviour, but translated directly into new products and services via an empathic co-design process, or, in the most extreme manifestations, self-recognised by those who will benefit from the resulting design. The designer mindset is no longer an expert one but a participatory one.

That Samsung mobile phone set-up project I showed you, featuring a hardback picture book with the phone inside, derived from designing with people. The designers created their concept via a series of interactive workshops across Europe in which older people were asked to visualize their perfect mobile phone using a banana and coloured stickers. And some of the hospital design projects I showed you, in which frontline healthcare staff took the lead on designing new systems and services, could be described as designing by people.

My point is not to say that those methods to design for people are becoming obsolete – far from it, many will remain relevant and important long into the 21st century and we regularly adopt them ourselves. It is simply that they will be supplemented by more empathic, democratic and bottom-up social models of design that let us focus more clearly on socially excluded people, such as those excluded due to age.
The great success of designers in the past was to use their skills to ‘scale up’ to meet the challenge of globalisation – to *abstract* things for mass communication across global markets. That’s the old way of doing things. The new way is different – designers will need an ability to ‘scale down’ to address local needs, to get down and real with users on a community level. This is a different mindset for the designer and it requires us to turn everything we have learnt on its head.

And here we come, finally, to the real meaning of the Old & Young theme at Cumulus Shanghai. To meet the key challenges of changing demographics and the myriad other social problems we face, we need an underlying shift from Old to Young in the way we do things as designers – and that shift surely start in art and design education.
The theme of the Shanghai Expo 2010 is Better City Better Life. What makes our life better we would say it is all about Design? Today, it is a very special event that we are coming from various parts of the globe here to discuss on the future of our design and especially design education. The 21st century will undoubtedly be a century of design and innovation. The new era needs new approaches of human centred innovation. To achieve this and go even further, international, trans cultural and interdisciplinary collaboration is of utmost importance.

1 Background
In many parts of the world, urbanization is being accelerated by the expanding global economy. In this urban age, trends of global economic crises, resource crises especially the depletion of oil, are literally changing the face of the planet. Increasingly, design is being influenced by continued socioeconomic and environmental economic dynamics. Its vision and management in this context have increased in both scope and complexity and become one of the most important challenges to design education in the 21st century. It highlights the importance of design research, too.

2 Paradox of Design: a two-blade sword
However, the discourse of the definition of ‘design’ has been a long history. Today, we are gathering here to define/debate the meaning or the role of design in our contemporary world, meeting the challenges of economic growth and sustainable development.

The prosperous of design schools and high richness of commodities give an illusion that we have achieved lots in our history. Our life becomes more convenient and beautiful because of design, for instance, from various kitchen wares to the airplane. But, if we take a careful investigate in one of our big supermarkets, how many products do we really need? Many products are designed and produced just for being sold or right for nothing, which have consumed large amount of resources.

Design is a two-blade sword. However, it is also the way towards future sustainability. It can deliver economic, ecological, social and cultural benefits to all people, improve our quality of life and create optimism about the future and individual and shared happiness.

3 Visions of Design:
Sustainable development
At this crossroad of future development of human society, designers are questioned: What do we design for? Do form and function enough? What is sustainable design? These were the fundamental questions presented to us already in the 1960’s by great visionary design thinkers Victor J. Papanek and R. Buckminster Fuller. The questions are even more relevant today.

In our point of view,

3.1 Design beyond form
Design has to be beyond form. Though form is the basic understanding of design, the human needs are truly the fundamental ones. As the stories behind the products, why this product is needed and why it has to be designed like this are the key questions that matter. Design is about beauty, about the reason for human existence.

3.2 Design beyond material
Design has to be beyond material. The social, economic and environmental effect of design gives itself the power leading towards innovation, towards social innovations.

3.3 Design upon interrelation between land/locale and people (behaviour)
Design has to be focusing upon the interrelation/interaction between land and its people, namely the design has to be rooted in its local culture and the human behaviour. The Chongming island project we are involved with is an excellent example of building new future with the local people. It is a good example of real co-creation, a key asset in new design thinking.
3.4 Design upon process
The last but not the least, design has to be upon the process, namely the lifecycle of design production, from design till the demolishing of the product.

4 D&I philosophy
These principles of design have formed the foundation of the College of Design and Innovation, Tongji University. It explores the fundamental role of design in a holistic way in particular, in the rapid globalization of today. Our mission is to educate leaders of sustainable design innovation, designers who will show the way to the sustainable future.

4.1 vision and mission of D&I
On one side, design is to solve global problems and improve the quality of human life; to meet the urgent needs of high-level designing talent when China is turning from manufacturing China to creating China; it is also to meet the demand for innovative talents when Shanghai is changing the way of economic growth and upgrading industrial structure. Consequently, the Innovation generated by design is to drive economic, cultural and social development of our society in the digital era.

4.2 D&I Outreaching
The D&I has to outreach via

4.2.1 UNITING OR COOPERATING WITH INDUSTRIES
When Chinese cities become the world manufacturing base, the urgent demands for designers and innovative talents to design the paths towards sustainable industries, transforming industrial structures and transforming the whole economy urge us to cooperate closely with the industries and enterprises. A holistic approach and the value and meaning of design is emphasized.

4.2.2 INVOLVING/WORKING WITH FINANCIAL, ECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT DISCIPLINES
Although a good designer is not necessary a good businessman, the financial, economic and management disciplines become more and more important in design management. To add the economic and management dimensions to design, that aims to more profit and new innovative business models will certainly increase the sustainability of design. The fundament of design innovation is a new interdisciplinary culture.

4.2.3 DESIGNING FOR BOTH URBAN AND RURAL (FOCUSBNG ON CHINA?)
In China, most of the population is living in the rural areas. Our design shall not only focus on the development of urban areas but also involve in the rural development. Improving the quality of life of rural people offers tremendous opportunities for design, for social innovations and for economic growth. This is unique opportunity for China, and to the world. There are also vast opportunities in revitalizing old cities, which are suffering of the effects of industrial transformation. Both the kind of real problems D&I wants to be associated with.

4.2.4 UNITING WITH AND LEARNING FROM WORLD DESIGN SCHOOLS
The college draws on the latest ideas and models of world design and arts disciplines in order to cultivate an international perspective, innovative, forward-looking, research-oriented, integrated new generation of design talent and design managers and is committed to building an “Open and Innovative” world-class college of Design.

Cumulus as an agent of Change
We are proud that Cumulus Association decided to celebrate its 20th Anniversary in China and in Shanghai. This is a tribute to the World Expo and to the growing importance of China in developing the future of design.

We sincerely hope that this conference marks the beginning of a new era of cooperation in tackling world’s big problems and the enormous opportunities in solving them in a sustainable way When driven by human centred innovation thinking we can lay a real foundation for social sustainability, too.

Cumulus has been and will undoubtedly be an important agent of change in the spirit of the Kyoto Design Declaration and in its capability to bring the best design universities, their students and teachers together to build design education for the future.
What happens if we move from design to design thinking?

Seeing the big picture nets bigger results

Back in the 19th century, a British civil engineer named Isambard Kingdom Brunel designed many innovative structures. His greatest creation was the Great Western Railway. Brunel said that what he wanted passengers to experience the feeling of floating across the countryside. To do that meant creating the flattest gradients ever yet made, which required building long viaducts across river valleys and long tunnels, such as the one at Box in Wiltshire.

Brunel didn’t stop there. He went beyond trying to design the best railway to imagine an integrated transportation system that would enable passengers to seamlessly use different modes of travel – to embark on a train in London and disembark from a ship in New York. So he built the s.s. Great Western to handle the seafaring leg of that trip, making it possible to go from London to New York in a single journey.

Brunel was working 100 years before the emergence of design as a profession, using design thinking to solve problems and to create world-changing innovations. However, as industrial society matured, systems thinkers and re-inventers like him evolved into a priesthood of folks in black turtlenecks who focused on aesthetics, image, and fashion. Of course, there’s nothing wrong with making things more attractive, easier to use, and highly marketable. But now that designers have mastered the fine details, it’s time to think big again.

If everyone moved from design to design thinking, we could effect more significant change, says Tim Brown, president and CEO of IDEO. “If we take a different view of design and focus less on the object and more on design thinking as an approach, we actually might see the result in a bigger impact.”

Design thinking began with what Roger Martin, the business school professor at the University of Toronto, calls integrative thinking – the ability to exploit opposing ideas and constraints to create new solutions. In the case of design, that means balancing desirability and human needs with technical feasibility and economic viability. The re-emergence of design thinking enables us to tackle new kinds of problems, Brown says, and, in doing so, it’s useful to observe three basic ideas: Design is human-centered. Prototyping enhances innovation. Collaboration among consumers and producers results in better designs.

Human-centered design may integrate technology and economics, but it starts with what humans need, or might need. “What makes life easier, more enjoyable? What makes technology useful and usable? This is about more than good ergonomics, such as putting the buttons in the right place,” Brown explains. “It’s about understanding the culture and context of people’s circumstances, often before even beginning to conceive ideas for designs.” For example, when an IDEO team started working on a new vision-screening program in India, designers sought to understand the aspirations and motivations of schoolchildren, in order to “get” how they might play a role in screening their parents.

If human needs are the place to start, then design thinking rapidly moves on to learning by making. “Instead of thinking about what to build, we need to build in order to think,” Brown says. “Prototypes speed up the process of innovation, because it is only when we put our ideas out into the world that we really start to understand their strengths and weaknesses. The faster we do that, the faster our ideas evolve.”

Take the Aravind Eye Institute in Madurai, India, which is both highly efficient and very innovative. Aravind makes its own intraocular lenses (which replace those damaged by cataracts), and it does an incredible job of serving very poor patients by taking the revenues from those who can afford to pay to cross-subsidize those who can not.

“When I visited them a few years ago, what really impressed me was their willingness to prototype their ideas very early,” Brown says. “They brought the cost down from two hundred dollars a pair down to just four dollars a pair. Partly they did this by, instead of building a fancy new factory, they used the basement of one of their hospitals. And instead of installing the large-scale machines used by western producers, they used low-cost CAD/CAM prototyping technology. They are now...
the biggest manufacturer of lenses in the developing world."

After human needs and prototyping, today’s designers should consider the destination. “Instead of seeing its primary objective as consumption, design thinking is beginning to explore the potential of participation,” Brown explains. “The shift from a passive relationship between consumer and producer to the active engagement of everyone in experiences that are meaningful, productive, and profitable.”

For example, nurses and practitioners at Kaiser Permanente looked at how to improve the hospital patient experience. Through observational research, brainstorming new solutions, and rapid prototyping, Kaiser developed a new way for staff members to change shifts. They went from retreating to the nurse’s station to discussing the various states and needs of patients to deploying a software-driven system that took place on the ward in front of patients. By doing this, nurses reduced the average time that they were away from patients from 40 minutes to 12 minutes, which increased patient confidence. Multiply that by all of the nurses in all of the wards in the system’s 40 hospitals – and the change had a pretty big impact.

[link to: http://www.ideo.com/work/nurse-knowledge-exchange/]

“We can take this idea of participation perhaps to its logical conclusion,” Brown adds, “and say that design may have its greatest impact when it’s taken out of the hands of designers and put into the hands of everyone.”
Session 1

Social Innovation & Sustainability
Renovating the Suburbs for a Sustainable Future

A World House Year 3 Project at the Institute without Boundaries

Abstract

The Institute without Boundaries in Toronto is a unique academic centre focused on collaborative design for social, ecological and economic innovation. As part of the Institute’s World House project, in 2008–9, the interdisciplinary student and faculty team investigated how to renovate the inner suburbs of metropolitan cities, looking at the social and technological innovation required to engage citizens in the process of revitalizing neighbourhoods. Characteristic of other post World War II suburbs, Toronto’s inner suburbs are suffering from aging infrastructure, aging populations, increasing demand for affordable housing, and limited access to sustainable food, energy and services. The Institute collaborated with two non-profit organizations, Habitat for Humanity and Evergreen, to develop community engagement tools, a catalogue of scalable “renovation” ideas, and an implementation strategy. A case study neighbourhood was used to contextualize the project and to encourage the students to design projects that are as real and as detailed as possible. The resulting proposal, Renovate Your Neighbourhood, is a five-phase, community-based program that includes design concepts for more affordable and diverse housing choices, more vibrant citizen-managed public spaces, and more sustainable land development patterns.

The Institute’s projects are designed around collaboration with external partners, whether they be manufacturers, non-profit organizations, community groups, municipal or national governments. This allows students and faculty to design for real clients, and apply innovative thinking to problems that require solutions that can be implemented. While working with specific partners, the IwB considers their needs from a broader perspective, with the goal of creating solutions that could be locally adapted by like entities around the world. For Renovate Your Neighbourhood, the IwB team of eight students, guided by seven faculty, imagined how two national non-profit groups, Habitat for Humanity Canada and Evergreen, could become catalysts for community action leading to suburban renewal. Habitat for Humanity is an international organization with affiliate offices across Canada, that “mobilize volunteers and community partners in building affordable housing and promoting homeownership as a means to breaking the cycle of poverty” (Habitat for Humanity, 2007).
Evergreen, a Canadian organization, strives to “make cities more livable…by deepening the connection between people and nature, and empowering Canadians to take a hands-on approach to their urban environments” (Evergreen, 2000). The two institutions have previous experience pairing house building with community landscaping, and they approached the IwB to explore how they could strengthen their working relationship to better serve their volunteers and clients. The result was a design for a program that built upon and extended the mandates of Habitat for Humanity and Evergreen, and that could be launched by the two organizations in Toronto, or customized by other non-profits or neighbourhood groups in urban centres across North America.

A Case Study Neighbourhood in Toronto’s Inner Suburbs
To further contextualize the project, and to encourage the students to develop their proposals in as real and as detailed a way as possible, a case study neighbourhood and street were selected in Don Mills, one of the first planned suburbs of Toronto (Javed, 2009). Typical of other post World War II neighbourhoods, Don Mills was linked by main arterial roads, and planned around curved streets of bungalow houses and community spaces such as schools, parks and churches (Gillham & MacLean, 2002). In Toronto, the combined suburban residential areas and green spaces now occupy approximately 75% of the city’s land (City of Toronto, 2006), representing a large and often overlooked opportunity for urban rejuvenation. While the physical structure of Toronto’s inner suburbs has remained relatively unchanged since the 1950s, the social, economic and environmental contexts are dramatically different. These suburbs now present critical challenges characteristic of cities planned during the automobile era, such as social isolation, increased housing costs, changing populations, aging infrastructure, diminished quality of public spaces, and limited access to affordable and sustainable food, energy and services. To prioritize opportunities for renewal in Don Mills, the IwB team applied the Institute’s World House Matrix (2006), an analysis tool that provides a holistic perspective by grouping design considerations into twelve systems under terrain, climate, economy and culture.

Four Community Projects to Create Balanced Neighbourhoods
Adapting the commonly used “triple bottom line” approach to sustainability, the team set the goal of creating balanced neighbourhoods that are social, green and diverse. The team developed a checklist for community self-evaluation based on a range of qualitative surveys and existing measures for urban design (Table 1). The checklist is intended to help initiate community discussion about local issues and areas for improvement, and to help focus visions and define shared goals. Once interested citizens identify areas in need of “renovation,” they can look to the catalogue of small, medium, and large-scale community project ideas to improve their neighbourhood over time, based on their own assets, capacity, and appetite for change. The Renovate Your Neighbourhood catalogue (Figure 1) is organized by four common urban features that could serve as starting points for collective action: schools, parks, malls and housing. Typical of IwB projects, Renovate Your Neighbourhood not only offers “designed” communications, products, environments, services, and organizations, but also presents processes through which these elements can be developed and systems within which they are related.

The school project proposes that schools play a greater role in community life and inter-generational learning. Cities are facing concerns about food security and poor adolescent nutrition (Friendly, 2008), and many low-income areas in Toronto’s inner suburbs (Hulchan-ski, 2008) have been labeled “food deserts” where communities have limited access to healthy food choices (Lister, 2007). The proposal suggests that schools become centres for local food networks where education about nutrition and food security is paired with hands-on learning about growing and preparing food. Students plant vegetables and fruits to transfer to family members, and teachers plant vegetables and fruits to transfer to family members. This proposal includes designs for a system of portable, temporary structures from outdoor lighting and furniture, to garden sheds and cafes, to supplement existing park facilities (Figure 2).

The park project sees large suburban parks as underutilized assets, and encourages people to take ownership of inner suburban parks to make them more relevant to contemporary life. Many Toronto Parks, Forestry and Recreation programs (2007) are targeted at environmental improvement, health and sports, especially for children and youth. The project offers ideas to promote park use by a wider demographic (including parents, young adults and the elderly), such as community events, landscaping and building initiatives. Parks would become canvases for residents to create their own activities over and above typical events, such as hosting outdoor movies and community-run cafes. This proposal includes designs for a system of portable, temporary structures from outdoor lighting and furniture, to garden sheds and cafes, to supplement existing park infrastructure (Figure 3).

The mall project rethinks the future of suburban strip malls as new mixed-use destinations that increase affordable housing and reduce the impact of cars. Typically, 65% of mall sites are taken up by parking lots (Bond, 2002) which perpetuates car dependent lifestyles, accumulation of pollutants and contributes to “urban heat
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Table 1: Community Checklist for Neighbourhood Evaluation. Developed by the Institute without Boundaries

Social: Community Gathering & Involvement

Does your neighbourhood have:

- Public spaces that are:
  - Welcoming to people of all ages and abilities
  - Peaceful
  - Active
  - Safe
  - Used at night and on weekends
  - Used for sport and recreation
  - Used for commercial purposes

- Public spaces that provide:
  - Opportunities to express creativity
  - Facilities such as seating and bathrooms
  - Clear signage and wayfinding
  - Access to information and local media

Green: Healthy Living & Environments

Does your neighbourhood have:

- Clean streets
- Trees and greenery
- Older buildings and heritage places
- Ways to reduce the impact of and reliance on cars
- Networks of bicycle paths and facilities
- Access to daily necessities within walking distance
- Access to food and places to grow food
- Access to renewable energy sources
- Architecture and landscaping that respond to environmental conditions
- Opportunities to reduce, reuse and recycle
- Outlets for environmental education
- Environmentally responsible industries

Diverse: Value & Options

Does your community offer:

- Housing and services that are accessible
- Affordable rents, land sales and housing
- Diverse types of houses and buildings
- Mixed-use buildings (live, work, play)
- Ways to minimize household costs
- Free community events and spaces
- Places of employment
- Access to schools
- Access to medical services

---

island effect” (City of Toronto Urban Design, 2007). In this proposal, the redesigned mall breaks from tradition by prioritizing pedestrian use in the short term through community events and green spaces. Longer-term changes are proposed by modifying the typical parking lot layout to allow for pedestrian walkways, plantings, bicycles and car sharing. Finally, new rooftops add affordable housing to the existing retail mix.

The housing project looks at adapting houses and suburban lots in light of critical issues such as the increasing number of lower income families in the inner suburbs (Hulchanski, 2008), rising property prices, and large population growth. Neighbours would work together to share costs and labour on home and garden renovations that allow people to live in their homes longer and more sustainably. The project outlines how large suburban residential lots and unused commercial spaces can be subdivided for new affordable housing, and provides designs for a modular housing system adaptable to a variety of sites.

The Renovate Your Neighbourhood school, park, mall and housing proposals are strengthened by the fact that they are community-driven and interrelated. For example, plants grown at the school feed into the community garden and greenhouse outlined in the park proposal, or into the shared gardening renovation projects designed for homeowners. The nutrition education program for the students integrates intergenerational learning and interaction with the neighbours, leading to community programming for the park and mall.

An Implementation Plan for Two Real-World Partners

The IwB team designed Renovate Your Neighbourhood so that Habitat for Humanity and Evergreen (or other similar organizations) could facilitate these rejuvenation projects by providing communities with the required expertise to undertake construction, land development and gardening projects. The two institutions could also contribute labour and financial support by leveraging their strong volunteer bases, sponsors and experience in fundraising. To assist in the implementation, the IwB team developed a series of modular structures that could be prefabricated and sold by Habitat for Humanity and Evergreen, allowing the two non-profit organizations to generate revenue. These structures are designed around ten and twelve foot square buildings that can become garden sheds, greenhouses, community cafes, single-family or multi-unit homes and apartments. The partnership model for the two institutions also includes a retail co-location strategy. Habitat for Humanity’s existing Restores, which sell recycled housing and construction materials, would be paired with a new Greenstore, designed by the IwB team, where Evergreen would sell salvaged gardening materials, plants and tools (Figure 4). The stores would distribute the prefabricated structures and give administrative and promotional support to the Renovate Your Neighbourhood program.
Fig. 1: The Renovate Your Neighbourhood Catalogue includes a research summary and implementation plan for the non-profit partners, and detailed renovation projects for communities. Photo by Justin Aitcheson.

Fig. 2: A community food network based in local schools spreads over time to homes and parks. Maps by Eunice Lam.

Fig. 3: Artist impression of the community café project in a park. Illustration by Sisley Leung.

Fig. 4: Greenstore retail plan as shown at the Renovate Your Neighbourhood exhibition. Photo by Angela Lewis.

Fig. 5: The Renovate Your Neighbourhood exhibition at George Brown College School of Design, Toronto, June 2009. Photo by Angela Lewis.
Inspiring the Community to Take Action

The success of this proposal hinges on motivating and inspiring communities to implement projects in the catalogue. To launch and sustain Renovate Your Neighbourhood, community engagement plans were designed to increase volunteer participation, solicit feedback, include the public in the “renovation” process, and share the results. This includes public events, an advertising campaign for Habitat for Humanity and Evergreen to announce the program and recognize “community champions,” and templates for print materials that volunteers could customize to raise awareness. By celebrating success stories with neighbourhood awards and documenting the projects on a central website, a series of case studies would be available to inspire and inform other communities in their efforts to renovate their neighbourhood. The website would be an outlet for communities to add new projects under the school, house, park and mall categories.

Renovating the inner suburbs to meet 21st century requirements for sustainability is a challenge, but more significantly, the ways to achieve this objective are not immediately determinable. In the end, the Institute without Boundaries’ solution was neither entirely prescriptive nor purely process-oriented. Instead, models were proposed that could be adapted locally and that would allow for change over time. The resulting product describes new ways of living in the suburbs and an alternative design model for producing urban change that connects citizens, NGOs, design resources, community action and interaction with the government, developers, and non-profit organizations.

A final exhibition and catalogue described the overall system of how communities could share local initiatives that lead to incremental and scalable transformation of aging suburbs (Figure 5). The next step is to launch pilot projects, as described in the catalogue, with interested communities in order to gauge the effectiveness of the concepts and the efficacy of the proposed processes. The project has already caught the attention of additional organizations including the United Way, People Plan Toronto and the Toronto Community Foundation.
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Anna Meroni

Design for services and place development

Interactions and relations as ways of thinking about places: the case of periurban areas

Services are a constituent element of urban planning. Nevertheless, a new perspective arises when considering regional contexts, and when considering services as an approach to design and subject matter for design.

The essay presents reflections raised by a group of projects in various parts of the world, conducted by local research partners within the international DESIS Network (Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability) and dealing with agricultural periurban territories. These projects are methodologically related to one currently in progress in Milan conducted by the Politecnico di Milano, Slow Food and Università Scienze Gastronomiche, which is expected to generate a scenario of sustainable local food production and consumption for the region.

Service design here aims at introducing a service-driven vision influencing the approach to regional planning, with the objective of strengthening the role of sustainable agriculture by creating a network of services supporting production systems and de-meditating offering and demand. Short food chains, multifunctionality of the systems and mutual collaboration between the stakeholders are the concepts framing the project. Fostering social innovation is considered a crucial action, since local creative communities can play a major role as potential engines of change.

The essay discusses the methodological framework through which these projects are conducted, the role of design schools and researching-teaching activities in the factual promotion of this kind of design issue, and a first set of design results of the ongoing projects, making connections among them.

Radical changes in the everyday life of communities

We claim that designing for sustainability with a strategic perspective means facing and promoting radical changes in ways of living (Manzini & Jegou, 2003). This assumption informs the way we use strategic design and design for services to tackle the sustainable development of places and regions.

Design for Services is an essential component of strategic design when the aim is to move from a framework of values and characteristics into specific solutions, and when we need to make manifest possible future behaviours that require new ways of interacting and producing value within a community and its environment. Services in fact exemplify systemic changes at the level of everyday experiences (Meroni & Sangiorgi, forthcoming 2011).

Strategic Design is an approach whose goal is to interpret ongoing situations, where problems are open and ill-defined, tasks unclear, processes experimental and where knowledge is something that emerges step by step, by continuous interactions with other players. Any strategic decision is the consequence of interaction with the environment, its actors, constraints and opportunities and, according to Game Theory the behaviour of players can be driven by the comprehension that favouring the interests of the community can be strategic to favouring one’s own interests (Zurlo, 2004 and 2010). Therefore, strategy can result in win-win solutions, where the interests of the individual (a person, a company, an enterprise) can converge with those of the environment and of the collectivity. In compliance with Bateson’s concept of ecology (Bateson, 1979), affirming that the minimum unit of survival in evolution is never simply an individual organism, not even a species, but always species-plus-environment, win-win strategies appear to be those with this potential for causing them both to evolve. Any strategy to achieve a radical but successful change must, consequently, consider both eco-efficiency and social behaviour (Brezet & Ehrenfeld, 2001; Vezzoli, 2007) in a brand new approach.

Investigating and promoting social innovation (innovation that moves from emerging behaviours in society) takes us in this direction: by working with innovative social parties, searching for, exploring, observing and involving in the design activity the most pro-active and creative social, economic and productive resources of a context, we believe that we can start a project with a
reasonably good chance of successfully causing a situation to evolve. It is here that social innovation becomes crucial, especially when a project is about communities and territories. We call these emerging social behaviours creative communities, groups of people who creatively organize themselves to obtain a result in ways that are promising steps towards sustainable ways of living and producing (Meroni, 2007), and visionary ventures, meaning enterprises that challenge the conventional ways of doing in the market, in the name of a fairer, more sustainable and valuable production and consumption system. This kind of social innovation is actually prototyping innovative ways of doing that can be seen as a driver for technological and production innovation. The practices they propose combine a high degree of feasibility and an impressive visioning; they have the power of transmitting to us their ideas, feeding our imagination about the future and becoming the source of inspiration for new solutions and services rooted in existing assets. They embody in a positive and fashionable way the contemporary interpretations of jobs which we believe can become the basis of a truly green economy: they try the unprecedented with remarkable bravery: they risk, they learn by doing, they apply a trial-and-error approach that is costly and often apparently reckless. They are led by visionary individuals who have been able to gain the support of the community, attracting and motivating people by the strength of their ideas (Manzini, 2007; Leadbeater, 2007; Drayton, 2010) All together, these phenomena of social innovation create a strong pattern of local changemakers (Drayton, 2010) who we believe can become the drivers of innovative projects.

Bateson’s concept of ecology shows us the profound and vital relationship of a community with its environment, which means for designers two fundamental factors to be investigated: the community’s sense of belonging to the (private and public) space, and the relationship that exists between local people and local resources. These two issues are, with different shades of meaning, the focus of investigation for some schools of urban and regional planning around the world (the Scuola Territorialista in Italy; the New Urbanism movement in North America; the INTBRAU – International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism in UK) that we like to acknowledge as scientific references when speaking about sustainable place development. They actually affirm that the valorisation of local heritage (environment, urban settlement, culture and society) is the only possible approach to producing the lasting enrichment of an area, because places are the result of a historical co-evolution of human settlement with environment, nature and culture, whereas the functionalistic approach tends to consider the territory as a kind of technical support for activities organised independently from the local means, resources, potentialities and qualities. Therefore, sustainable development not only refers to the reproducibility of natural resources, but also to the way in which urban systems are established; to the coherence of production systems with local resources and entrepreneurship; to the development of capability and self-government by local communities. In short, to community sovereignty (Magnaghi 2000).

We take this multilayer definition of “place” as the result of the interaction of the community with the environment and believe that Design for Services, which has recently taken up the debate about regional development (Meroni et al, 2008; Meroni, Simeone & Trapani, 2009; Jégou, 2010) can significantly contribute with conceptual tools to research on these topics. In fact, Service Design looks at the interrelations within a community and at the relations of the community with its territory with a distinctive approach, as we will discuss in this essay.

We also believe that, on one hand, this disciplinary approach can complement those of planners, architects and sociologists and, on the other, it can shape the competences and skills of a new profile of designer.

New generations of designers and new skills

A new generation of designers needs to grow up, be trained to develop new skills and equipped to contribute in solving new kinds of problems that are both systemic and wicked (Manzini in Meroni, 2007; Buchanan, 1992). At the same time, a new generation of entrepreneurs needs to flourish, oriented to the so called green economy and commit to jobs that are potentially the engine of this economy, but that ought to be reinvented in the light of contemporary lifestyles.

In the most established design schools all around the world, interdisciplinary curricula oriented to train students to design for services, or to develop a strategic approach to design are flourishing. The Politecnico di Milano has matured over 10 years experience in master level courses in Strategic Design, Product Service System Design and Service Design, being one of the schools pioneering these approaches. We believe that new design profiles should address the abovementioned new design demand, and therefore students can beneficially be challenged with problems of a systemic dimension. And, even more, we believe these students can significantly contribute to “warming up” research thinking in this field, and prototyping tools for intervention in systemic problems. Actually, their involvement can result in a double achievement: practicing on real cases helps them to develop awareness towards sustainability and systemic thinking, and approaching these themes in design studios allows teachers to begin exploring new research topics with more freedom and creativity. Therefore, we systematically combine research
and training, setting up design processes where training activities are synergically integrated with action research, and giving students the opportunity to measure themselves with similar topics, in dedicated studios or workshops. This is a unique chance for cultivating in young people an alternative awareness of design and business, where emphasis is laid on the environmental, social and ethical issues of the community, and for testing the preliminary hypothesis of research with initial ideas.

Investigating a community in its own environment means paying primary attention to the ethics and values of the project, so as to orient design actions to make these values tangible and to develop an approach that connects design to human dignity and human rights (Buchanan, 2001). In doing this, a shift from the concept of User Centred Design to one of Community Centred Design is implied (Meroni, 2008), where understanding behaviours and collaborating with the most active social communities in conceiving and developing solutions (Ogilvi, 2002, Jégou & Manzini, 2008) is the distinctive work of the designer. Community Centred Design refers also to an approach that upgrades the consolidated methods and tools of User Centred Design to the scale of community, in order to understand its behaviours, needs and network of relationships.

As a consequence, this approach requires two kinds of competences: one related to knowledge of the context, the other to creative collaboration with non-designers.

The former results in field immersion, so as to pursue a direct experience of the contexts and develop empathy with the community. It produces a de-mediated knowledge of people and places that leads to empathic design: an approach where designers are pushed to move in real contexts so that projects benefit from the emotions of both users and designers (Leonard & Rapport, 1997). To activate people, to spur them to take action and collaborate in doing things, designers must be aware of the kind of behaviours a community will be willing to take up. Understanding the pivotal assets to rely on in order to design solutions that propose radical changes in everyday life is, thus, as essential as knowing the unexploited assets and unmet needs of a given context. Moving from here, designers can work with local communities to develop scenarios, or hypotheses with some chance of finding the right humus on which they can flourish as future solutions (Ogilvi, 2002).

The latter, which results in designing scenarios for and with local communities, requires the designer to be able to manage collaborative processes and transdisciplinary skills. Helping collaborative design practices to happen, fostering conversations around systemic changes exemplified at the level of everyday experiences, and materializing big shifts in tangible lifestyles and business opportunities are actually some of the peculiar capabilities that we believe a designer for services today must have (Meroni & Sangiorgi, forthcoming 2011).

A critical context for urban development and food sovereignty

Periurban areas are, today, among major critical contexts in regional development projects: lying between a town and its rural surroundings, they are mainly used for agricultural activities (sometimes sustainable, often conventional), but subject to urban expansion where formerly separate cities and towns merge into vast urbanised zones: the way this comes about is crucial for the sustainable development of a region (Donadieu 2005 Viljoen, 2005). We take them as metacontexts (Manzini, Collina & Evans, 2004), that is widely found typologies with analogous characteristics in different contexts. Periurban areas are the thresholds where urban and rural dynamics meet, creating unique opportunities (or risks) to improve the quality of everyday life and make a decisive step towards sustainable development. The reflection developed in this essay arises from a cluster of ongoing projects around the world (Milan, Shanghai, New York and Porto Alegre) within the desis Network1 which, notwithstanding the different progress of the work, can be seen to rest on similar bases and hypotheses.

Initial field observation, supported by theoretical and empirical research, led us to recognize the following main needs, resources and design challenges:

**Needs and critical factors:**

- agriculture is managed through both sustainable and conventional methods: in the absence of alternative and more direct channels of sale, agricultural practices become gradually less profitable year by year (Fleury, 2005; Donadieu 2005)
- the proximity to town is a real threat for these areas, given the unquestionably higher value of urban exploitation compared to agricultural use of the land, in the current mainstream market (Viljoen, 2005; Petrini, 2005) and in the limited perspective of the present day;
- the aging population and the progressive lack of motivation for youth to work as farmers are the reasons for the massive exodus from these areas. This is due to several factors, among which: the meagre profitability of the work; the industrialisation of activities and the “downgrade” of the role of farmer to one of industrial worker; the lack of appeal of agriculture-related professions due to their apparent

---

1 Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability: an international network launched by a group of researchers gravitating around the Politecnico di Milano (http://www.desis-network.org)
Design opportunities and challenges

- to increase the regional self-sufficiency of the food system through various forms of local food sale and de-mediation (Meroni, 2006) of agricultural production. This still remains the most important function of periurban agriculture (Petrini, 2005);
- to foster multifunctionality of systems and differentiation of offering over specialization, in order to increase the economical profitability of enterprises, while enhancing the attractiveness and feasibility of services;
- to conceive new cultural meanings for agricultural jobs by creating added value services and produce, build over the quality of products, services and activities;
- to strengthen the relationships between rural areas and the city in terms of material, economic and cultural flows, and rationalize then according to a sustainability assessment;
- to invent new forms of agritourism, agriforestry and proximity leisure to take urban inhabitants into the nearby countryside, and to intensify relations between agricultural activities and urban life by imagining new services supporting urban farming;
- to find creative interconnections and new forms of collaboration and synergies between farms and other local activities, so as to save resources and create closed loop systems, connecting inputs and results of rural activities within a logic of service symbiosis (Mirata & Ristola, 2007);
- to implement new communication technology as support for collaborative services (Manzini & Baek, 2009);
- to create an imaginary around the place and its produce: branding products and services in the name of quality and values.

These design challenges, focused on delivering services and relations for a more ecological food production, distribution and consumption, represent the core of the innovation demand expressed by periurban areas, and have different specifications in the different geographical contexts.

Approach and method of work

As mentioned, a Design for Services perspective to Place Development shifts the design focus towards the investigation of interactions and relations. In the specific context, these are represented by the network of services supporting the agricultural business and the new forms of de-mediation between offering and demand.

Shortening the food chain, fostering multifunctionality of the systems and implementing collaborative practices are the key concepts in common that shape the design briefing of the projects, which is based on the following hypotheses:

- using local resources to develop a distinctive offering (Mirata & Ristola, 2007; Magnaghi, 2000) and activating collaborative practices of work (Cottam & Leadbeater, 2004) can produce tangible and effective improvements in the quality of life and environment;
- sustaining local collaborative patterns, which involve inhabitants and enterprises, can create the conditions for social innovations to flourish and change settlement models by changing underlying practices (Latouche, 2004);
- supporting social innovation is therefore crucial, be-
cause **creative communities** can play a major role as potential engine of the change. This assumption implies an approach to transformation that, borrowing concepts from Positive Psychology (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000; Inghilleri, 2003), relies on and enhances the positive assets of a system or a context in order to produce a change:

- bridging divisions between disciplines, institutions and public, private and voluntary sectors is, today, the most advanced way to innovate in production and particularly in service provision. According to Landry (2000), new forms of alliances have to be set up, while Murray, Caulier-Grice and Mulgan (2010) speak about overlapping fields of the social economy, social entrepreneurship and social enterprise.

Therefore, the method of work currently being experimented starts by observing local assets, goes on to create specific projects shaped by/oriented towards a scenario and ends up with the creation of a network of synergies:

1. **Resources and assets mapping**: finding, analyzing and visualizing the “place capital” (natural + artificial + social) and the relative potentials.
2. **Social innovation mapping**: finding, describing and representing the local creative communities and their initiatives.
3. **Scenario and solutions design**: co-designing a set of scenarios for the context, exemplified in specific solutions connected to the existent social innovation.
4. **Defining pilot projects**: finding the most promising initiatives and developing ideas about how to replicate them or start up new initiatives using existing assets.
5. **Project networking**: linking projects in a local system, creating mutual connections and relating them to the external environment.
6. **Project communication**: communication of single projects and of the whole scenario.

One crucial point of scenario-building is the connection of the projects into a network organization, or more specifically, the way the different services are connected to support one another and to frame a consistent scenario. The strong sense of community that we have observed in cases of social innovation leads us to assume that the social and relational basis for the network is likely to be the need to enhance actors’ perception of a coherent community where everybody (the local “changemakers” – Drayton, 2010) contributes to collective success. This is facilitated when a shared vision confers the network with a sense of identity, claims values, creates trust and orients motivations, actions and strategies (Van Alstyne, 1997). The functional basis for the network is the need to share or complement the various assets and operations of the different activities, so as to make beneficial synergies. As a consequence, three forms of synergy can be investigated:

- Synergies between analogous activities: economies of scale and scope of similar solutions that can benefit from sharing some operations and infrastructure, and creating critical mass.
- Synergies between complementary activities: economies of scale and scope between different solutions which, while delivering different products and services, have many common elements since the outputs of one activity become the inputs of another.
- Synergies between compatible activities: economies of scale and scope between solutions which, when combined, can generate mutual virtuous savings and reinforcement.

Synergies allow collaborative problem solving to happen, meaning that they create the condition for breaking tasks into sub-tasks and sharing them (Van Alstyne, 1997), activating collaborative services (Jégou & Manzini, 2008) and collaborative entrepreneurship (Dayton, 2010). Altogether they outline different scenarios of **Community Supported Agriculture**, where food production, trading, hospitality, leisure, cultural and social activities create a unique mix of functions.

The six-step process here described aims to generate ideas for activities and services based on the creative use of local assets and to establish a direct connection with local creative communities and ventures. We propose that regional planning be informed by these ideas and by the network structure of city and its periurban area that they imply. Having said this, we believe that the specific contribution of design for services consists in offering a methodological toolbox to support a new paradigm of urbanisation based on this approach, and in engaging a continuous, strategic dialogue with the community (van der Heijden, 2005; Manzini, Collina & Evans, 2004; Landry, 2000; Kahn et al., 2009).

**Ongoing projects**

The process presented in the previous paragraph has been applied, in different stages, to the aforementioned projects. While the ones in New York and Porto Alegre are still in the proposal phase, Milano and Shanghai have already developed to a stage that allows more than a few reflections about their outcomes as design and training experiences. For these two contexts the opportunity to share some design thought arises from a couple of applied research projects for the local periurban areas: the Agricultural South Park in Milano and Chongming Island in Shanghai.

The process has been reiterated more than once in the two situations, upscaling the substance and impor-
tance of the projects. In fact, in both cases an extensive design experiment has been carried out involving students\(^2\) in initial self-committed research. A couple of workshops have created the first scenarios and set of ideas that enabled the start of a strategic conversation with prospective partners and interlocutors for projects with real commitments. From here further professional research steps have recently been taken.

**Milano**

The Milanese project, in fact, started as methodological research, funded by the Italian government\(^3\), and then evolved into a bigger, more specific project named “Nutrire Milano. Energie per il Cambiamento” (Feeding Milano. Energy for change, http://www.nutriremilano.it), funded by local institutions (Fondazione Cariplo – a bank foundation- Comune di Milano and Provincia di Milano). The project was proposed and is now being developed by a partnership between the Politecnico di Milano, Slow Food Italia and the Università di Scienze Gastronomiche. Students’ contributions have been integrated in the process since its beginning, and currently other classes of service design students are participating in it: for them the topic has definitely become their chance to face a real context of application, and for the School of Design a consolidated and recognised field of work.

The first ideas developed with students have evolved into a broader scenario built on the principles of direct relations (de-mediation) between producers and consumers, and collaboration among actors. Eight service models, inspired by the existing situation and taking it a bit further (Meroni, Simeone & Trapani, 2008), have helped the scenario to materialise into tangible lifestyles and business opportunities. These include the Collective Park Brand, the Farmers’ Market, Public Green Procurements, Food Box Subscription, the Visitors’ Centres, the Rural Cultural Centre, Horticulture and Urban indoor/outdoor agriculture (for a detailed description see: Meroni, Simeone & Trapani, 2009) (fig 1).

This scenario has then laid the basis for the project, Nutrire Milano, whose pillars are multifunctionality, de-mediation and collaboration.

The main actions undertaken in this project are:

1. supporting existing best practices and resources in the agricultural field;
2. activating resources not yet / no longer valorised;
3. creating new services. The project will systematically implement pilot activities to test and assess ongoing ideas: the local farmers’ market is already under experimentation (http://www.mercatidellaterra.it/ita/network/milano) (fig.2)

**Shanghai**

The Chinese project started as a self-committed applied research project by Studio TAO of TAO and iDEO Shanghai, and then, by involving Tongji and Politong Students of Service Design and Product Service System Design from the School of Design of the Politecnico di Milano, and of Politong Master Program – a double degree program between the Politecnico di Milano and the Politecnico di Torino in Italy and Tongji University in Shanghai, China.

\(^2\) students of Service Design and Product Service System Design from the School of Design of the Politecnico di Milano, and of Politong Master Program – a double degree program between the Politecnico di Milano and the Politecnico di Torino in Italy and Tongji University in Shanghai, China.

\(^3\) The first commitment for the project came from the PRIN, Miur, 2006–2007, Italian University and Research Ministry, then in 2009 Fondazione Cariplo, Comune di Milano and Provincia di Milano, have funded the project “Nutrire Milano. Energie per il Cambiamento” (Feeding Milano. Energy for change) where the Politecnico di Milano partners with Slow Food Italia and Università di Scienze Gastronomiche.

\(^4\) Studio TAO is a Shanghai based design “think-and-action tank” focused on sustainability.
university students, it has grown in scope and capability of creating connections with local and international partners. Currently the various seeds of ideas planted by the students have flourished into a comprehensive scenario which joins different services of food production / distribution and local tourism into a network, and proposes a hub (Design Harvests Hub) as a local engine for discussing the scenario with the local community and gradually implementing it. In particular, the workshop with the Politong students\(^5\) has led to a proposed network of five new, creative business ideas dealing with food, agriculture, hospitality, mobility and health, to create an entrepreneurial community in the village of Xian Qiao, in Chongming Island. (fig.3)

Conclusions
The conclusions we would like to draw from the discussion of these experiences fit into two categories: results concerning the disciplinary approach of design for services applied to place development, and the involvement of design school students in similar activities.

The discipline: design for services
• The value of introducing a design for service perspective in place development processes, can therefore be summarized in the distinctive contribution it makes to the following points (Meroni & Sangiorgi, forthcoming 2011):
  • Creating convergence: assuming that the key objective of scenario building is to generate convergence among diverse players on a vision for the future (Manzini & Jegou, 2003), design for services can help scenarios “materialise” into concepts and artefacts;
  • Supporting design thinking: assuming that today and more and more in the future, good ideas will come from both amateurs and professionals (Leadbeater, 2008), new approaches are needed to reverse top-down design processes and shape horizontal frameworks of collaboration where innovation is interpreted as a social, cumulative and collaborative activity. Design thinking represents an approach to idea generation and problem solving that both designers and non-designers can develop and apply. Design for Services can create the conditions for it to spread, offering specific tools to help (highly relational and multidisciplinary) co-design processes to target communities of innovators. This leads to

\(^5\) The workshop was held by Anna Meroni and Lou Yongqi with the support of Miaosen Gong, Clarisa Diaz, Joon Sang Baek and Fang Zhong. Participants: Francesca Carnevale, Chai Zhi, Cheng Shuwen, Antonella Espro, Feng Mengyuan, Marco Grimm, He Xin, Emanuele Laviosa, Li Xiaoyi, Luo Jie, Federico Mighetto, Simona De Rosa, Shen Siyuan, Song Song, Chiara Torti, Giuditta Vendrame, Wang Yun, Zhang Yang, Zhao Lulu
The involvement of design schools

- Cross fertilization: assuming that design for service and design thinking are approaches that largely benefit from transdisciplinarity and extended strategic conversations, the systematic involvement of students becomes a real opportunity for "warming-up" thinking and creating a larger arena for idea generation and discussion. It is, moreover, an opportunity for them to practice systemic thinking, tackle wicked problems, develop and prototype ideas and get in touch with competences other than design.

- Links: for designers, and thus even more for prospective designers, the exercise of conceiving and developing ideas which are mutually interconnected into a local system is a way to experience the complexity of a real context and to trigger a mutual learning process.

- Empathic design: assuming the importance of stepping into the shoes of others in order to understand their positions and become more capable of designing for and with them, the social innovation led approach brings a distinctive value both to education and practice. Pushing students to work as "antennas" of social innovation (Jégou & Meroni, in Meroni, 2007) is a way of training young designers in field work while, at the same time, putting them in touch with extremely motivated groups of visionary, non-professional, designers, who reveal unexpected creativity, opening the mind and driving one to think out-of-the-box. We have experienced in students what we have also noticed in our research team, viz. the development of emotional connections and empathy with the context that eventually also stimulate a real sensitiveness towards sustainability.

- New design skills: assuming the need for academics to respond to a new demand for professional design, place development projects offer the chance to build and test a new set of skills for designers dealing with services.

To conclude, we would like to acknowledge that similar research projects are opening to designers, and especially designers working for services, quite a promising area of operation which has been so far territory of architects, urban planners, sociologists and economists. Designers are here bringing to the table a kind of knowledge that is likely to be peculiar and therefore not exclusive of other roles, but instead complementary. This new role is connected to the rising impact of services on the way economies produce value, and to the increasing importance of network technologies as means of self-organisation and distributed creativity. Therefore these research projects are experimenting, in both professional and academic contexts, methods and tools for this new role of the designer.

Anna Meroni
Assistant Professor, Department INDACO, Politecnico di Milano (Italy), Via Durando 38/A, 20158 Milano, anna.meroni@polimi.it
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the concept of community centred design, where attention shifts from the individual "user" to the community, which replaces the role that was previously reserved for the "user in helping the designer to decode and interpret the emerging design demand;

- Building capacity: assuming that the very essence of designing strategically is enhancing and building capacities in communities and organisations to see problems better, while choosing the right strategies to act (Burns et al., 2006; Meroni, 2008; Zurlo 2010), design for services can contribute by conceiving services that enable new behaviours through the provision of competences and by appealing to people’s individual motivations. In fact, social psychology (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000) teaches us that the systematic building of competence and skills is a way to prevent problems and facilitate collective wellbeing (Von Hippel, 2005). According to several authors (Parker & Heapy 2006; Zuboff & Maxmin, 2002) a new service enterprise model is emerging which is no longer centred on products or services, but on the provision of "the support" people need to navigate a complex world and to lead their own lives as they wish. Manzini (2007) speaks about "enabling platforms" and "enabling kits" as ways for designers to help people generate their own solutions.
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Reality Studios

A Combined Device for Education, Research & Social Change

Abstract

A “Reality Studio” is a pedagogical device for design & architect students making their thesis work in a real life project in Africa. The studios have been practiced in collaboration with Maseno University in Kisumu since 2005 and in other parts of Eastern Africa since the end of 1970s. The focus is on everyday life and sustainable urban development and uses a trans-disciplinary approach. The studio is based on a longer field study, and builds upon the intensification, development and implementation of small-scale design, which is more adaptable to local situations, thus lowering the threshold towards reaching sustainable development. It is, as the name indicates, both a pedagogical model and a way of accomplishing change in real life. It also blurs the lines between education and research.

The “Reality Studio” resembles Business and Design Lab’s (BDL) approach to education, research and development and what is so far has been labeled a “Workshop semester”. The workshop semester also deals with real life projects, though mainly for designers and management students rather than architects and has so far been conducted in Sweden.

Both Reality Studio (RS) and Workshop semester (WS) are interested in blurring the lines between their different activities. Both aim to work with ethical dimensions and a sustainability perspective – and both work with different sorts of creative experiential approach in master courses and Ph.D. education. We now want to merge these two names as well as the activities and find a joint platform.

In this paper we want to conceptualize and narrate the concept Reality Studios, and make clear what we mean by that. We also want to make a theoretical positioning versus action research as well as collaborative research.

The concept Reality Studios – its history and context

The Reality Studio has its history at Lund University, Architecture and Development Studies (Ark3) where the pedagogy was developed in the 1960s. The late Professor Torvald Åkesson introduced the philosophy and the studios abroad, and in 1967 studios with field studies started in developing countries, first in Tanzania, then continuing in several countries in East Africa.

The concept “Reality Studio” comes from Professor Maria Nyström, first at Lund University and now a professor at Chalmers and HDK/University of Gothenburg (GU), who further developed the studios in Kenya where they have now existed for 5–6 years. The Reality Studio runs annually and is well-known within the Kisumu Municipality, Maseno University, and other related organizations.

“Reality Studio” consist of a group of students (15–25) from different nationalities and subjects (so far mainly from architecture, planning and design) working on their master’s project or thesis. The group forms a fictitious creative architecture studio within the Department of Architecture, Chalmers University of Technology. It is a full-semester project based on a two-month field study in East Africa (mainly Kenya and Tanzania) and deals with questions about development from architecture-, urban planning- and design perspectives.

The label “Reality Studio” conveys some of the aims for the students’ work: that it should contribute to real life changes for the people where the studios are set up, to date mainly around Kisumu, Kenya, where an ongoing cooperation, since two years, exists with Maseno University. One aim is to contribute to specific improvements in everyday life; another is to continually work with a sustainability framework. These conditions place the Reality Studio in the border between education, development work, action research, entrepreneurship, and sustainability work. The combination of education, research, and real changes is a significant part of the Reality Studio and what attracts students.

The collaboration between Chalmers and Maseno University also implies that students and teachers from both universities have the opportunity to participate in the studio and thereby Reality Studio also involve building and development of networks on different lev-

---

1 However, already in autumn 2010 one group within the workshop semester of Business and Design will be a reality studio in Kisumu, thereby for the first time blending the concepts...
els between students, teachers and the universities as a whole.

The Reality Studio takes its departure from the current urbanisation processes, with the vision to increase health and enrich the quality of everyday life on Earth. The immediate goal is to find new design and planning strategies for urban areas, villages, neighbourhoods, and for the built environment in general and architectural conservation and transformation. Because sustainable development is a global issue that needs to be managed with care in each locality, each site needs careful analysis and locally specific solutions. But these sites also face problems that they share with many other cities of the world, such as threatened cultural identity and increased tourism, population growth and poverty, urban expansion, pressure on resources, climate change, declining markets and growing slums.

A basis for the Reality Studio is the belief that we need new strategies for urban design and planning that can meet the challenges of fast growing mid-sized cities of developing countries. Such areas are complex, with conflicting interests of various groups and the interaction of social, cultural ecological, technical and economic pressures; thus strategies involve an integrated systems design approach to urban development, taking into account various preconditions and including a long-term perspective on resource-efficient urban management. We need to mobilise expertise from different sectors of society in a trans-disciplinary knowledge development processes placed in real world urban development. Points of departure are social-cultural transformations in the everyday lives of people as well as architectural conservation and transformation of the existing built environment, organisations, and enterprises. Such processes have to be understood, designed, and facilitated in ways that promote the integration of relevant leading-edge scientific knowledge with place-specific experience-based knowledge. The design disciplines, such as architecture and design, use a problem-oriented and synthesizing approach that addresses and communicates the increasing complexity that designers, architects, planners, managers, politicians and others must cope with in society.

Reality Studios are simultaneously student projects at the master level and “real projects” where the students act as consultants and researchers to improve the quality of daily life. The key concept is mutual learning and the Reality Studio becomes a capacity-building project for the students, teachers and the local partners. Two important pedagogical goals are to make the students aware of the social context of their future work and to make them capable of analyzing that context as a necessary point of departure for their work.

The students are taught to use research methods for systematic investigations, to formulate questions and define problems to solve. Project design is central and the students are trained to develop their own projects through interaction with local stakeholders. The design project must in some way support and improve the everyday life of the local people. However, the project/product should also be realisable without any extra resources (material and human) from the outside; the resources used should be found in the local context. Accordingly, the field studies have the following stages:

1. “Read and Discover,” which is a systems thinking survey of the local situation and context from micro to macro levels,
2. Project Area Definition (PAD), including strategy and programme design,
3. Project Design, formulating the issues of study and their boundaries, and
4. Exhibition and Communication. The concluding exhibition and communication with local people serves as an input to the final stage
5. proposed design solutions, the elaboration of conditions necessary for the successful survival of the design solution, and reports and projects at the home university.

We believe that students as a group have important roles in defining and starting projects that lead to development of future research projects. We also believe that students constitute one important target group for capacity building. First, they are a resource for data collection, idea generation, and communication with local people. Second, student projects have proved to be useful “neutral” tools for communication between researchers and practitioners, experts and laymen. Third, students are the practitioners and leaders of the near future and, as such, the best disseminators of research results and normative guidelines for practice. With the approach that programs for higher education should be experience-based learning, students can play important roles in the development and implementation of locally grounded vision, policies, strategies, and action plans for sustainable urban development. Moreover, through increased options for continuing education and support of networking activities, these young future practitioners play significant roles in a longer-term perspective on urban development.

The workshop semester in Business & Design – history and context
The workshop semester in Business & Design Lab (BDL) is, compared with the Reality Studio, a new phenomenon. The planning of a 2 year master program in Business and Design started in 2007, the first students were accepted in 2008 and the first graduation took place in June 2010. The master program is part of a broad-
er investment in cooperation in research, education and cooperation with the surrounding society, between School of Design and Crafts (HDK) and School of Business, Economics and Law that started in 2006. The idea behind had been discussed by the deans and other people in a couple of years and could be described as follows: We want to create an education that blurs the lines between design and management but also between research, education and practice (defined as what is outside Academia).

This master in Business & Design within University of Gothenburg belongs to a stream of universities that the last years have started courses and/or programs where students with different backgrounds in design, business and technology can study in an interdisciplinary and integrated manner. The most renowned one, the D-school at Stanford University, has only short courses where students combine training in design methods with their basic subjects, up to a maximum of 1-year. Students at the IBDM-program at Aalto University Helsinki combine studies in technology, business administration and design with a common project as a part of their master exam. As far as we know, now there is only IBDM and Business & Design Lab (BDL) that has a cohesive and 2-year master program with a common exam at an advanced level open to students from various disciplines.

The Business & Design master program is designed for students and professionals with different educational backgrounds but a common interest in working strategically with design. Every year about 10 students with design background and 10 students with management background are accepted. About 4–5 students with great interest and relevant background in other subjects (like communication, engineering etc) are also accepted. The students start with a specific background and what happens during the 2-year program is that they both confirm and broaden their capacity into an individually formed blending. They all learn “design thinking” but they do not all of them design any artifacts or sketches – even if they all get familiar with the design tools and process for problem solving.

The first year of the program consists of a number of shorter courses that cover different areas in the intersection of design and management: Design and society, Design and accounting, Design and marketing (with focus on branding), Design strategy and innovation (including service design). The students also read introductory courses like “Design for non-designers” and “Management for non-management students” as well as a course in research and philosophy. In the end of the first year they have a 10 weeks course with applied integrated work in groups. Then they act like consultancies for a company or a community with the difference that they do have more freedom and are able to be more critical than most consultants do have.

The second year has only two courses. The first one is the “workshop semester” that resembles the Reality Studio and the second one is the thesis work – that often is a continuation and theoretical reflection around the work done in the workshop semester. The workshop semester runs in close cooperation with the regional trade and business companies and organizations. In the course, students cope with different roles (as design students, management students etc.) as well as their individual profile of knowledge’s and interest. They contribute with their various expertise.

The program is manned by teachers from the two schools together with professionals from surrounding companies and other organizations. All are very enthusiastic and devoted to the idea of an integrated program.

The primary purpose of the program is to prepare the students for careers in the arenas of business development, marketing, branding, and product and service development on a strategic as well as on an operational level. More specifically, they will also use design and design thinking as instruments in these endeavours and be able to work with different people, perspectives, and interests throughout the process. This includes the ability to use innovative and creative thinking combined with the capacity for a down-to-earth implementation of ideas and a readiness to continuously acquire and apply new knowledge.

The Business & Design master program foster aimed for attitudes and behaviours through pedagogy of problem-based learning (PBL) (Savin-Baden & Howell Major 2004). Students formulate questions, problems or cases to explore in connection with different subject areas or topics in order to learn, but also to produce new knowledge. They work in small groups consisting of representatives from the different disciplines. The role of the faculty in this PBL setting is to facilitate this exploring process rather than to teach a certain amount and a certain kind of knowledge and to dissolve the borders between teaching and practice. In other words, to form all learning processes around common activities.

The most central part in the program is a vivid cooperation with the external environment working with open cases and problems anchored in current needs. This entails lots of opportunities and interesting works but also a lack of control. (Opposite to the Harvard method with well-defined old cases, well-controlled but also with a high risk of just re-cycling earlier knowledge).

Earlier experience shows that it is important to take measures to avoid some particular problems which can show up during such operations.

An important feature of the program has been to get organizations or companies that are interested in acting as real partners for the program. In order to get a group of students to work with them they must act as if the students were their own paid consultancies – only
with the difference that the students are not obliged to follow all the restrictions normally given to consultants. Here, the students can act more freely and stretch their capacity to create a more visionary solution. Yet they learn how to act in a real case situation. The aim is that the students should get experiences from a working process and knowledge about how to use and stretch their own capacity at the same time.

The first examination and presentation of the final thesis work from the students took place only a week before this paper was written. It was obvious that neither the problematization nor the suggested solutions could have been created if the group had not had access to both management and design knowledge and insights. The students have through the program learnt how to improve their ability to communicate and to take advantage of each another’s expertise.

Interesting is also that the projects not only span between design and management, but also between quite diverse industries (from Volvo AB to small companies) but also between commercial companies and local communities.

Conceptualizing the similarities between the two concepts
We see three different levels within both of these student projects (RS and WS), that partly overlap and in different ways support and benefit each other. The methods, content and lay-out of the projects are not the same but have several key-elements in common. By fusing the projects together (partly or as a whole), we are convinced that the possibilities for achieving a more grounded and at the same time dynamic knowledge base within the two projects, will be greater and that the results thereby will have more impact and relevance to the actual stakeholders and the problem areas in general. The different levels are education, research and practice, and the key-elements that to a great part will constitute the association between the projects are described and discussed below.

In academic, research and education are intertwined. Few people would deny such a statement. However, the relation between education and research is mostly thought of – and practiced – as one where the result of research is presented to other academics or to students. The espoused model for master education is for the researcher to present his or her own results to students. In practice, this model is infrequently realized; at best the results are involved organizations to build further on previous work.

Many problems in both the management and design areas are of a kind that yield quite diverse knowledge depending on whether the research starts from an analysis of academic perspectives or whether it starts by listening to what is said and practiced in the market and reflecting on that. Reflexions, defined by Alvesson and Sköldberg (2007) as a matter of stepping back and critically analyzing one’s own interpretations of the situation or text, are probably one of the most important characteristics for research in the emerging area of design management and the design area as a whole. Building on this idea, we believe that intellectual dialogue and cooperation between academia and the world of practice should take place at all levels, between students, teachers and researchers, and everyone should be seen as resources in the exploration of the design possibilities for organizational and societal change.

Both of the projects take departure in problem-based learning (PBL). These are projects where the students work and study in close connection with an existing organization or on a societal level in Sweden or abroad. The purpose is to, under supervision; make use and test abilities and theories. The work of the students result in a direct application “in reality” on the basis of previously acquired skills, theories and information. For the students this seems to lead to a more active definition of one’s own professional role and thereby wider conceptions of possible areas for future work. This is also further emphasized by the studio set up, with students from different backgrounds and educations forming project groups, practicing and experiencing group dynamics, project management etc. One interesting observation with this project set up is also that the students seem to a larger extent be more aware of the time component in more complex project work, in other words consciousness about how to handle short-term and long-term solutions and the connection between them.

Conceptualizing the differences towards action research and collaborative research
Collaborative research is characterized by a close and ongoing dialogue with the companies. In that way we are entering a dialogue with the companies and communities that we collaborate with in the workshop semester. We are already in the phase of planning the third workshop semester and find ourselves in a situ-
ation with a dialogue with a number of potential organizations – some of them might be selected for a workshop semester others might be better for the applied work of 10 weeks in the springtime. Further more might find that they can be partners in research projects or participants in single courses or workshops arranged by Business & Design Lab. The ongoing conversation that can result if different actions initiated either by the company or the university makes the workshop semester resemble collaborative research.

However, in collaborative research there is often a distance between the researcher who takes care of the material and information in their own way. This is something that differ collaborative research from the tradition of action research where the researcher most likely is engaged in an organizational change or societal change that he or she aims at.

Regarding these two characteristics Reality Studio are definitely more of action research while the workshop semester so far could be either or. Also, as said before, both the workshop semester and the reality studios are a combination between education and research.

Summary
Management studies and design studies do have quite different traditions and it is not easy to make a joint master program with multidisciplinary groups consisting of both design and management students. An interesting way of such multidisciplinary groups is the so called “Reality Studios” developed during a number of years and the “workshop semester” than has been developed the last years at University of Gothenburg.

Both programs let the students start with defining real problems in an organization (Workshop semester) or a life context (Reality Studio). In both cases the formulation of the problem is as essential as the solution presented (that in turn of course depends on how the problem is formulated).
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Safe Agua
A Collaboration between
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Abstract
This panel discussion brings together the lead creative team of Safe Agua, a social innovation collaboration between Designmatters at Art Center College of Design and Chilean NGO Un Techo Para mi País (Un Techo). This unique combination of design education, design research, and social entrepreneurship aims to help families in Chile’s campamentos (slums) break the cycle of poverty by developing new products and systems of storing, utilizing, transporting, and conserving water. Un Techo is run by university students and young professionals dedicated to eradicating poverty throughout Latin America via social inclusion processes and housing solutions. The partnership between its Innovation Center and Designmatters, Art Center’s social impact department, provided a multidisciplinary team of faculty and students the opportunity to conduct field research with families living in Santiago’s campamentos. Art Center students then designed innovative solutions at a range of scales – from product to system, to community spaces to campaign – to address specific water-related needs identified through that research. Six prototypes are currently in various stages of testing, in preparation for real world implementation. Projects such as Safe Agua are changing design education by integrating dynamic social entrepreneurship and community activism to realize a more sustainable future.

Introduction
In both their pursuit and execution, projects such as Safe Agua reveal the future of design education in a brilliant new light.

Led by the Department of Environmental Design under the aegis of Designmatters, Art Center’s social impact department, Safe Agua brought together students from five majors (Environmental Design, Product Design, Graphic Design, Transportation Design, and Graduate Broadcast Cinema) under three faculty members: Penny Herscovitch and Dan Gottlieb (Environmental Design), and Liliana Becerra (Product Design).

The result of a Designmatters partnership initiated in 2008 with the nonprofit group Un Techo Para Chile and its umbrella organization, Un Techo Para mi País (Un Techo), Safe Agua addresses the quotidian challenges of safe water access for the families of Campamento San José, one of the transitional slum developments on the outskirts of Santiago, Chile. Felipe Berrios, a Jesuit priest who also happens to be a social entrepreneur, founded Un Techo, which translates as “A Roof for my Country” in 1997. Berrios set about to improve conditions of poverty in Chile’s slum communities with a sustainable and inclusive model for housing and development that has produced outstanding results in addressing systemic poverty by flattening social barriers and discarding an “us versus them” view of the world. Embracing the motto, “Youth building a Latin America without poverty,” the best and brightest university students were mobilized to volunteer and meet the needs of slum residents by building transitional housing as the first stage of a comprehensive program integrating a series of long-term skill development services focusing on empowering individuals, families, and communities to take charge of their own future. Today, Un Techo serves 15 countries throughout Latin America, recruiting young professionals and university volunteers to assist over 200 million people living in extreme poverty.

Un Techo’s model is fundamentally not about parachuting handouts of aid, but connecting often divided sectors of society, and ultimately building the commitment necessary for a more humane and prosperous outlook for all. As first articulated by Berrios, this mission is aligned with prevailing views in sustainable development best practices, which argue for proactive and co-participatory creative problem-solving models across boundaries to tackle environmental and social challenges. It is a transformative agenda for collabora-
The Safe Agua collaboration is a key exemplar of the national and international alliances brokered by Design matters that enrich the educational curricula with meaningful outside engagement in order to promote cross-pollination of expertise, new forms of knowledge, and an immersive and experiential learning process that allows students to develop tangible, “real-world” outcomes. The project also reflects a socially ambitious approach to contemporary pedagogy that is redefining the role of artists and designers as potent catalysts for social innovation. With a critical shift toward ethical design gaining momentum, projects such as Safe Agua demonstrate how design schools have the unique opportunity to become vital laboratories for best practices in human-centered research and creative engagement, and play a critical role in shaping a more equitable society.

As the ensuing sections of this paper attest, the extensive field research undertaken at the inception of the project was a paramount in gaining a richer understanding of the project’s challenges and opportunities. This immersion allowed the students to gain experience with the community and make personal emotional connections that proved instrumental not only in their understanding of the depth of their creative process, but also in their ability to integrate design, business, and culture factors into their proposals. Both the research methodologies and initial outcomes of the project, as presented herein, clearly stand at the intersection of community, innovation, and social change.

The Context: Water in Campamento San José, Santiago, Chile

Globally, 1.1 billion people do not have access to safe, clean water for drinking and daily use. The challenge in Campamento San José is not the absolute lack of water, but rather the physical and mental burden of living without running water. It is easy for people who have running water to take it for granted. We bend water to flow through our lives— it appears at the turn of a knob and disappears down the drain. In the campamentos, people bend their lives to accommodate the realities of water.

Families in Campamento San José receive water from a municipal truck one to three times per week. They live with the uncertainty of whether or not the water truck will arrive. When the water is delivered, they store it in barrels outside their homes. Without running water, women must hand carry water for each daily task. Bathing becomes an arduous chore rather than a relief; laundry can take a full day of physical labor; and a glass of water can make a child sick. These perpetual burdens consume people’s time, diminish their quality of life, impact health and dignity, and become an obstacle to earning a stable income and overcoming poverty.

“...will require inspiration, aspiration, imagination, patience, perseverance, and no small amount of humility. They will require networks of committed people and organizations who not only learn how to see systems shaping how things work now, but also create alternatives.”

“We are designing real, actionable solutions to help improve the daily lives of people living in the campamentos. This is a serious challenge to create real social change. Social entrepreneurship is not about charity, it is about reaching out to others, addressing real problems in their lives, and empowering them to bring about the change they desire.” – Jacqueline Black, Product Design student

Design Challenge

Safe Agua is a unique combination of design education, design research, and social entrepreneurship. Such projects are changing design education and the design process itself to integrate field research as the driving component. Beyond responding to a preconceived design brief, students now are learning how to identify design opportunities and evaluate their largest potential impacts.

Our team of teachers, students, and nonprofit partners integrated multiple professional backgrounds and design disciplines. This new model deeply connects people across cultures and forges alliances across borders.

Our design challenge began by asking the question: How can we work with impoverished communities (campamentos) in Santiago to develop new tools for using, storing, and transporting water in order to help families overcome the conditions of poverty?

“In many countries, the water problem is the primary reason people are unable to rise out of poverty. When used properly, nothing drives growth and eliminates poverty more effectively than water.” – Blue Planet Run
Field Research
In order to understand and gain insight into another culture and ultimately identify design opportunities to help families overcome the conditions of poverty, we established different strategies and methodologies to gain empathy and to guide the students throughout the research phase.

Exercise in Empathy: A Day Without Taps
We believe that at the root of all design is empathy. Therefore, one of our initial goals in the research process was seeking to understand people whose lives differ in many ways from our own. Establishing personal connections between students and families shifted our process from designing for people to designing with people.

For many of us, this was the first time we visited families of lower socioeconomic status, and likewise our first experience living without running water. One of the things we take for granted is convenient, unlimited water from plumbing and faucets, yet the communities we worked with in the slums of Santiago only have water delivered (as infrequently as once a week) by truck. To better understand this limitation, we conducted an empathy exercise called “A Day Without Taps.” The Desigmatters team in California and our partners from Un Techo, in Chile, participated in this exercise together, helping us bond as a group and setting the tone for a truly collaborative project.

In order to experience the challenges that families living in the slums face on a regular basis, each student and instructor lived for a day using only five gallons of water, taken either from our nearest hose or from a previously filled five-gallon (19-liter) container – the average amount of water that a family in Africa consumes each day. We committed ourselves to use that limited water for all our daily activities (bathe, brush our teeth, cook, wash, drink, flush toilet, etc.).

We each kept a detailed visual journal of our Day Without Taps, documenting with photos, sketches, reflections, and questions. We noted how many liters of water we used for each activity, and whenever possible we consulted our water bill to compare how much we otherwise use on average. We often found ourselves changing our behaviors to cope with the challenge: skipping showers, postponing laundry, and coming up with different solutions to carry, store, and filter water.

Once we arrived in the slums of Santiago, we realized that as useful as this exercise in empathy was, our experience of a Day Without Taps was nothing compared to the challenges people in the campamentos had to confront every day.
Research Methodology Cards

In order to prepare ourselves for the field research, we created a tool kit of methodology cards specifically targeting our project objectives. We drew input and inspiration from different design research sources and methodologies, including IDEO’s method cards and their Human Centered Design (HCD) tool kit, and also from our own professional background and experience in the field of design research and insights.

The tool kit was fundamental for directing the focus of the field research. It provided our students with the confidence and structure to navigate a completely new territory. It also changed the traditional model of design education by introducing field research as a key component of the design process.

The set of six cards defined the outline of the research. Each card featured one research topic and posed its fundamental questions with an inspiring image on the front and our recommended tips and strategies for gaining the relevant insights on the back. The cards were pocket size, with waterproof surfaces, to enable students to carry them out in the field as a guideline. We included a blank section on the back of the cards corresponding to the date, so students could decide and mark the order in which they would organize their research.

Broad Research Topics

Rather than focusing only on the functional problems of storing, carrying, using, and re-using water, we also decided to assess the “big picture” aspects of the problem. Understanding things such as people’s core values, aspirations, physical environments, and daily life gave us further insight into the problem, and ultimately engaged our team on a personal level with our partners in the slums.

The three broad research areas we considered were:

1. Aspirations & Limitations
What are people’s aspirations, and what keeps people from achieving them? How can we best impact this area?

ASPIRATIONS / LIMITATIONS METHODOLOGIES

- **Personal Inventory (Emotional):**
  Document the things that people identify as important to them as a way of cataloging evidence of their lifestyles. (30 min)

- **Collage or Card Sorting:**
  Ask participants to build a collage from a provided collection of images and to explain the meaning of the images and arrangements they choose. (30–45 min)

- **Draw your Past / Future:**
  Ask participants to “draw the future you want” (if they won the lottery or otherwise had no limitations). Draw a path from the past to now to that future, with the steps and hurdles along the way. (30 min)

EXTRA TIPS

- First, gain people’s trust.
- Gather direct, unfiltered quotes.
- Plan deep interview questions and practice interview techniques.
- Ask “why” five times, to get to the real “why.”
- Prepare and print visual cards ahead of time.
2. Materiality & Spaces
What is the material reality of personal and collective objects in the household and neighborhood? How can we best impact this area?

MATERIALITY / SPACE METHODOLOGIES
• Behavioral Archaeology:
  Look for evidence of people’s activities, habits, and values inherent in the placement, wear patterns, and organization of things.
• Social Networks & Spaces:
  Notice different kinds of social relationships within a user group and map the network of their interactions. In what ways do objects, materials, and spaces express social relationships?
• Personal Inventory (Functional):
  Ask people to show and describe objects they handle daily – catalogue evidence of lifestyle. (30 min)

EXTRA TIPS
▶ How do things wear out?
▶ What can we learn from resourcefulness of the material culture?
▶ Be aware of materials and spaces throughout Santiago, not just in the slums.

3. A Day in the Life
Catalogue a day in the life of people in the campamentos, with special attention to the role water plays. How can we best impact this area?

DAY IN THE LIFE METHODOLOGIES
• A Day in the Life of a Family:
  Catalogue the activities and contexts that water users experience throughout a day.
• Shadowing:
  Tag along with people to observe and understand their day-to-day routines, interactions and contexts. (1–2 hours)
• Timeline:
  Create a branching timeline of household members’ activities. Every person in the household plays a different role. How do the roles of different people relate to each other?

EXTRA TIPS
▶ Each team member can shadow a different household member.

Focused Research Topics:
To focus on more specific functional, water-related issues that would directly target our project objectives and deliverables, we created the following three research topics:

1. Storing / Containing
How do people store, contain, and protect valuables, food, water, and everyday objects? How can we best impact this area?

STORING / CONTAINING METHODOLOGIES
• Error Analysis:
  List all the things that can go wrong when storing/containing water and determine the various possible causes. (30 min)
• Scenario Testing / “What If”:
  After your initial research, show users a series of cards depicting possible future scenarios for storing water and invite them to share their reactions. (30 min)
• Guided Tour:
  Ask participants if you can accompany them on a guided tour of how they contain objects. Why did they choose a specific means of storage? (45 min)

EXTRA TIPS
▶ Be aware of cultural biases and preconceptions.
▶ Consider differences between storing valuables versus daily objects.
▶ How does the house itself serve as a container to keep out rain, store water, etc.?
▶ Survey containment solutions that exist on the market and that families have invented.

2. Carrying & Moving
How do people carry objects, water, and themselves around? How can we best impact this area?

CARRYING/MOVING METHODOLOGIES
• Behavioral Mapping:
  Track the positions and movements of people within a space over time and note what are they carrying or moving around while doing it. (45 min)
• Flow Analysis:
  Represent the flow of water through all phases of use. Consider water's behavior, not only on a map or plan, but also as it moves up and down.
• Fly on the Wall:
  In public spaces, such as markets, neighborhoods, or public transit, observe and record behavior within its context, without interfering with people’s activities. (1–2 hr)

EXTRA TIPS
▶ What do people carry around (wallet, phone, children, jewelry, etc.), and why?
▶ Take “what’s in my bag” photos.
▶ Survey carrying solutions that exist on the market and that families have invented.
3. Use & Reuse of Water

How is water used over the course of a day and week? What objects have been reused for a function or task different than its original purpose? How can we best impact this area?

USING / REUSING WATER METHODOLOGIES

- Storyboard of Water's Day / Week:
  Illustrate a character-rich storyline describing the context of water use. Water is the main character; if water could tell its story, what would it say?
- Camera Journal:
  Distribute a kit with camera, journal, and instructions. Ask participants to keep a diary of activities related to using water. (15 min / 1–2 days)
- Narration:
  As they perform a task or process, ask participants to describe aloud what they are thinking – to reach users’ perceptions, concerns, and motivations. (45 min)

EXTRA TIPS

- Other documentation methods: Script photos – ask people to re-enact each step of a process; time-lapse video.
- Ask the family what’s missing?
- What objects have been re-used for a function or task different than its original purpose?
- Be sensitive to private activities (i.e. shower).
- Buy cameras ahead of time.

In the Field

“It was quickly clear to me that my research trip wasn’t just about acquiring raw data, quotes, and statistics. My research was to listen to stories, study faces, sympathize with difficulty, and share in excitement.”

–Stephanie Stalker, Environmental Design student

Once in the field, our team spent two weeks of intensive research in Santiago, Chile, with families living in campamentos (slums). During the process, students developed and personalized the guided methodologies, making them their own. This included:

Design Process

What made the Safe Agua design process unique? The class proceeded like any other Transdisciplinary Studio (TDS) at Art Center,* but with four significant distinctions: first, driven by field research, student designers became opportunity seekers; second, collaboration was essential to the process; third, the studio embraced the ingenuity and resourcefulness embodied by Un Techo’s Minimo philosophy; and finally, the resulting projects are designed to be rapidly implemented in the real-world campamento context.

Driven by Field Research: From Problem Solvers to Opportunity Seekers

During our research trip, each methodology card asked “How can we best impact this area?” Upon returning to Art Center from Chile, this question became the driving
force for the design process. After compiling the field research, we clustered the gained insights into areas of focus, ranging from long-term well-being (health, employment, education, and emotion), to daily water-related tasks and functions (optimizing containing, transporting, and using water for time efficiency and physical convenience).

Unlike many studio classes, in which an instructor or partner company might assign a project brief that defines the problem to tackle for the term, each Safe Agua team embarked on a process to define the problem for themselves based on their observations during field research. This alters the conventional responsibility of the design student to now engage in the process of evaluating which (of the dauntingly many) problems to tackle, and then deciding what to design.

“What is the problem?” probed visiting faculty Adlai Wertman and Abby Fifer Mandell from the Society and Business Lab at USC’s Marshall School of Business. While the constellation of daily and long-term challenges that people in the campamentos face seemed daunting, intertwined, and complex to us, Adlai’s provocation challenged each team to focus on a very specific problem that could be tackled in the remaining 10 weeks.

At one point during this process of problem definition, Environmental Design student Stephanie Stalker asked, “Rather than identifying potential problems to solve, couldn’t we identify opportunities?” Although it might seem a simple question of semantics, Stephanie’s question shifted our view of the problem-solution paradigm toward a much more optimistic perspective: we may have begun by calling ourselves problem
solvency, but in fact we would come to define ourselves as opportunity seekers.

Collaboration: Designing “With” not “For”

“Modern environments and experiences cut across all boundaries of geography and ethnicity, of class and nationality, of religion and ideology: in this sense, modernity can be said to unite all mankind.... A struggle to make ourselves at home in a constantly changing world... [that] implies an open and expansive way of understanding culture.” – Marshall Berman

Early in the term, Dirk-Mario Boltz, visiting professor from the Berlin School of Economics, framed Safe Agua in terms of the larger “co-creation” trend. Co-creation, simply put, is designing with people, not for them. The first step is empathy – moving past a mindset of “us” and “them” to a mindset of “we” – and developing what C.K. Prahalad describes as “a new respect for consumers as co-creators of solutions and not just passive recipients of a product or service.”

In Product Design student KC Cho’s words, “No statistic or data replaces direct contact and feedback from the families. Once we were able to connect with the families, they gave us everything we needed to start the project.”

In practice, bridging the divide of location, culture, and language presented challenges. Yet students stayed directly connected to the families by several means, including email and Skype. Families from the campamento participated in a focus group organized by Un Techo to share their specific feedback on each project. This dialogue between students and families extended to co-testing: as Jessie and Narbeh tested their Ducha Halo shower prototype in Pasadena, families were testing it in the campamento. Since the campamento families could not come to Pasadena for the final presentation, our team sent the families a five-foot long banner showing the entire final presentation, a symbolic exchange that extended the personal relationships established during the project.

Minimo: Maximum Impact for Minimal Resources

“Minimo” stands for maximum impact for minimal resources; this is the philosophy of Un Techo’s Innovation Center. Minimo also encompasses the extraordinary resourcefulness and ingenuity that people living in the campamentos have developed out of necessity. The Safe Agua studio adopted the minimo ethos – that design innovation can be driven by a radically low budget. Prahalad, again, cites not just the poor’s participation in local problem solving, but also in worldwide economic growth: “Four billion poor can be the engine of the next round of global trade and prosperity. They can be a source of innovations... in technology, products and services, and business models,” and result in “sustainable win-win scenarios where the poor are actively engaged and, at the same time, the companies providing products and services to them are profitable.”

In practice, this approach influenced every aspect of the studio, from process to presentation to final proto-
types. For midterm, teams employed an iterative process of making working mock-ups “Frankensteined” together from off-the-shelf parts (rather than more polished looking but non-functional models). This iterative process of making full scale, working mock-ups continued through to the final, to yield final prototypes intended for real-world implementation.

Real-World Design for the Campamento Context
The context of the campamento was paramount, and communicating the context in which each design was intended became part of the challenge. A particularly inventive student team played a Spanish soap opera on high volume during their research presentation to help the guests understand what it was like inside the homes of many of the campamento families. For midterm and final presentations, the simple rule of “no display pedestals” pushed teams to display their proposals within a context that communicated the feeling of the campamento to the whole school; and teams displayed their projects in the gallery amidst decidedly un-gallery-like wooden slat structures. One cannot remove these projects from their context; they simply do not make sense against a glowing white backdrop, as they are for, by, and of the campamento.

Part of our collective responsibility as a class was to bring the minimo ethos, and our connections with the families of the campamentos, back to Art Center to share with the school and beyond. This is precisely what this paper endeavors to do: connect the reader with the people in the campamentos, the challenges they face, the bigger picture of global water and poverty challenges, the class process, and solutions proposed by Safe Agua teams.

Outcome: Six Interconnected Projects
The six transdisciplinary teams designed innovative solutions at a range of scales – from product to system, to community spaces, to campaign – that addressed specific water-related needs identified through their field research. They coordinated how each proposal would complement the others, producing an outcome in which the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

Julian Ugarte, director of Un Techo’s Innovation Center, envisioned the metaphor of the class as a human body. *Gota a Gota* is the heart of Safe Agua – a gravity-fed system that allows water to flow to all parts of the home. *Agua Segura*, a family-sized kit for water chlorination and filtration, fulfills the physical need to drink safe, pure water. Two projects fulfill the need to be clean: *Ducha Halo* brings the dignity and well-being of a hot shower to people living with no running water, and *ReLava* is an inexpensive kitchen workstation that makes washing dishes in the home sanitary and efficient, and facilitates the reuse of water. The *Mila* community laundry and *Index* catalog of shared innovations address people’s need to communicate and share social support.

Although each project specifically targeted water-related challenges, the entire class worked toward a holistic goal: to make an impact on the lives of families in the campamentos. The projects that emerged are interconnected in a pragmatic sense, in that they collectively fit into the home, to make incremental improvements in the quality of daily life. More broadly, they fit into the longer trajectory of a person’s life, and seek to help make the transition from people’s current temporary living situation in the campamento toward a better life for their families (with the assistance of Un Techo) in permanent social housing.

Safe Agua provides a case study in a new and necessary approach to the critical importance of empathy-driven methodologies in design education for social impact, and documents the unfolding evolution of design and design education. Considered in isolation, Safe Agua makes a powerful case for specific, direct impacts through a human-centered, collaborative approach to problem solving. Viewed as an example for the execution of socially driven design principles, however, it demonstrates the far-reaching potential for these research methodologies, collaborative processes, and creative solutions to achieve further relevant successes globally. As a template for action, Safe Agua evinces the role of designers as potential change agents for people living in poverty, or otherwise suffering from seemingly intractable problems that have yet to be addressed by the power of design.
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Designing a new food system for Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ)

A “Slow Food” perspective.

Abstract
The Federal University of Rio de Janeiro/Brazil (UFRJ) started the twenty-first century decided to be prepared to “a future marked by transdisciplinarity and the universalization of higher education.” In this context, among many other actions, takes shape in UFRJ a new project for its food system, particularly focused on the service provided by the “university restaurants”, considered as a key issue in university communitarian life.

This paper presents the development of this project which is based on two main questions: What does differentiate a restaurant located in a university from other ones? Which “mission” a university restaurant could specifically have?

The project is being guided by the Slow Food approach, on which the relation between food (good, clean and fair), knowledge and pleasure is promoted. In this perspective consumers are “co-producers”; and the university restaurants are places on which consumers/students can know about how food is produced, and actively contact and support those who produce it. The university restaurants are also being conceived to promote food research activities in the university, favouring a multidisciplinary academic approach in the science and culture of food.

This paper describes the principles, first steps and the lessons learned in this project.

1. The UFRJ Food System today and future plans
The UFRJ Food System is organized today under an industrial approach, serving 2,500 meal per day. For a low price, students can have a complete meal. It is composed by two restaurants called “Central” and “Letras”. The System also includes procedures to control the quality of trailers, kiosks and private restaurants established in the UFRJ Campi.

After a long period of closure, the university restaurants system is being renewed, including the construction of ad-hoc buildings. The project plans to serve over 5,000 meals by 2011, also due to the opening of the restaurant called “CPR”. Next, in 2012, the opening of “CC-MN” restaurant will provide more 2,000 meals each day.

Based on this expansion and new buildings, the new project of the UFRJ Food System – particularly focused in the service provided in the restaurants – is being coordinated by the second author of this paper, also as her PhD research, with the involvement of teachers from the Production Engineering Program/COPPE, the Institute of Nutrition and the UFRJ Innovation Agency. It involves also other actors, like the the Lemongrass group (the student movement of agroecology in the University), the Association of Biological Farmers – ABIO and the Association of Agroecology – AARJ, both based on the state of Rio de Janeiro.

The project is an ongoing activity, a participatory design project on which the various aspects of food system (products, services and communication) around the UFRJ university restaurants are designed to promote initiatives for social innovation for sustainability (Manzini, 2007) in the sector of food provision and education, particularly considering a “Slow Food” perspective (www.slowfood.com).

2. Project principles: the relation between food, knowledge and pleasure
The new project of the UFRJ Food System is being guided by the following questions:

• What does differentiate a restaurant located in a university from other ones?
• Which “mission” a university restaurant could specifically have?

Here, the work hypothesis is to consider the connection between food, knowledge and pleasure. This ap-
The contact with the producers, through the organization of the *Tastes and Knowledge Fair*, has generated a process of collective definition (co-design) of the characteristics of the project for supplying food to the restaurants in the university. Some key issues were
raised, which express the strategy that is taking shape through this participatory process.

- Define the menu according to seasonality;
- Producers adjust their production to the restaurants menu (coordination between producers and restaurants demands);
- Arrange an infrastructure in the university to receive and store products and organize the logistics of the food provision;
- Encourage other stakeholders in the campus (other restaurants, bars and cantinéens) also to buy from these same producers, diffusing "good, clear and fair” food approach in the campus;
- Organization of all suppliers under a "cooperative”.
- Rethink the service design of the restaurants to communicate the food quality (examples: table covers describing the characteristics of each food product, activities to be promoted during the waiting time in the queue, training the staff, etc)

All this issues are under development and represent the actual stage of the project.

3.2 First challenges: outsourcing

Food preparation in the restaurants is outsourced. Therefore the management of the service suppliers is a key issue in the UFRJ Food System organization. The proposal of the inclusion of “good, fair and clean” food in the university restaurants will require the definition of the food suppliers of these outsourced services, following the principles previously described.

At the moment, based on an agreement with the actual outsourced service provider, one day per week a salad will be included in the restaurants menu, composed by products supplied by the family farmers contacted (that are being organized through the contacts and the activities promoted by the Tastes and Knowledge Fair). This first initiative (one salad) is a pilot and will serve to better understand and test our hypothesis and make a step further in bringing the good, clean and fair food to the university.

4. Perspectives

“Eating is an agricultural act” and “produce must be a gastronomic act” are emblematic statements that, according to Petrini (2005), should help us in the choice and acceptability of food. For us, these statements are guiding a process targeted to bring to the university community not only food, but also knowledge and, specially, pleasure. Fair and clean food is also good, i.e., a source of delight and joy. For us, in a design perspective, ensure the quality of the product (the food) offered in the university restaurants is the first step. Other elements are part of the project, as have been defined in the participatory process: the service provided in the restaurants and how to communicate the value and the quality of the food offered. These elements are being interconnected and articulated to promote, aligned with the Slow Food principles, a view of the university restaurant as a space of conviviality, i.e., from the late Latin convivialis, from Latin convivium – banquet, vivere – to live. In this mood, everyone is being invited: producers, co-producers, students, teachers, researchers, public administrators. The project here is targeted to create the condition for this convivium take place.

We are looking forward other initiatives in a promotion of a better, cleaner and fairer collective dining in universities. Share successful examples and open conversations regarding good existing solutions and how to overcome challenges will be of great help.

Carla Cipolla
Associate Professor, UFRJ-Coppe,
Production Engineering

Nadia Carvalho
PhD student UFRJ-Coppe,
Director of UFRJ Food System

Cidade Universitária, Ilha do Fundão,
Centro de Tecnologia,
bloco G, sala G209,
Rio de Janeiro (RJ)
Brazil 21941-909
cipolla@pep.ufrj.br;
nadiaanerj@yahoo.com.br
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Design for togetherness

Abstract
The study of community life has long been an area dominated by fields such as sociology and urban planning. Increasingly however also the field of design steps in to actively uncover latent needs and potential within communities in order to jointly develop solutions and plant seeds of positive change. When assessing today’s neighbourhoods’ challenges, a crucial ingredient for resilience appears to be a positive sense of togetherness. Socio-cultural megatrends such as the individualization of Western society and the loss of social cohesion are frequently mentioned as threats to this sense of togetherness and consequently to healthy community life. Furthermore, both community members as well local authorities are rediscovering the benefits of resilient communities built around such a positive sense of togetherness. Socio-cultural megatrends such as the individualization of Western society and the loss of social cohesion are frequently mentioned as threats to this sense of togetherness and consequently to healthy community life. Furthermore, both community members as well local authorities are rediscovering the benefits of resilient communities built around such a positive sense of togetherness in contrast to those delegating responsibilities and problem solving strength to third parties. During a 3 month case study, product design and communication & multimedia design students from the KHLIM Media & Design Academy in Genk, Belgium, went out into the surrounding former mining neighbourhoods. Their core challenge: How can we – designers and community together – stimulate togetherness through design?

Introduction
Among the major challenges that today’s neighbourhoods are facing is the stimulation of an active sense of togetherness. It is known to be a crucial factor in healthy community life¹. Across the board, citizens and city councils are rediscovering the benefits of resilient communities built around such a positive sense of togetherness.

The study of community life has long been an area dominated by fields such as sociology and urban planning. Increasingly however also the field of design is stepping in to uncover latent needs and potential within communities, to develop solutions collaboratively and to plant seeds of positive change. As such, not only is design focussing on new challenges, e.g. social innovation, also the role of designers and hence their required set of skills and experiences are changing in order to be successful in these domains.

It is in response to these challenges that “Design for togetherness” – an ongoing project at the Media & Design Academie (MDA) of Genk, Belgium – was initiated by the authors of this paper earlier this year. We will address the first edition of the project, the approach taken as well as first results obtained and lessons learnt. Yet before zooming in on the project itself, it is important to understand the context in which it was set.

Context & challenges
MDA is located at the heart of the former mining site of Winterslag in Genk, Belgium, which is now being reshaped and rebranded as C-mine, a hotbed for culture and the creative economy, design and innovation.

Aside from landmark industrial architecture referring to its mine-related past, also the social fabric of the area bears testimony to a colourful history. With kids playing on the streets and elderly chatting in front of their houses, the former mining neighbourhood or cité as it is called, clearly has a Mediterranean feel to it. This comes as no surprise, since, as of the end of WW I until well into the seventies, various waves of immigrants have populated the area. People from Italy, Poland, Turkey, Greece, Morocco, Spain, Ukraine, etc. came to work in the mines and found a new home in the neighbourhoods constructed around the mining facilities. Different cultures grew up together, on the same streets, learned each other’s customs, which through-

¹ See also (Thackara, 2005, pp 113-133) on “conviviality” and “social capital”.
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At first, as in many former mining areas across Europe, various feasts were exchanged. Inhabitants celebrate religious festivities in their neighbourhoods and share all kinds of dishes carefully prepared for the occasion; the local Flemish dialect has come to incorporate a wealth of words and expressions from the native languages of the immigrant population, etc.

The closing of the mines (last closure in the late eighties) sent shockwaves through the local communities. At first, as in many former mining areas across Europe, an atmosphere of disappointment, anger, fear and sorrow because of massive job loss but also because of uncertainty about the future took hold of the people left behind. Gradually the social fabric of the former mining communities changed. The shared experience of working together in the mine – a hard and often dangerous activity – which created a strong bond between people, who after all were closely related to one another, disappeared from everyday life. Daily contact between former workmates became ever more scarce. A whole generation of people was retired early, others had to seek new sources of income elsewhere, often far away from the neighbourhood centres. As such, also the social fabric of the not so distant past still very much present in the minds and hearts of many and with a shared set of challenges ahead, there is fertile ground on which to build.

When it comes to togetherness, the local authorities also recognize the important role of the many cultural and sports-related associations in the area. They are a strong binding element in the social fabric. However, the city council also understands the fragility of these entities and the challenges they face. Once lively and with a large member base, quite a few are now challenged by a balancing act between the ageing of their core member committees and the shifting needs and interests of the younger generation. As with the mine itself, pictures and trophies decorating the walls of the clubs are often a reference to the past, proudly yet melancholically staring one in the eye. Signs of nostalgia are omnipresent in many ways. Old mining equipment populates the territory as totems to the past, solitary pieces of urban art. The bright past is also visible in nostalgic musical congregations such as for instance in the miners’ choir and the Alpini choir (cf. Italian community). Dressed in traditional ways and because of their “folkloristic” character, they are welcome guests at many local happenings. But when too much becomes folklore, what remains of today? To what extent can the local community resist a shift towards becoming as artificial an entity as the glass snow globes in a tourist shop? How can the dynamics of the glorious past be meaningful in the present and help build towards a bright future?

The assignment: design for togetherness

The city of Genk continues to work hard to help and stimulate the cités with a varied range of initiatives. They were early adopters when it comes to the introduction of neighbourhood managers as go-betweens between the local communities and the city. Also, among other initiatives, they support a series of artistic projects, designed to bring youngsters hanging around the streets...
An open yet structured approach
In preparation of the project, we made an appointment with the responsible for neighbourhood development, who kindly took us on an insightful guided tour through the cités in the vicinity of the academy. He explained their history and pointed towards some of the practical challenges neighbourhood managers as well as the city were currently facing or were likely to face in the future. At the same time also the many positive features of life in the cités became apparent. Positive dynamics already present within the communities served as seeds for solutions on which we decided to build.

Before sending them out on a field trip, the students – a multidisciplinary class of and year product design and communication & multimedia design students – were asked to brainstorm about what togetherness meant for them. What were elements that brought people together in the past? How did togetherness in society change over time? What were the factors that played a role in driving that change? Not only the past was to be addressed however, also the future. In order to stimulate a systemic understanding of the topic and its dynamics, a low threshold foresight technique called a future wheel was used to explore causal relationships between possible future developments and togetherness.

After laying out a common ground of understanding of the notion of togetherness, students were sent out on a first field trip through the cités in the vicinity of the academy. They were asked to document their walk in a visual journal, by taking pictures, recording video or sketching. Experiencing the places and talking to the people first hand, immediately helped to set some prejudices about the area aside and inspired students in terms of possible focal points for their design efforts. Some felt that the green environment and the gardens could offer an interesting point of departure from which to build towards togetherness. To others it were the cultural associations already present in the neighbourhood that looked promising, or the stories they heard from people on the streets, etc.

In order to provide a means to document the process and keep ideas flowing in-between meetings, we asked students to keep a personal sketch- and scrapbook. In it, they could write, draw or paste their own ideas, but also inspiring articles or images they found elsewhere, research results, etc. Aside from being a means of documentation, the booklets would also offer a way to discuss their work with others, including their peers, something for which we reserved ample time at the start of each session.

Subsequently the students were challenged to come up with a first series of design propositions. By means of inspiration, a series of projects in the area of design for social innovation ranging from urban farming initiatives to citizen journalism was presented to them. The typology of projects presented, turned out to be new yet inspiring to most students. They were asked to do some further background research on the topic of togetherness and social innovation and present a set of projects that resonated with them or their own angle from which they wanted to tackle design for togetherness.

Feedback and suggestions from ourselves as coaches as well as their peers led to a first tuning of their ideas. In order to further facilitate the shift from inspiration to ideation, the students were sent out into the former mining communities once again. This time they were instructed to employ a few design research methods, i.e. observation, to “guided tours” by local inhabitants, simple “questionnaires” or more complex “cultural probes” were carried out by the students on their second trip into the cités. A selection of IDEO’s Method Cards (IDEO, 2003) provided additional help to students in planning their design research where needed. While the exercise and its findings helped some to tune their existing ideas, it also motivated several students to leave their original idea behind and shift their approach.

Footnotes:
2 Course meetings were 24hrs in total and spread across a 3-month period.
If there is one element that sets design for social innovation or design for change in general apart, it is process. Even students with a strong initial focus on a product, e.g. new street furniture, had to realize that their role as a designer would (have to) go further than merely designing the furniture as such. To help them elaborate upon the process side of design, students were asked to sketch out the envisioned user experience in a simple storyboard. This allowed them to identify the various touchpoints in the ‘service’ that they would be providing to the community. Furthermore, they were challenged to take into account everything from the earliest phases of for example letting people know about a design intervention all the way to dealing with the recycling of waste. Aided by roleplay and/or persona-based techniques, questions such as “what happens before that? or after that? or between this and that step?”, “how could I design it as part of my system?” helped to increase the level of detail. This exercise was metaphorically referred to as “peeling the onion” and helped to enrich ideas for products, services and experiences further. A selection of Experience Design Cards (Shedroff, 2009), provided additional support to students to critically question the user experience of their designs.

Last but not least, a one-day lo-fi prototyping workshop was organized to stimulate thinking with one’s hands. Various objects and touchpoints core to the user experience were made tangible in balsa wood, paper, cardboard, textile, etc. The intention of the exercise was not to give mere three-dimensional form to some of the designs as a means of ‘presentation’, but most of all to enter into physical dialogue with one’s ideas, to play out alternatives in front of one’s eyes and in one’s hands rather than in one’s mind only3.

As such the shift from inspiration to ideation was organized in an open, yet structured manner. Throughout the process, several iterations of coach and peer feedback, as well as inspiration, further background research and refinement took place.

A peek at four design propositions

It is impossible to do justice to the breadth and wealth of material produced together with the students. The following is a short description of a selection of four design propositions that aim to tackle the challenge of designing for togetherness starting from different angles.

Cultural Couriers

Early on in the process, after engaging in conversation with several inhabitants of the cités, Vincent Olislagers was struck by the stories told by the people, especially those recounting bygone times or referring to their countries of origin. The mere act of listening represents a valuable moment of social interaction. Although elements of melancholy and nostalgia are clearly present, such stories also contribute to the formation of an integrated identity for second and third generation inhabitants of the cités. On one of his many trips into the neighbourhood, Vincent also became fascinated with a peculiar kind of national sport in Belgium, i.e. pigeon racing. To him, it symbolized in a kind of poetic way the thread between the inhabitant’s current home, Belgium, and their countries of origin, between the sentiment of being at home and far from home at the same time. Combining these two elements, Vincent developed a system allowing families to borrow a pigeon and take it along with them on holiday as they visit their home country. There, either on a tiny scroll of paper or via a chip inside the pigeon’s id-ring, people could send ‘home’ small stories or images about their trip. The pigeon would be released and fly back to Belgium, where others would await the stories to arrive. The pigeons would fly into a specially crafted exhibition space at the club, stories would be revealed and spark conversation amongst the people present. The stories would provide material for street conversations, gossip even and as such enhance the sense of togetherness and social identity. In a very spontaneous, yet also poetic way, the designer facilitates the natural process of telling and sharing stories, simultaneously breathing new life into the social fabric of an existing sports/cultural association.

Continuity

Stories also played a central role in Chris Muller’s project, who was interested in the way traditions were able to bring people together. Would it be possible to create new traditions for the future? How could they be created? Chris discovered stories, myths and legends were like seeds out of which traditions could grow. A second element that fascinated him was the way in which the physical environment would contain landmarks related to traditions and their underlying stories. In case of the mine, the towers for example were constantly within eyesight. In search for new points of reference, attention-grabbers for new stories and traditions, Chris sought inspiration in zeppelin culture, the Thai sky lanterns and the Balinese tradition of the shadow theatre. Inspired by these, he designed a lantern. It would be put in front of houses where people would gather to tell and listen to stories. The colour of the lantern would signal the nature or atmosphere of the story being told (e.g. adventure, romance, fantasy, etc.) and allow people to influence the atmosphere of the next session by changing the colour. The lantern would also feature a carrousel-like ‘story calendar’ of shadow puppets, each of which would portray one of the cultural entities present in the cité. The calendar would advance on its own, beyond the direct control of people, so that every cul-

---

3 See also (Winograd, 1996)
ture would have its turn to stand in the ‘lantern-light’. The stories would grow over time and the happening as such would become a sort of mythical event that would resonate through town. By providing room for new stories to be told, people would share time together, discover and understand each other and each other’s cultural backgrounds in new ways. By appealing to all generations, including children, and by playing with the poetry of images, people would rediscover the joy of dreaming together. “Continuity” would enhance a sense of belonging to the place and set the social(izing) gears in motion.

**Bikes4Genk**

Driven by a search for more sustainable mobility and a willingness to narrow the generational gap in the cités, Alec Van Peel explored how bike rides could bring people together across generations. After all, biking offers plenty of opportunity for social encounter. But how could one get people out onto the streets, on their bikes and in touch with each other? Alec designed a system in which a fancy bicycle for young people would charge a swappable battery that could power a nice semi-electric bicycle for the elderly. As such the latter ones would no longer have to remain housebound because of a steep hill or fatigue. Chargers and consumers would both be able to get a top quality bicycle at a low price and be matched to each other. As soon as the battery of the elder person would run low, it would send a signal along with its location if necessary to the youngster, his/her ‘energy buddy’, who could come to swap batteries. Charging cycles would be monitored and allow young and old to gain credits to pay off the loan of the bicycle. By designing physical contact into the service, an opportunity for further social interaction between the generations is created and togetherness is enhanced. Young and old would help each other out and learn to enjoy each other’s company.

**Garden bridge**

Widmer Berckmans was struck by the way in which a railroad separates two neighbourhoods and hinders social interaction between people. Merely facilitating the physical connection would not be enough to bring people together across their ‘frontiers’, so Widmer started to look for an element that would draw people together and have them share an in-between space and joint activity. As such, his design aims to create an area covering the existing road with community gardens and recreational space (e.g. a playground, a picnic park, etc.). The landscape would ramp up towards the covering area from both sides, enhancing a sense of continuity. People from both neighbourhoods would work side by side in the community gardens and receive credits in return. Produce would be sold through a local shop for credits or money, in order to involve also those not actively working in the gardens. Growing food in a sustainable way would offer plenty of opportunity for people to interact, to get to know each other and to enhance a sense of togetherness.

Other design ideas proposed by the students included a community barter centre, a matching service for skills and needs, a social waste management system, a creative sports challenge and much more.

**Some conclusions & future plans**

It was clear from day one that the topic resonated with the personal experiences of most students. The decline of social cohesion, its causes and consequences, challenges and opportunities were recognizable within their own neighbourhoods as well. To some students, the project clearly transcended the perception of ‘a school assignment’.

While accessible as a topic as such, introducing “togetherness” as a design challenge however proved to be challenging to a far greater degree. Many initially struggled to move beyond a pure consumer product orientation, beyond top-down and outside-in solutions, to shift to a more process-based angle on design etc. Thorough and repeated inspiration by means of examples of projects that showed alternative ways, proved most valuable in this respect. Therefore, in a follow-up edition of the project even more time and attention will be devoted to analyze and compare challenges identified.

---

4 An online publication featuring a broader selection of student projects is under preparation. Images courtesy of the resp. students.
fied by the students, to projects elsewhere on the globe focusing on similar issues.

It is too early to judge the design propositions in terms of their envisioned impact on catalyzing togetherness in an enduring and sustainable way. The course as currently organized took place within a limited time frame, which did not offer the necessary space nor budget to move beyond inspiration and ideation to implementation. It is our conviction however that short burst-sessions of co-design and co-validation would prove valuable in aiding the students to tune their ideas, to keep a closer eye on expected impact and to learn how to build capacity for their concepts amongst their envisioned user base. It is also likely to help them to overcome their sense of “inability to bring true change” much earlier on in the process. Moreover, from a didactic point of view it is worth to stress the importance of keeping the long-term perspective alive throughout the design process as much as possible.

Provided with only a theme, several students initially felt at loss, seemingly confronted with too big a challenge and too much freedom of how to go about it. They experienced difficulties to formulate their own brief and subsequently select and plan their research activities. Nevertheless, continuously presented with critical feedback, illustrative examples and a “toolbox” of methods from which to choose, most students quickly found their way. Many even started combining and appropriating the generic methods to serve their own particular needs. While moments were reserved to present and share results of their research activities, clearly true methodological learning in this matter only comes from doing and from personal experimentation.

The shift from a product to a more process-based view on design – a common notion in social design for instance – and seeing design as a tool for social innovation was an eye-opener to the students in many ways. Most importantly perhaps it adjusted their view of what it means to be a designer and to have impact through one’s designs in unexpected ways. The experience also gave them a taste of the shifting role of designers towards facilitators of processes in a socially responsible way. They have come to realize that design is about more than the shape or functional value of objects and that it is – especially in cases like these – never a solitary act, but one of collaboration. They also learnt that in working with social challenges, it is key to restrain from over-designing, to work bottom up by embracing positive elements and built upon dynamics already present within communities, use them as springboards, platforms on which to elaborate and/or help others to do so.

This was a first, exploratory edition of a project which we plan to continue working on in the coming years. Although the course itself is finished for the students involved in this first edition, their design propositions will be further assessed, evaluated with the community and may serve as an inspiring starting point for next year’s edition of “design for togetherness”. In order to maximize room for the students to explore the topic of togetherness under as little constraints as possible, it was a deliberate choice in this first edition not to involve the local authorities as “clients” or “coaches” of an assignment. They did however help to inspire the project in many ways. The outcomes of this year’s edition of “design for togetherness” will be presented to them for feedback and future collaboration.

Last but not least, in the spirit of togetherness, we look forward to sharing learning experiences from a didactic point of view as well as the design propositions as such, with others working on related themes within and beyond the context of design education.
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Amplifying Creative Communities in New York City

1. The project: Amplifying Creative Communities in New York City

Our current ways of living are proving unsustainable. But how can we change them?

Communities are no longer waiting for new technologies, stronger regulations, or market shifts to create more sustainable futures. People are initiating new ways of meeting their everyday needs. They are organizing efforts to improve the quality of their lives and the environment by sharing resources and ideas such as community carpooling, time-sharing, and community gardening. These “Creative Communities” are the basis of the project “Amplifying Creative Communities in New York City” led by DESIS (Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability) Lab and funded by the Rockefeller Foundation’s 2009 NYC Cultural Innovations Fund.

DESIS Lab, a research lab at the School of Design Strategies, Parsons The New School for Design, proposes to advance the practice and discourse of design-enabled social innovation toward more sustainable cities. DESIS Lab investigates how design can enhance community-led initiatives in the development of more sustainable ways of living and working. In particular, DESIS Lab uses service design as a means of applying design expertise to problem-setting and problem-solving related to sustainable practices and social innovation.

The project “Amplifying Creative Communities in New York City” focuses on new ideas that are implemented locally and can make the transition to more sustainable societies. In particular, it proposes to:

- Listen out for Creative Communities in New York City that are taking quiet but significant steps toward more sustainable ways of living and working
- Work with these Creative Communities to learn about their social innovations
- Design with these Creative Communities to expand the capacity of their innovations
- Broadcast what we have learned about social innovation to other communities

This project represents one perspective on how designers and planners can generate sustainable and socially innovative solutions to urban problems. Our starting point is the belief many solutions are not visible – they are developed by small self-organized groups that seek to improve their lives and environment through collaboration. An important task of designers and planners is to identify and disseminate such innovations, i.e. to “amplify” them. In practice, DESIS Lab proposes to conduct an “amplification” process with communities in New York City in order to improve and expand their capacity for social innovation.

The amplification process is organized around three main actions:

- Mapping sustainable social innovations. This is being done mainly through student work in the course “Design and Everyday Experience” in Parsons Design and Management program. In this course – which provides training in basic ethnographic research skills – students interview residents, conduct photographic surveys, make observations, etc. Their findings have been uploaded to the Green Map platform.
- Communicating innovations through (a) exhibitions, (b) workshops, and (c) websites to stimulate change within communities. In this project the exhibition is used as a research tool. The first exhibition (August 5–September 15, 2010) was designed for the Abrons Art Center at the Henry Street Settlement on the Lower East Side, where the artifacts on display were not final results but works-in-progress that were intended to solicit public feedback to specific questions about community needs and solutions.
- Designing scenarios and toolkits to stimulate the start-up of new initiatives. DESIS Lab (Parsons students and faculty) is collaborating with the design firm IDEO to design a series of toolkits aimed at either improving existing initiatives or making new social innovations more accessible to the general public. These toolkits will take the form of a series of do-it-yourself manuals that provide storyboards

1 http://www.opengreenmap.org/greenmap/amplify-creative-communities-community-gardens-les
2 http://www.henrystreet.org
The project proposes to conduct amplification processes in two different neighborhoods. The first one focuses on the Lower East Side neighborhood of Manhattan where DESIS Lab is partnering with the Lower East Side Ecology Center, a not-for-profit organization, to reach out to local innovators. DESIS Lab is currently researching and analyzing how the Lower East Side is configured as a diverse mix of communities under the pressure of gentrification. Research has revealed different ways social innovations develop—from informal impromptu practices and physical manifestations of local politics such as community gardens, to formal efforts such as the activities of local non-profit organizations.

2. Creative communities, social innovation, and urban activism

The concept of Creative Communities is based on previous European projects such as EMUDE (Emerging Users Demands) and CCSL (Creative Communities for Sustainable Lifestyles):

Creative Communities are ‘groups of almost ‘heroic’ and innovative citizens, which organize themselves to solve daily problems towards a more social cohesive and eco-efficient sustainable way of living.’

We may call these interactions between people who cooperate “collaborative services” or services that ask for the direct and active participation of the initiative’s promoters and its final users. These initiatives often advocate alternative solutions to everyday urban problems such as housing, eating, commuting, learning, socializing, and health care.

Some efforts of this kind are already well-known models such as food co-ops, community-supported agriculture, urban farms, farmers markets, and bike-sharing systems. Other efforts are less-known—for instance, alternative mobility solutions such as associations that organize a “walking bus” of parents or grandparents to take children to school on foot or domestic micro-nurseries set up and managed by enterprising mothers.

The EMUDE and CCSL projects have collected more than 100 case studies of Creative Communities initiatives around the world. This collection has helped define some specific criteria for Creative Communities:

- Propose solutions that help solve everyday problems
- Regenerate the social fabric
- Present a lower ecological footprint than mainstream solutions
- Reduce the demand for products
- Reduce the impact of mobility
- Represent experiments of new economic models
- Create decentralized networks or flexible forms of organization based on peer-to-peer collaboration and reciprocity among participants

The EMUDE project has clustered European case studies around everyday functions, such as eating, commuting, working, learning, housing, and socializing. CCSL has proposed a different clustering around service ideas (carpooling, micro-nursery, etc.). In the Amplifying project we are proposing a fresh look at these international case studies so that they may be used to describe the kinds of social innovations that are currently being practiced, and they may be interpreted for the American public. One important conceptual first move was to “translate” the definition of Creative Communities into a language that would be understandable for the local community of social innovators.

DESIS Lab conducted an internal workshop with DESIS Lab members (professors, researchers, and students), professors from Milan Polytechnic and MIT, and project partners (the design consultants IDEO; the Green Map System director; and the community partner, the Lower East Side Ecology Center). The workshop’s aim was to share knowledge about the history and context of the Lower East Side in order to inform the development of the project and its processes and activities. The workshop also aimed to build a bridge between other countries’ lessons and the New York City/Lower East Side’s ethos, to create a common ground for the project participants.

Working with the Lower East Side Ecology Center, a not-for-profit organization operating in the neighborhood for the past 30 years, we learned that the term “urban activism” would resonate better with local community members when discussing with them the concept of Creative Communities. The concept of urban activism appeals to the American tradition of protest and action, volunteering and community engagement of the 1960s and 70s, as well as the care for public space and neighborhood life advocated by Jane Jacobs’s urban sociology and the Lower East Side’s own history of resistance.

The next step was to make use of international case studies to guide the identification of local initiatives. To do so, we also had to re-group the existing collection of case studies into categories that could be communicated more easily to the local public. We browsed through the international case studies and defined five...
categories of Creative Communities’ social innovations and urban activism worldwide:

- Transforming public space
- Enabling entrepreneurship
- Caring for people
- Bonding and bridging
- Promoting cultural empowerment

These categories were the starting points for our research into the essence of the Lower East Side’s social innovations and urban activism.

3. A map of social innovations on Manhattan’s Lower East Side

3.1 Community gardens: gateways for social innovations on the Lower East Side

The Lower East Side was chosen as the initial site for the Amplifying project “due to its high population density, diverse ethnic communities, history of resistance to gentrification and strong political capital. The Lower East Side Ecology Center described the neighborhood’s transformation from the 1980’s – when it was reminiscent of a burnt out city in post-war Germany – to the present time in which there are over 40 thriving community gardens that connect local residents and increase their cohesiveness.”

The Lower East Side is a neighborhood in the southeastern section of the borough of Manhattan in New York City. Its boundaries have been a source of controversy; as historic boundaries were changed by real estate dynamics. In this project we have adopted the boundaries suggested by Community Board 3: the East River on the east; the Brooklyn Bridge on the south; Pearl Street, Baxter Street, Canal Street, Bowery; and Fourth Avenue on the west; and 14th Street on the north.

In terms of demographics, the Lower East Side has historically been a heavily populated area of New York City. In the past, Jewish immigrants comprised a majority of the population in the area. Currently, the neighborhood’s ethnic diversity is remarkable, with significant Asian/Pacific Islander presence (35%), geographically concentrated in the Chinatown area below Canal Street, and considerable Hispanic presence (26%) – enough to create a Hispanic nickname for the neighborhood: “Loisada”.

The neighborhood economic profile, albeit in rapid transformation, is still relatively low. It has traditionally been an immigrant, working-class neighborhood, but it has undergone rapid gentrification in recent years. The median annual income in 2006 was $36,500, which is 46% of the citywide median income of $76,800. Forty-nine percent of the population receives income support (such as public assistance, Social Security or Medicaid).

It is in this context that the development of community gardens appears as a major source of social innovation on the Lower East Side. In a large majority originated in burnout lots that the city inherited in exchange of payment of taxes (when arson was a common practice during the 1960s and 1970s), these gardens are the result of a successful effort of community engagement to avoid the continuous degradation of the neighborhood. The famous “Green Guerrillas” and other organizations helped the community transform empty lots into enjoyable gardens. More importantly these physical changes helped transform the perception of the area. According to Elissa Sampson, activist, geographer, and long-time resident of the Lower East Side, the community gardens were among the main reasons for the neighborhood’s revival in the 1970s and ‘80s. A city program, Green Thumb, helped by providing technical assistance to the gardens, and the gardens flourished.

The 1990s saw further changes in the neighborhood that dramatically affected the gardens. The then-new mayor, Rudolph Giuliani, did not renew the gardens’ leases and the real estate dynamics changed completely, increasing property values. Many gardens were swallowed by new developments, and some of the historic ones disappeared forever. Since the gardens were tightly connected to each other, these casualties felt like major losses to the whole community. Still, 44 community gardens have survived.

3.2 A Green Map of community gardens

Although the Lower East Side was a deliberate choice for the Amplifying project, it was surprising for the researchers to learn about the importance of the community gardens in the neighborhood, their amazing diversity, and their significance in the everyday lives of residents. We also learned that the gardens represent

---

6 Local representative body of the City of New York.
7 “Historically, Lower East Side immigrants from Italy, Russia, Germany, and Ireland faced inadequate housing and taxing work conditions. By the turn of the century 8–10 people could share a 325–sq ft tenement apartment. Many of the immigrants had to find their ‘sunshine’ and create their lives in the streets, halls, churches, synagogues, parks and movie theatres outside of their tenement apartment.” (Lower East Side Tenement Museum)
9 http://envisioningdevelopment.net/map
the most important manifestation of urban activism on the Lower East Side.

We documented a selection of these gardens and interviewed their members to understand their efforts and motivations. Our hypothesis was that participants in the gardens were also likely to be participating in other innovative and sustainable endeavors within the community. In fact, our research helped uncover initiatives that were happening “below the radar,” i.e. that were hidden from the sight of the general public.

Students from the Design and Management program at Parsons the New School for Design have documented 17 Lower East Side community gardens through interviews, photography, and film. A Green Map was created, aggregating all the data collected by students.

3.3. Community gardens’ urban activism on the Lower East Side: following the leads from the community gardens’ stories

A closer look at the community gardens research led us to identify creative solutions for everyday life developed by garden members, as well as the neighborhood’s main areas of unmet needs and service demands.

We selected nine gardens with stories of strong urban activism and organized them into a matrix, categorizing them into four main areas that represent a mix of existing social innovations and urban activism and perceived demands for new collaborative services. Criteria for this analysis included the potential for local job creation, micro/domestic entrepreneurship as a possible response to gentrification, and retention of the active and traditional communities.

The areas identified were:

- Taking care of the elderly
- Eating Healthy
- Retaining Cultural Identity
- Living Together

This ongoing investigation is being carried out by students of the Independent Studies course in the Environmental Studies program. The students of this course followed the leads obtained from the community gardens research and conducted in-depth investigations into existing case studies. The results of this research will support the amplification process by informing the development of new service scenarios and amplification do-it-yourself toolkits.

4. Amplification by design

4.1 Exhibition as a research tool

Exhibitions are typically organized to show a final product. In the Amplifying project process, the exhibition

Figure 1: Categories of social innovation “leads” from selected community gardens on the Lower East Side
is used as a research tool. It aims to establish a public conversation, consulting the general public about several specific issues and showing some in-progress results and hypotheses.

For the Lower East Side exhibition we envisioned five main sections, each one dedicated to a particular aspect of the research. Each section aims to create a dialogue with the public about a specific topic by proposing a question about that topic and showcasing related research.

SECTION 1: LOWER EAST SIDE COMMUNITY GARDENS "INSTALLATION"
This section of the exhibition showcased 17 community gardens as examples of urban activism in the neighborhood. The installation includes a text description of each garden, as well as planters and similar artifacts produced in collaboration with the local community. A participatory method was used to accurately portray each researched garden through the eyes of the people who use them: members were invited to participate in an event to create a physical representation of their own garden, using actual plants from the gardens.

In this section no research question was proposed. Instead, this collaborative installation was intended to enhance the self-awareness of community gardens as gateways for other forms of social innovation on the Lower East Side.

SECTION 2: INTERACTIVE 3-D GREEN MAP TABLE
A physical version of the online Lower East Side Green Map showing Lower East Side Creative Communities was installed on specially designed tables and included elements (e.g. index cards) to enable public participation.

In this section we wanted visitors to help us identify other social innovation initiatives on the Lower East Side. The question to the public was: “Do you know a Creative Community in the Lower East Side?” We aim to use the public’s input to lead us toward other initiatives and further mapping of urban activism in the neighborhood.

SECTION 3: SOCIAL INNOVATION CORNER
A closer look at the research with garden members led us to identify creative solutions for everyday life that members had developed, as well as four main challenges or areas of unmet needs:

- **How to take care of the elderly:** Traditional forms of support like senior centers are receiving fewer resources. How can we take this problem as an opportunity to rethink senior-focused services on the Lower East Side?
- **How to eat healthy:** Obesity, diabetes, and health issues related to food are a national and local challenge. How can we make the community’s alternative food systems such as urban agriculture, food co-ops, and community-sup-
ported agriculture groups more accessible to the entire Lower East Side population?

- **How to improve housing and home services:**
  With the pressure of gentrification, living on the Lower East Side is becoming more and more difficult to afford. And community bonds are fraying. Can we imagine collaborative services that respond to these challenges?

- **How to benefit from our cultural diversity:**
  The Lower East Side has historically been a melting pot of the most diverse communities, accommodating people from all over the world. How can we transform this wealth of cultures into a productive celebration rather than a community characterized by language barriers and separation?

Included in this exhibition section were four short videos designed by Parsons students\(^\text{11}\) that told stories about local demands, unmet needs, and existing innovative solutions in the neighborhood related to each of the areas described above. Each video produced by students followed a three-part script:

- **Part 1:** Explaining the context – a sequence with images and captions showing people, spaces, interactions, etc., providing some background regarding each area;

- **Part 2:** Vocalizing local demands – a series of “guerilla interviews” with people on the streets and in local businesses, gardens, parks, etc.;

- **Part 3:** Learning from existing solutions – a sequence combining an interview with the leader of at least one promising initiative (identified in the researched community gardens) and elements of the solution.

In this section the public could use cards to answer the questions: “How can social innovation make a difference on the Lower East Side? What are the main issues at stake?”

**SECTION 4: CREATIVE COMMUNITIES WORLDWIDE**

- In this section visitors were invited to browse through international stories displayed on wall-mounted iPods to learn from their successes and choose ones that could be started up on the Lower East Side. A selection of case studies from global research projects such as EMUDE (Emerging Users Demands), CCSL (Creative Communities for Sustainable Lifestyles), and CCSLA (Creative Communities for Sustainable Lifestyles Africa) provides an international perspective on existing social innovation concepts and existing Creative Communities worldwide. As described earlier, the case studies are clustered in five categories: transforming public space, enabling entrepreneurship, caring for people, bonding and bridging, and promoting cultural empowerment.

\(^{11}\) Students enrolled in the “Amplify Social Innovation” course in the Parsons Environmental Studies program
In this section the question to the public is direct: “Should we be doing something like this here on the Lower East Side?” A voting system using stickers allowed the public to select the most inspiring international case studies.

SECTION 5: WORKSHOP

A workshop was organized to evaluate the scenarios developed by students in response to the mix of demands and research into existing case studies of social innovation and urban activism. Workshop participants, who included project partners, local experts, and designers, discussed the scenarios’ feasibility, usability, and adequacy for local conditions and hypothesized about aspects of each scenario.

4.2 Amplification toolkit

Beyond the exhibition, what other ways can designers intervene to scale up social innovation? As noted earlier, socially innovative practices are often below the radar of the general public and need to be acknowledged and sometimes “normalized” to be accepted as valid and desirable. Therefore, designers have a key role to play: the transformation of existing hidden practices into models that can be reproduced.

In order to achieve this, DESIS Lab is proposing to build an “amplification toolkit” – a set of techniques, tools, and activities – to encourage individuals, local non-profit organizations, and policy-makers in the design field to develop solutions that promote sustainable lifestyles and socially innovative solutions to urban problems.

The toolkit is a set of step-by-step instructions to help the user to develop a sustainable practice independently.

The plan to implement a do-it-yourself toolkit series is part of a network strategy to integrate efforts among the different stakeholders – from policy makers at the “top” to grassroots innovators at the “bottom” – involved in the development of solutions to daily problems. Our research identified the possibility of empowering community organizations already in charge of specialized programs and activities (such as recycling and composting by the Lower East Side Ecology Center, partner of the Amplifying project) to use their local knowledge and embeddedness in the neighborhood to act as hubs of social innovation. Equipped with our amplification toolkits, these organizations in the “middle” could play a major role in the adoption and diffusion of sustainable service ideas by promoting a positive interplay between bottom-up initiatives, peer-to-peer exchanges, and top-down interventions.

5. Next steps

When the first amplification process is concluded on the Lower East Side, the results of all conversations conducted during the exhibition and workshops will be analyzed and uploaded on the Amplify website, the main repository of the project. A second amplification process is planned to start in November 2010 in Brooklyn.

Eduardo Staszowski
Assistant Professor of Design Strategies
Parsons The New School for Design, USA
staszowe@newschool.edu
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Abstract
Craft production is characterized by top manufacturing quality. However, there is no wide-spread perception of its value, therefore it is hard for this kind of production to enter the market. In this field, a design-oriented approach is essential. Design can establish a system of universally recognized values, and it can provide craftsmen with the tools to communicate the intrinsic quality of their work to the outside world. The relation between design and crafts becomes fruitful if consumers are able to understand and appreciate the excellence of a craft design production, by recognizing its uniqueness and added value.

The handicraft tradition, in all its forms, is therefore essentially a memory of customs and transmission of meanings. New languages must be found to confer a contemporary taste to manufactures, to avoid reposing passively the memory of shape and style, in order to preserve the identity as a positive heritage of the handicraft culture and to reconfigure planning and productive processes. Therefore, we cannot speak of a traditional production process of goods, but of a process that produces the value of goods themselves.

The focus of the paper is the study of knowledge, cultures, traditions and talent belonging to a place. The paper also aims to define the right conceptual and operational tools to increase the value of resources and to allow the reclamation of the proper factors for the identity of the local textile sector.

Keywords: Craft techniques, fashion and textile design, increase in value, implicit and explicit knowledge.

Slow & Fashion
In all sectors of made in Italy, examples of designers-entrepreneurs are recurrent in the history of Italian businesses. This is a proof of the close connection existing between Italian culture and the Italian passion for the product. Although the market and production contingency is of course very different compared to the expansion period of made in Italy, “design companies” continue to be created today.

They are mostly very small enterprises, or actual micro-businesses. They are often classified as handicraft business, very distant from the arts&crafts model, and are much more common than what is usually thought. If on one hand, they may be of little importance to those concerned with a strictly economic analysis, for those concerned with projects and innovation they are one of the most vital elements of our system.

Their survival is a key-factor in ensuring that our innovation potential is kept alive and strong. These businesses are characterized by a very distinctive level of design research and elaboration of new ideas; design is at the heart of the business and informs all processes. Their production is often very small-scale and is based on a sophisticated mix of advanced technologies and handicraft work.

Design is involved in all processes; it has a role in the process of connecting, and disconnecting, a given project with micro-production chains, selected according to creative, research and innovation objectives. Such network of “design-driven businesses” has direct and indirect relations with the rest of the productive system.

Although this network is seldom mentioned in the analyses and categories of the fashion system, it may well be one of its most strategic and distinctive elements.

Slow Design
The big fashion brands of made in Italy coexist with a micro-business system that constantly regenerates itself, and can hardly be identified with existing, consolidated models. On one hand, it could be assimilated to the handicraft and artistic business system; on the other hand, this micro-business system is different to the handicraft and artistic business, especially in terms

1 By Paola Bertola, Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department, Milano Italy.
2 By Paola Bertola, Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department, Milano Italy.
of its approach to the product. Its product is indeed the result of a very advanced research, also on the technical level, which can integrate handicrafts with items produced through highly advanced industrial techniques.

If, on one hand, this new kind of economy may seem of little importance if assessed according to traditional economic parameters, on the other hand it is highly relevant from the point of view of the economy of knowledge. Within this fluid environment of micro-businesses (which are sometimes one-man businesses), cutting-edge projects and innovation take shape. They are then promoted in new ways, through networking and informal channels, and may often become a resource for the creativity of important companies. Micro-businesses allow for a dynamic mode of research and a review of traditional languages, because they are free from the restrictions imposed by large-scale production, without necessarily being bound to the production of single pieces.

This experience is very similar to what happened in the agro-industrial sector during the last decade. Small or very small productions were revived and renewed by integrating new techniques and resources, so that a small number of businesses were able to reach global niches of market. Slow culture, in its broad meaning, is the capacity of protecting and recovering local knowledge through renewed production and promotion. This culture seems to be deeply-rooted in our country, not only in the agro-industrial field.

The value of tradition

In the last few years there is a renewed interest in traditional techniques and productions, which return to the contemporary world with a new aspect and new functions. From the etymological point of view, the term tradition (from Latin traditionem, from the verb tradere: to transmit) means “the transmission of past generations’ cultural heritage (i.e., laws, habits, memories, historical facts, etc.) by means of written documents or verbal communication.”

3 Italy witnessed the birth of movements such as Slow Food. Slow Food is now well-known internationally as the movement that placed at the centre of food production and consumption the defense of territorial diversity, specificity and typical products.

4 An interesting debate is currently taking place among multidisciplinary communities on the concept of “Slow” as a project, rather than simply as a movement connected to food. See papers presented at the seminar “Slow + Design, Slow approach to distributed economy and sustainable sensoriality”. International seminar held in Milan, 6th October 2006, organised by Università di Scienze Gastronomiche Pollenzo, Slow Food, Politecnico di Milano, Istituto Europeo di Design, Domus Academy, Milan, 2006

5 By Federica Vacca, Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department, Milano Italy


This word is often used as a synonymous of custom. By custom, we mean the transmission throughout time, and within a given community, of the memory of events linked to the social or historical context, habits, rituals, myths, religious beliefs, customs, superstitions and legends. The cluster of traditions intended as material culture (Miller, 1987) is identifiable with crafts production. This kind of production, therefore, becomes a founding element of the identity of a community.

In the recent past, due to its open rejection of standardization, crafts activities were viewed as hostile to modernity. Today, on the contrary, craftsmanship has become a model for post-industrial production, thanks to its unique character and personalized production that rejects today’s “everything is the same” mentality. Crafts help defining the cultural identity of production through their ties to culture, memory and tradition, and by doing so they potentially become an element of innovation. Therefore, craftsmanship is “memory of habits” and “transmission of meanings”. In order to preserve identity as a positive inheritance of crafts culture, it is necessary to restructure design and productive processes.

New languages can thus be created, which can reinterpret crafts techniques with a contemporary taste, and avoid the passive reproduction of style and form. In other words, this process is no longer a traditional “production process” of goods, but it produces the value pertaining to the good itself. The value of the product is therefore less and less bound to its material qualities; rather, it relies on the symbolic, emotional or identity meaning that the consumer sees in it.

Design on the thread of tradition.

An interpretative model

For manual arts in the textile sector, the relationship between tradition and modernity is crucial, in order for craft production to acquire a more modern and contemporary aspect. It is necessary to implement innovation processes aimed at the production of “new” goods, per-
ceived as such by the market due to the way they look, their characteristics, performance or meaning (product innovation).

On the other hand, it is necessary to increase production activity by adding value to local specific identities, and to implement more sustainable processes that can be more flexible and fast in answering market needs (process innovation).

In terms of design, there are three possible interventions that can be performed:

- **adaptive** actions refer to the adaptation of external know-how by transforming existing processes into different applications.
- **integrative** actions refer to the integration of pre-existing know-how belonging to different production sectors.
- **generative** actions tend to develop new know-how and competences.

Possible kinds of innovation connected to the material culture of craftsmanship can be obtained with a combination of these actions: (Re)projected tradition, (Re)interpreted tradition and (Re)innovated tradition.

(Re)projected tradition

In (Re)projected tradition, production processes and textile techniques – from spinning to dyeing – are de-contextualized and transferred from the place of origin to new contexts with new codes. This is an adaptive/generative action because, on the one hand, existing crafts techniques are adapted to different needs, re-projected and removed from their original context; on the other hand, this transforming action can also generate new languages and new meanings according to market needs.

As a consequence of this action, the original identity of the process is inevitably lost. Indeed, the process is no longer performed by expert craftsmen that inherited this know-how from past generation, but it is performed by new craftsmen/designers who learned these techniques and re-interpreted them by revisiting their concept and meaning. If techniques with specific identities are passively reproduced, the importance and meaning of craft tradition is at risk. In this context, the figure of the designer and the figure of the craftsman tend to coincide.

In a (Re)projected approach, the same individual, after having learned a certain know-how, is also able to re-elaborate, adapt and contextualize it according to a new mode of expression. The traditional craftsman, who produces objects to a purely practical purpose, is therefore replaced by the craftsman/artist. His or her work is informed by original creative models and styles, which give a new, personal meaning to the “culture of making”, meant as a means of expression of one’s own thought.

Valeria Bosco’s Lasabui

“My work is never-ending, and this is why it is so fascinating. I feel part of something that I can control, but which will never be entirely mine.”

With Valeria Bosco, the art of textiles found new modes of expression, by combining elements of its own tradition with a mixture of different, remote languages. This is achieved through a balanced recovery and interpretation of the know-how typical of ancient cultures.

Bosco’s design is based on the recovery of a skillful and mature handicraft tradition, in which signs of ancient cultures are rediscovered through materials. At the same time, her design is inspired by the artistic ability to discover her identity through expression, thus creating re-defined entities. Valeria Bosco has always put forward her personal research by re-interpreting ancient techniques with a contemporary taste. In doing so, she has often changed the nature of textiles, which were given new and different symbolic meanings in order to pursue textiles’ expressive and emotional potential.

10 This paragraph is based on the interview made by Federica Vacca (Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department, Milano Italy) to Valeria Bosco, designer of Laboratorio Lasabui, and on several press release texts made available by the designer herself. Whenever a specific footnote does not indicate otherwise, any quotation in this paragraph is based on Bosco’s words during the above-mentioned interview by the author.
Lasabui is a craft workshop specialized in the decoration of fabrics with handmade techniques. They employ resist-dyeing techniques that come from ancient traditions in textiles: Shibori, Batik and Tie&Dye. Shibori is a Japanese method and is considered the most noble among resist-dyeing techniques. In particular, Bosco re-interprets the Clamping Shibori technique and detaches it from its ancient tradition. First of all, fabrics are folded like in the Origami technique; then they are wrapped around geometric wooden blocks of different size. These are then pressed with grippers and soaked in dye, which penetrates the folded fabrics and creates geometric patterns with a sophisticated visual impact. The Tie&Dye technique is based on a similar concept. Reserves are obtained through bindings and knots. Color cannot fully penetrate these bindings, therefore creates a very refined irregular effect. In the better-known technique of Batik, reserves are obtained by applying melted wax on sections of the fabric, which are preserved from the dye and will undergo further decorations and dyeing.

"In the dyeing field, beaten tracks that achieved excellent results are hardly abandoned. But the real challenge is to find new decorations that are not directly linked to our culture. Through my work, these techniques are given different shape and languages; although they may be less recognizable, they are more contemporary".

Valeria Bosco worked with the most important fashion brands, including Prada, for the 2004 Spring/Summer collection and the 2004/2005 Fall/Winter collection. The 2004 Prada style, with its vintage taste, evokes the Fifties. The wide, full skirts, decorated with Mediterranean images and patterns, the ankle-length trousers and the delicate silk shirts characterize this exclusive, retro women collection. Fabrics were also treated with peculiar techniques. Each item was treated with Tie&Dye and Shibori techniques, which gave the collection its unusual, innovative character, absolutely creative and original.

Through bindings, folds and a series of resist-dyeing processes, she created delicate and refined textures, based on color shades ranging from beige, to brown, to blue, red and green, in tune with the vintage and nostalgic ideal sought by Miuccia Prada. The result was extraordinary, a perfect contamination between two parallel worlds. On one hand, the display of ethnic and folkloristic techniques, with a traditional touch, conveyed know-how and a knowledge of fabrics and ancient dyeing techniques. On the other hand, the collection revealed the talent and creativity of design. The minimalistic and essential shapes, lines and fabrics are the characteristics of a kind of design that succeeded in perfectly combining these two, seemingly distant worlds.

Valeria Bosco worked with the most important fashion brands, including Prada, for the 2004 Spring/Summer collection and the 2004/2005 Fall/Winter collection. The 2004 Prada style, with its vintage taste, evokes the Fifties. The wide, full skirts, decorated with Mediterranean images and patterns, the ankle-length trousers and the delicate silk shirts characterize this exclusive, retro women collection. Fabrics were also treated with peculiar techniques. Each item was treated with Tie&Dye and Shibori techniques, which gave the collection its unusual, innovative character, absolutely creative and original.

Through bindings, folds and a series of resist-dyeing processes, she created delicate and refined textures, based on color shades ranging from beige, to brown, to blue, red and green, in tune with the vintage and nostalgic ideal sought by Miuccia Prada. The result was extraordinary, a perfect contamination between two parallel worlds. On one hand, the display of ethnic and folkloristic techniques, with a traditional touch, conveyed know-how and a knowledge of fabrics and ancient dyeing techniques. On the other hand, the collection revealed the talent and creativity of design. The minimalistic and essential shapes, lines and fabrics are the characteristics of a kind of design that succeeded in perfectly combining these two, seemingly distant worlds.

(Re)interpreted tradition

In (Re)interpreted tradition, manual traditions are recovered by partially removing them from their original context. While the productive know-how continues to have its roots in the local territory, the design process is done beforehand by an external figure that projects the local know-how towards new results and different markets. This is an adaptive/integrative action because, on the one hand, it adapts handicraft productions to design strategies different from those that traditionally belonged to the territory, thus producing innovation. On the other hand, it also integrates the know-how connected to different design strategies. In this case, techniques do not lose their identity; rather, the final product is improved by the addition of new meaning belonging to new design contexts.

The role of the designer is to support the craftsman in the process of evolution of formal archetypes, by revisiting together the elements typical of manual techniques. The product resulting from this collaboration is closely linked to the traditions it identifies with. As it does not lose its characterizing values and identity,
This is how fashion designer Jeong-Ah Yoo, who was born in Korea but lives and works in Milan, describes her world – a contamination of elements from different cultures and ancient know-how, linked to memory and to the past. With the brand Yooj, Jeong-Ah Yoo’s aim was to create a collection of precious items with a multicultural identity. Indeed, the textiles belonging to Yooj fashion collection and home collection were inspired by Korea, Italy, India and Bangladesh.

All the textiles were manufactured by groups of Indian and Bangladeshi craftswomen, who master spinning and embroidery techniques belonging to the tradition of these two countries. The items of clothing, on the other hand, are designed and manufactured by hand in Jeong-Ah Yoo’s workshop in the center of Milan. Thanks to their simple lines, both the textiles and the final products are characterized by a neat and minimal style. At the same time, elaborated and graceful embroideries, displaying a perfect balance between fullness and void, embellish the collection and enhance each single item by making it unique and personal. The exquisite textiles of the winter collection range from silk to cotton, from cashmere to wool. Colors are mainly neutral from white, to cream, to black, in order to enhance Yooj’s distinctive trait, namely decorations and embroideries.

“I have always loved embroidery. I came in contact with the beauty and value of the Indian and Bangladeshi craft production, this why I felt the need of beginning a ‘pure’ search to discover textiles that could somehow stimulate and inspire me. At first, I was not interested in clothes. This aspect became important later, when I realized that it could have been interesting to produce clothes together with these wonderful craftswomen.”

Each group of craftswomen working with Yooj specialises in a fully original and unique technique, which gives the collection its exclusive touch. In India, embroidery is very similar than in the Far-East. As in Chinese or Korean embroideries, patterns are very elaborated, colorful and difficult to make. Jeong-Ah Jeong-Ah Yoo’s favorite kind of embroidery is Kantha. Kantha is a fine, running stitch which, through stylized images of nature from the Indian heritage, conveys Yoo’s meticulous search for fine, elegant and sophisticated textures. Chikankari, the so-called “shadow embroidery” (traditionally white thread on white fabrics), was used to create a refined, ton sur ton texture for silk shirts of the summer collection, and for belts, begs and other accessories of Yooj home collection. The use of Zari or Zardosi makes textiles even more sophisticated; clothes items or accessories can become even more elegant and refined thanks to the use of gold and silver threads, to which precious stones are sometimes applied.

Yooj collection is out of time; it only includes single pieces and concentrates on a particular kind of processing and experience. After having distanced herself from trends and the passing seasons of fashion, Jeong-Ah Yoo chose to focus on the quality of crafts, “which needs to be allowed all the time necessary for creation.” This is how she created a unique and coherent collection with a very personal taste, destined to a market niche that can appreciate the timeless quality of her creations.

(Re)innovated tradition
In (Re)innovated tradition, traditional processes remain strongly tied to their original territory; therefore become an innovation tool for the local community.

This is an integrative/generative action because, on the one hand, there is an improvement of handicraft techniques and the cultural heritage they come from and, at risk of becoming copies of themselves, and a passive reproduction of a now de-contextualized know-how.

13 This paragraph is based on the interview made by Federica Vacca (Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department, Milano Italy) to Jeong-Ah Yoo, designer of Yooj, and on several press release texts made available by the designer herself. Whenever a specific footnote does not indicate otherwise, any quotation in this paragraph is based on Jeong-Ah Yoo’s words during the above-mentioned interview by the author.

14 Kantha is a kind of embroidery made of small stitches that look the same both on the front and on the back of a cloth. It is used to stitch together textile leftovers, which would have otherwise been useless. Afterwards, the skills and creativity of Indian women turned it into a refined embroidery that illustrates short stories.

15 By Federica Vacca, Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department, Milano Italy.
skills according to market trends; on the other hand, between different working areas there is an exchange of know-how, applications, codes and languages that leads to a renewal of local traditions, both in terms of project and in terms of product. It is crucial to define a specific strategy that can combine memory and local identity with innovation, according to new codes of expression. In turn, these new codes of expression can activate cultural changes that produce innovation and development, and which bear positive consequences for the local territory. Indeed, the greatest advantage of this action is precisely the involvement of local communities with shared identity, which actively contribute to cultural change.

This process is the starting point to obtain an innovative product, both in its material aspect, improved by a specific design, and in its immaterial aspect by adding new meaning and new progress perspectives. Moreover, the emotional dimension of tradition creates an evocative context within which the product is also an expression of local history.

**Antonio Marras**

“Tradition is not a model to be copied, but the support upon which ideas take shape. There is no modernity without tradition”. This is Antonio Marras’ philosophy, an artist/craftsman/fashion designer who pioneered the recovering of Sardinian handicrafts. Marras was born in Sardinia and there is where he decided to live and work, getting away from big fashion centers like Milan and Paris, where Marras presents his prêt-a-porter collection and Haute Couture collection for the Maison Kenzo. Marras style is very attractive and based on a distinctive creativity, connected to tradition but also linked to other cultures and epochs. Marras’ style is dominated by manual skills and knowledge, and is characterized by layers of fabrics, embroideries and decorations. Therefore, his items of clothing are often unique as the creations of ancients dressmakers. In Marras’ collections, details and decorations are so many that the poorest materials become rich through intersections, additions and overlaps. Free seams and tangled threads, inspired by Maria Lai’s work, are some of the elements that define the essence of Marras’ style: incompleteness, irregularity and handmade quality. As a consequence, techniques becomes fundamental and ornament becomes the leitmotif of Marras’ idea of clothes.

“Theory of ornaments, form ‘becomes expressive’ and conveys emotionally-invoking messages, more than the mere structure could do” (Altea, 2003, pp. 48–50).

The Antonio Marras collection is produced by the textile manufacturer Gibò, from Florence. Among its clients, John Galliano e Viktor & Rolf. The Antonio Marras collection is accompanied by another collection called Laboratorio, half way between prêt-à-porter and haute couture, a limited series produced entirely in Sardinia and then distributed all over the world, with sales peaks in Japan.

Therefore, Marras needs the handicrafts skills he finds in the women-tailors from Ittiri, a small village near Alghero, heirs of the Sardinian art of embroidery. Thanks to their work, Marras re-discovered ancient techniques such as folding, and revived those kinds of ancient know-how threatened by mass production.

With his fashion shows, Marras tells us about a journey through time, and about an encounter of memories; he tells us insights from his own life and that of people around him, mixed with quotations from art and theatre. Together with Sardinian culture and the recovery of manual skills, these are the founding elements of Marras’ unique creative language.

Marras is the narrator of his own land, of abandoned and unguarded traditions. His attitude towards the past is that of recovering forgotten elements and bringing authentic stories back to life, with strong roots in their place of origin (Mancinelli, 2006, p. 73).

Narration is a fundamental element in Marras’ collections. Behind them there is always a narrative cue that inspires visual connections and original encounters. The narrative potential of clothes and ornaments is enhanced by the catwalk setting, a stage that introduces the public to an emotional narrative told with truly spectacular performances.

---

16 This paragraph is based on the interview made by Federica Vacca (Politecnico di Milano, I&ACo Department, Milano Italy) to the head of Antonio Marras’ press office, and on several press release texts and other documents from the Circolo Marras private archive, in the Antonio Marras Showroom, Milan.

17 Maria Lai. Sardinian artist who studied sculpture with Arturo Martini. In the core period of her career in Rome, she pursued a very personal search for community ethics and the myth of narrative. Her interest towards femi-
“When I prepare a collection, I always start from the desire of telling a story. I choose the fabrics I like and I gather ideas that are turned into what I would like to tell, as if they were a script” (Mancinelli, 2006, p. 73).

Sardinia, therefore, becomes Marras’ source of inspiration and something to be expressed through his clothes. Above all, Sardinia becomes the basis of the fashion designer’s project. The constant call to origins is no longer expressed by memories of an ancient culture narrated through visual and narrative images; rather, it becomes Marras’ *modus operandi*.

Indeed, Marras’ recent collections were inspired by more global places and figures; in the 2006 Spring/Summer collection there is reference to the music of Chopin and Tchaikowsky, and to the atmosphere of the Bolshoi theatre. In the Fall/Winter 2008/2009 collection, and in the Spring/Summer 2009 collection, he took his inspiration from Chagall’s paintings and from Parisian’s sculptor Camille Cloudel.

In this different context, the art of Antonio Marras is no longer based on the permanent evocation of his homeland, but on the techniques that he applies to his creations: the refined decorations, the overlaps of textiles and the use of handicraft embroidery that is the characteristic of his design. Now, it is precisely his acknowledged style that evokes local identity and culture. Traditional *know-how* can tell new stories through its codes of expression—new tales associated with a fluid conception of the past and with the designer himself.

![Fig. 4: Antonio Marras. FW Collection 2006/07.](http://www.style.it/12/09/t)

Analysis of the model

The analysis of the model and of the best practices connected with “tradition” are aimed at understanding if design can effectively revive handicraft processes, and how can these actions influence local networks.

The first aspect is to be found in the (Re)projected approach, in which the designer tends to coincide with the figure of the craftsman/artist. Through his or her work, traditional techniques are re-interpreted and re-elaborated both in their form and in their concepts, thus detaching them from their original culture. In this context, it is more appropriate to talk about a re-definition of traditional processes, rather than about an enhancement of cultural contexts. The connection with territory is replaced by new modes of expression; traditional processes are renovated by the design attitude of the craftsman/artist. Instead, the production of goods is now inscribed in an artistic and creative perspective. It underlines “an ethnical aesthetics, or an aesthetical ethnicity, which usually lacks any practical purpose and sometimes pretends to be aimed at the production of single pieces (…), while at the same it claims a direct connection with traditional techniques, materials and styles” (Angioni in Caoci, Lai, 2007, p. 11).

In the other two models, instead, design seeks to rediscover local contexts, and the cluster of material and immaterial values connected to them. This approach is more clearly oriented towards the recovery of techniques and experiences that come from an implicit know-how (Polanyi, 1966) typical of a certain territory.

A *shared knowledge* (Nonaka, Takeuchi H., 1997) relationship is possible when the dialogue between design and crafts is based on a true exchange, capable of creating a new kind of knowledge without undermining the nature of each of the parties involved. Such relationship combines the explicit planning nature of design with the manual skills and implicit knowledge of the craftsman; designer and craftsman would therefore work in constant collaboration in the product creation and development.

In (Re)interpreted tradition, renovation actions are explicit, because they create a net of relations between different approaches and know-how (artisans and designers). On the other hand, in (Re)innovated tradition they are implicit, as they try to interpret local identity and to involve the local community in this process.

In both cases, the figure of the designer and the figure of the craftsman are separated. Each in his or her own way, they work together towards the production of a final product that encompasses not only the designer’s planning attitude, but also the manual skills and personality of the craftsman. The product obtained, therefore, “belongs” to its territory as it embodies all the symbolic, evocative and emotional values of local culture.

---

19 By Federica Vacca, Politecnico di Milano, INDACO Department, Milano Italy.

20 A crafted object is the outcome of a implicit knowledge (Polanyi, M., 1966), internalized by the craftsman, whose skills cannot be easily conveyed through verbal communication. The technical aspect of such implicit knowledge consists in the know-how needed to master a specific technique, as well as the processes that are the expression of a way of working and “making” objects linked to specific local territories and historical traditions.
In these two approaches, the implicit know-how of the craftsman is not undermined by the explicit knowledge of the designer. On the contrary, there is an exchange of skills and attitudes between these two figures, in order to create a new kind of common knowledge for a common experience that could be repeated in time.

In conclusion

The choice of analyzing handicrafts in the light of a discipline like design, had its roots in the need of contributing to the project culture, to its promotion and fruition.

The insights outlined in this article are to be viewed as a preliminary, theoretical analysis of the necessity of reviving traditional techniques. Indeed, they could be a powerfully distinctive element in the object society, a source of new and original modes of interaction between the two disciplines of design and handicrafts.

Through this process, the codes and languages typical of traditional techniques and culture are re-structured. The project and productive processes of goods are renovated, while the skills and techniques associated with local material culture are given new value.

Such renovated production processes can potentially be repeated in time, provided that the positive interaction between design and handicraft is explicitly codified, and that new, non-univocal models capable of initiating this kind of processes are proposed.

The core idea of this article, and its most significant contribution, is the proposal of “operative models” and the analysis of their potential, positive consequences on the system of relations between design and handicrafts.
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Regional Knowledge and Global Design

Or: The Better You Look, the More you see…

Abstract
Despite the fact that modern design seems global, the structures of the design process reflect a differentiation of cultures. Starting in the second decade of the new millennium, a re-orientation of aesthetics results with new boundaries is being drawn. For design, this signifies a revival of traditional forms and materials, and at the same time though, it strengthens the integration of popular culture in order to react to the Modern Age.

If this sets the “mass production” of unique pieces in motion, “New Regionalism” is the counter-movement to mass customizing and marketing – and thus undermines the philosophy of brand identities. It brings “true creativity” into the product culture. It is a given fact that in this paradigm shift the role of the designer will undergo great change. This paper attempts to resolve design development into a number of perspectives that involve the rediscovery of crafts and an exchange among different cultures of knowledge.

Author Key Words: design; globalization; hand craft, regional and global culture

Regional Knowledge…
Toward the end of last century, Bret Easton Ellis wrote an anti-novel novel, Glamorama, which expresses his cultural pessimism: With the rise of the masses there are no longer protagonists; there are only chorus. What Ellis meant with this, is a loss of innovative potential and a loss of the personal handwriting. Why this?

With the entrance of the industrial revolution, the speed of change could be realized as a principle of design. It is the speed in our society that results in a double matrix of desire and obsession, and even when a design line is almost timeless, it boasts with the paradox of speed. Viktor Horsting from the Dutch fashion design duo Viktor & Rolf comments on this in a newspaper: “it is a doubling, we want to participate, but at the same time escape.” [1]

In this last decade designers do attempt to escape from that what they had provoked for themselves: actuality, seriality, consuming. Design succeeded to establish a venue for “deceleration” and viability – and I would like to look into the future to see if this development perhaps results in a new serial design, which, nevertheless, is subject to the dictates of the market. It is about the antagonism when wishing to create and needing to produce, as Francois Baudot found out [2]. He describes this phenomenon as the two antagonistic poles of our (design) culture. Despite the fact that modern design seems global, the structures of the design process reflect a differentiation of cultures, the fact that we live in an age of globalization makes us obviously more aware that a true use of local identities can give us strength.

When local and regional identities dissolve, we like to grasp the essence of herited roots, for example traditional skills. A good example is Yamane Hidehiko, a professional dressmaker that uses traditional textile techniques in his label “Evisu”. Jeans are being produced on old looms, in traditional colour techniques. Each piece is unique, a contradiction as precisely jeans wear is a garment that is highly recognized as mass production and uniform perse.

With this change of perspective, the interest in the materials and in the process itself, but also the “creating of meaning”, has increased. The 21st century has developed a philosophical age with completely new approaches and qualities in design. From this, a re-orientation of aesthetics results with new boundaries can be drawn and in this, we truly can learn from Asian designers. Their products signify a revival of traditional...
forms and materials, and at the same time though, it strengthens the integration of popular culture.

Culture is defined as being not in a static state, but rather as a process of expropriation and appropriation. From the perspective of globalization people no longer live in separate cultures but they live culturally, and several terrains are interacting simultaneously and with one another (music, sports, but most of all the media), they form parallel trends. This culture reflects the aspect of the production of meaning, endowment of life, and identity construction. And it abolishes the separation of the design- and production processes. Starting with perceptions, products are transformed or modified. “Aesthetic experience” could be the new design term. The structure is extremely individual, rejecting mainstream cultures, difficult to objectify, and appears to be in contradiction to our world of mass production, where globalization is converted into an every-day aesthetic.

Our history or herited roots – and how that history is understood – are of important influence in contemporary design culture and international relations. To examine history and its interpretation works as a navigator for making sense of contemporary society. I would like to resolve this development into a number of perspectives that involve scientific and economical aspects. In the association of craft with life style the question arises whether the consumer appears to be the creator, and how the designer defines culture. It is a given fact that role of the designer and the designs themselves will undergo great change. It frees the way back from the series to the single piece. If this sets the “mass production” of unique pieces in motion, then the counter-movement to mass customizing and marketing – and thus the undermining of brand identities starts. It brings “true creativity” into the product culture.

In design education we draw 3 territories that are important because they add and drive forward this change, as they are the platforms where we globally can find together and bring in our local perspectives:

1. The Slow Design Movement
2. Design Thinking Complexity
3. Bricolage

1. The Slow Design Movement: Handwork

In a society that is rich in terms of money and poor in regard to time, it seems a contradiction to invest lots of time on hand work, especially when it is possible to buy those goods in a proper quality to a descent price. But a re-orientation on craft skills and regional aesthetics seems to be needed in a world of complex design systems and subjective consumers’ needs.

The rediscovered art of handcraft is celebrated in for example stitches and fabric of quilts. Slow design is a reaction against modern ways of living and consumer patterns. It focuses on low-tech procedures and craft production methods, espouses environmental concerns and counters today’s throw-away culture with a make-do-and-mend mentality. The handcraft itself, like stitching, can be an activity of calmness and meditation, and this experience is new to a generation grown up in fast-lane life styles.

“The repetitive co-ordination of eye and hand aid contemplation, as does the investment of time” says Sue Prichard, curator of the V&A show on British Quilts, in an interview with the Financial Times [3].

Stitching and knitting suddenly become more visible, more inclusive and performative, it is no a hidden activity in the home anymore but enters professional ateliers. It also implicates social activities that were presumed lost as a result of both industrialization and modernism. The movement needs to be seen in the context of an increasingly global and impersonal economic world, in which the individual feels disenfranchised.

It is the internet that reveals the global enthusiasm for e.g. quilts, bringing together quilt festivals in Tokyo and Houston. This Universal design is safe and simple and tells us that though we are all different, it needs things that can be used by everybody. This trend is only seemingly rejecting technologies; glocal knowledge can be exchanged in worldwide subcultures because of technology.

2. Design Thinking: Brain work

Paradoxically, because of digital media, the slow design movement can be combined with the rapid design interventions as they were developed in “design thinking”. This methodology addresses social problems, not as the Bauhaus movement understood, but as for example the company IDEO is looking at wider social issues.

Design thinking takes an interdisciplinary approach to achieve its aims within a limited timeframe and with simple regional resources. It enables site-specific research to be done more quickly and in more depth, by demonstrating key changes to users who experience them rather than simply discuss them.

Here the design process shows a concatenation of problem specifications, planning phases, and design results with functional simulation, synthesis, and final realization. As in the design process the “why” and “how” are clarified in solution-seeking processes, the “what” represents the innovation factor and can turn back to traditional crafts.

Surely it is of danger, when handcraft stands for a self-referential system, relates only to itself and does not answer the question concerning the “what” as innovation. But when the initial object “what” is analysed in the context of its use and/or usefulness, the material as well as the form and the perception can profit from the results of the analysis. It is not to trivialise complex
situations, it is about separating complex questions to give useful answers.

"Local craft techniques can help because they are multi-layered, complex signifiers of personal and collective narratives and experiences", it says on the Japan Society website [4]. The author Rose George, together with Gunnar Baldwin, water efficiency specialist, explores high tech and eco innovation in the Japanese bathroom, and the prospects for their wide adoption in new designs.

Design thinking as a new strategy can formulated as limited planning, adaptiveness, with an emphasis on "do it yourself" which asks for small teams with multiple skill sets. Added to this is a small budget and the release of the project in due time, which means as soon as possible.

It is the opposite of the large scale and top-down-organized projects that need Gantt charts and too many stakeholders, projects that often lead to escalating requirements and complex dependencies High risk, big teams and almost scary budgets are the opposite of design thinking.

3. Bricolage: Personal intuition
Panagiotis Louridas stated that in design as bricolage "anthropology meets design thinking"; it is an identity formation [5]. Both traditional and contemporary designs are forms of bricolage. The re-evaluation of traditional techniques and skills can create products that have a universal appeal. In "the culture of knitting" Joanne Turney describes bricolage as: "reference from a variety of existing visual sources, collecting and collating them to create a "new" visual whole, which remains open to interpretation" [6, p.77].

Machines produce products cheaply and quickly. But machines cannot copy the human hand work, the production is evenly. "In our days, the bricoleur is still the one who works with his hands, using indirect means compared to those of the craftsman... It is important that the incidental, in the guise of the use of indirect means, is the notion that has been retained: the bricoleur makes do with what's there, with what he encounters. In that, he differs from the engineer", Louridas states. Bricolage can be seen as a subversive act, a socio-political commentary through creativism and Do it Yourself culture. It has something to do with being part of a guild system on one hand, but largely independent workers on the other. Workers that are occupied in their own homes or studios, dominated by seasonal rhythms and needs instead than by the market.

As part of the symposium “Technology & Tradition in Contemporary Japanese Architecture” on February 2004, craftsmanship & the use of old & new materials was discussed with panelists Kengo Kuma, and architect, and Terunobu Fujimori, Professor at the Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo. Question: “Both of you make unexpected use of materials. Is there anything you’d like to try that you haven’t tried yet?” Mr. Kuma: “a plastic curtain. The shredded kind used in the factory or warehouse that is soft, like the skin on the body.” And Prof. Fujimori gave the, for me, most far going and border crossing idea: Fire. “In Japan when there is a fire, it will be big, because wood is used in houses. But after a fire, we can see a new building. I do not know how it can be used, but I would like to try.”

A Design University is not only interested in results, we explore how design methodologies influence the culture of goods, crafts and industry. Having all previous stated observations and developments in mind the question occurred, how in design education the different attempts of creative processes affect the regional or global design culture. In a long-term collaboration (5 years) with Design Universities in China we observed and compared regional cultures, wisdom and the globalization effect on design thinking, the use of media and the creativity of students. How is craftsmanship connected to the design process? Which use of materials? Is there a significant difference in use in the eastern and western culture?

To find answers to these questions, video observation and interviews with students continuously accompanied the creative work phase. The observation revealed significant differences in negotiating ideas when generating design concepts: both Chinese and Swiss students use objects, sketches and gestures to communicate ideas, but instead of verbal argumentation, Chinese design students sought proof in visualizing and adding alternative propositions.

Conclusion:
Designing is a transformation process that deals with the physical presence of an object: the new approach on crafts, overlooked until now, has the power to bring us to a stop, to make us focus and be more aware of what is surrounding us. Its obvious existence in our everyday life has the ability to transform us. The questions of bricolage, slow design, and design thinking – even irony and kitsch, open new perspectives on the crafts movement as a modern tool, then it seems that future oriented solutions demand simplicity, integration in every day life and some kind of personalization, which makes designers eager to adopt traditional techniques as well as the latest production methods.

Design nowadays means teamwork, and if these teams are internationally configured, it can make design more successful. The inspiration from the other cultures results in unique shapes, new functions and contexts, patterns or meanings.

This knowledge gives us one more way to look at things and it symbolizes the beginning of a new design
The better you look, the more you see": The essence of New Regionalism in Industrial Design in Asia and Europe is that innovative design results from the connections between societies, globally and across cultures. And the tension between global and local is about people, not merely about craft techniques.
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Abstract
This practice-based research explores a design approach that is consistent with sustainability and understandings of inner meaning. This requires that all aspects of an object are in accord with notions of the common good, social responsibility, and environmental care. A theoretical framework is developed, supported by precedents, that seeks aesthetic harmony between the natural and the technological, the cultural and the utilitarian. A series of propositional objects indicate a direction for design that is consistent not only with sustainability but also more profound notions of meaning. These objects extend the author’s previous design explorations in design for sustainability to more specifically address understandings of meaning and spiritual values (Walker, 2006).
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Introduction
Through our design decisions our philosophy of economics and ethics and our spiritual values find expression in the aesthetics of the mundane. Such decisions reveal our attitudes to the environment, each other and ourselves. When the norms of design are linked to environmental damage, social exploitation and spiritual aridity it is time to reconsider our conventions. To do this, we can adjust our decisions incrementally in response to those things we perceive to be amiss or we can develop a fundamentally different path, but this latter course requires us to recognise the systemic inadequacies of our current approaches. Production of greenhouse gases and unmanageable e-waste is the inevitable consequences of a larger story, one that has become normalised and virtually unassailable. This is the story of progress and growth as a basis for human realisation (Korten, 1999, 67; Taylor, 2007, 716). We attempt to invoke change while maintaining this overarching narrative, which rests on technological advance and consumerism and is at odds with finite environmental capacity, social equity, and deeper understandings of human fulfilment.

This study begins with a discussion of the role of practice-based inquiry in developing a more benign and more meaningful material culture. This leads into a consideration of aesthetics and functionality, and their relationship to environment, ethics and spiritual values. Selected precedents reveal critical aspects of these interrelationships and demonstrate how depth of meaning can affect the creation of the tangible. These precedents contrast markedly with today’s mass-produced, electronics-based products, which are remarkably short-lived and associated with severe human and environmental costs (Schluep et al., 2009, 6, 41).

This provides a basis for developing new priorities that broaden our understanding of products beyond instrumental factors. Such priorities have to be realised via new forms of expression that convey new sensibilities. Therefore, this inquiry includes a series of propositional objects which:

- were informed by tacit understandings and aesthetic contemplation,
- integrate the creative process in the progression of ideas,
- are a means of synthesising the findings,
• acknowledge that, with microchip-based products, the bond between function and form can be loosened, opening a space to address aspects ill-represented within virtual environments.

From this it becomes clear that the aesthetic expression of an object can be linked to broad environmental and ethical concerns as well as to substantive notions of meaning. These connections are becoming increasingly important today when the production of technological devices is evidently unsustainable and their use is in danger of eroding our spiritual selves (Lanier, 2010, 20–22).

Beyond Words
Wittgenstein once asserted that there are propositions in ethics, aesthetics and metaphysics that lie beyond the realm of the sayable (Biletzki and Matar, 2009). Many traditions, including Buddhism (Juniper, 2003, ix) and Sufism (Williams, 2006, 8) also recognise that some aspects of knowing lie beyond words. Such tacit understandings can be perceived internally but cannot necessarily be adequately expressed through words (Polanyi, 1966, 4). This insight is important for practice-based creative disciplines. It is especially important here because this discussion centres on propositional design that explores the nature and aesthetics of functional objects in relation to social and environmental considerations and substantive notions of meaning. Recognising that some understandings lie beyond words is important when developing discipline-appropriate research to address contemporary concerns.

Creative activities demand deep immersion in process – what Borgman calls ‘focal practice’ (2003, 22) and Csikszentmihalyi refers to as ‘flow’ (1990, 55–56). Such modes are akin to spiritual teachings that speak of humility (Okakura, 1989[1906], 98; Matthew 18:4), single-pointed attention (Nhat Hanh, 1995, 10–11) and ‘at-one-ment’ (Shibayama, 1970, 28). Accomplishment rests on practice, perhaps over many years, the outcomes of which will be works that offer some kind of aesthetic experience. Decisions and actions are often made intuitively, via a discriminating judgements based on contemplation of the emerging aesthetic. The aesthetic experience of the developing work will be a product of the sensory experience of its intrinsic properties combined with contemplation of it as a thing of significance and value; that is, as a thing considered worthy of attention within a particular culture (Muelder Eaton, 2001, 10). Such aesthetic judgements are made with reference to an overall, but not necessarily entirely explicit, intention and grounded in a broader contextual understanding. This may result in a work that, in terms of its aesthetic qualities, fulfils the intentions of the practitioner, even if he or she is unable to explain why. Because, as noted, certain aspects of our understandings lie beyond words.

Functional Objects, Aesthetics and Spiritual Wellbeing
When a functional object is judged to have aesthetic merit, this ascribes to it some degree of intrinsic value, irrespective of its utility. A functional object also has value because of the practical benefit it offers. Both contribute to one’s judgement of the object. There are other factors that are not so readily apparent, such as the environmental and social impacts of its production, use and disposal, which can also inform our judgement of it.

Furthermore, ethical understandings not only pertain to societal and communal wellbeing but also to our individual sense of spiritual wellbeing, which is associated with the affirmation of life in relationship to self, community and environment, as well as with one’s sense of the transcendent (Arnold et al, 2007). Consequently, our knowledge of the effects of an object’s production, use and disposal on the environment, on others, and on ourselves will influence how we “see” it. In turn, this will inform our ethical judgement of it, which relates to our sense of spiritual wellbeing. And while there may be no logically necessary connection between spirituality and ethics, or between spirituality and conceptions of what constitutes a worthwhile, meaningful and good life, it is the case that spiritual traditions have, for centuries, served as productive paths for addressing questions of human happiness and virtue (Cottingham, 2005, 140). As is discussed below, certain traditions draw strong connections between outer actions, aesthetics, ethics and spiritual wellbeing.

Hence, aesthetic qualities of objects can be linked to social, ethical and environmental factors and with spiritual wellbeing. This is a critically important association because it connects the nature of our material culture – appearance, materials, essential character – with an individual’s core sense of meaning and inner harmony.

In terms of our currently dominant approaches, the economic and production requirements of any manufacturing system demand certain kinds of design decisions which, in turn, affect the nature of the objects produced. Unavoidably, the product’s design is governed by the larger system of which the design process is a part. If that system is harmful, this will be inculcated into the nature of the product and reflected in its aesthetic qualities.

To change the course of our production systems, to overcome their severely damaging effects, the issues must resonate at an individual level and not be seen simply as a broader societal problem. In this, it is important to recognise the connection between the consequences of our current forms of material culture and our own personal sense of meaning. As has been demon-
strated here, this connection is made manifest through the aesthetic experience of the object.

Clearly then, to develop new forms of goods that represent new sensibilities we have to depart from current norms, and here it is useful to look at precedents from other cultures.

Design is usually framed in terms of problems and solutions but today these ‘solutions’, in the form of mass-produced products, are associated with serious harm and unfulfilling routes to happiness (Schor, 2006, 178, 187–8). If we believe we are developing ‘solutions’ to predefined ‘problems’ then the aim will be to design fully resolved outcomes – but such notions are untenable; advances in technology quickly render such products obsolete. This prevalent terminology of ‘problems’ and ‘solutions’ locks design in an outmoded ontological frame.

If instead we understand design as a continual process then we can view discrete outcomes are not ‘solutions’ but temporary manifestations offering fleeting benefit. By thinking of design outcomes in such terms, we place them within a larger frame of reference – one in which passing benefit is seen against longer term environmental degradation and social deprivation, as well as personal notions of meaning. In such a context, we can begin to conceive of functional objects not simply as utilitarian ‘solutions’ appended with the fragile attractiveness of newness, but as more holistic expressions of human meaning in an evolving field of understanding.

Design Precedents

Despite manufacturing advances, today’s microchip-based goods are produced according to a rationale that remains anchored in the industrial practices of the 20th century. The obdurate conventions of these, now globalised, approaches prioritise short-term quantitative growth over longer term, sustainable strategies. The fundamental deficiencies of this rationale are proving especially harmful because the rate of technological development has served to reduce the useful life of goods just a few years (Schluep et al, 2009). To pursue more conscientious directions, it is useful to look at precedents. The author has explored alternative design approaches in his own design-centred research (Walker, 2006), a innovative directions have been advanced by the Droog designers (Ramakers, 2004), and by Cuban designer Ernesto Oroza (de Bozzi and Oroza, 2002). While many examples could be cited, four have been selected here that embody aspects of the human condition generally ill-represented in contemporary technological objects.

A Zuni carving and the Wabi Sabi aesthetic exemplify approaches rooted in spiritual sensibilities and relationships with the natural world. An Industrial Revolution water dam is an example of technology and engineering that finds harmony with nature in situ. Lastly, objects from Andrea Branzi’s collection Grandi Legni exemplify a contemporary approach that transcends conventional boundaries. Consideration of these, and the ideas they embrace, provide a starting point from which to explore more judicious directions for the design of technology-based goods.

Zuni Fetish Carving

![Figure 1: Zuni bear fetish carving “Seasons” by Bernard Liawakete, USA, with permission of Cherry Hill, www.horsekeeping.com.](image)

The bear fetish carving entitled “Seasons” by Bernard Liawakete of the Zuni tribe in the American Southwest (Figure 1) is a modern example of an ancient object type that expresses values and ideas far removed from today’s utilitarian, electronic devices. For certain indigenous peoples of North America, these kinds of objects symbolise mysteries observable in nature. The can represent animal or other spirits and are used to invoke the wisdom or protection of those spirits and to affect the course of events (Whittle, 2006, 6).

In modern, economically developed cultures such beliefs are often dismissed as superstition. However, they represent long standing ideas within complex traditions aimed at keeping a balanced outlook and harmony among the different facets of nature. To do this, the society’s stories and laws emphasised cooperation, moral behaviour, and respect for ancestors. Key elements of this worldview were the interrelatedness of all things (Ibid, 13).

Zuni fetish carvings represent an outward acknowledgement and expression of these ideas. Arrowheads, stones and shells make up the medicine bundles, secured to the carvings with sinew. These refer to different aspects of life such as hunting, sickness, or the harvest, and belief in the power of a fetish to affect events gives it meaning. However, traditionally, a critical aspect of their ‘use’ was that the object itself was not held responsible if a desired outcome was not forthcoming. Instead, fault was attributed to the behaviour of the owner. In this way, the fetish served as a tangible reminder of appropriate behaviour and moral values. Hence, the unus
Wabi Sabi

The Japanese aesthetic philosophy of wabi sabi represents an attempt within the tradition of Zen Buddhism to express a love of life alongside an acknowledgement of its fragility and transience. It is founded on principles of humility, restraint, naturalness, and the inevitability of impermanence. It draws on perception rather than rationalistic understandings and recognises that all things are in flux. Wabi sabi expresses the ephemeral, melancholy beauty of existence — that brief period which occurs between the birth and the passing of a thing (Juniper, 2003, ix, 1; Koren, 1994, 15, 18).

Koren suggests that the characteristics of wabi sabi are virtually the polar opposites of those of post-war modernism. The latter, distinguished by its minimalist perfection, still dominates much of the landscape of consumer goods and contemporary architecture. It is an aesthetic that expresses the cool, precise rationalism of technological progress through pure geometric forms and synthetic materials — an aesthetic of clarity, reductionism and control. In contrast, objects that embody the wabi sabi aesthetic tend to be characterised by a lack of artifice, rough textures, a faded, imperfect elegance and asymmetry but, unlike Zuni fetish carvings, they have no symbolic connotations. Rather than being homogenous and mass-produced, such objects are earthy, variegated and individual — as shown in the ceramic cup from Tanba Hyogo, Japan (Figure 2).

Wabi sabi implies an intuitive sensibility that is firmly located in the present and, in stark contrast to today’s widely-accepted supposition, it assumes there is no such thing as progress. The use of natural materials and organic shapes allows decay and corrosion to be absorbed without detracting from the overall aesthetic; indeed, deterioration tends to add to the object’s expression. This aesthetic also suggests a broadening of sensory appreciation rather than a reduction, as it comfortably accommodates ambiguity and impermanence. However, unlike most contemporary approaches, function and utility are not of primary importance (Koren, 1994, 25–29).

These aesthetic characteristics are not merely a preferred style — one fashion among many — but are the outward expression of a comprehensive approach that includes metaphysical understandings, spirituality, well-being and ethical behaviour. Wabi sabi is rooted in observations of nature, and the idea that all things are transient (Ibid, 41, 46). It emphasises an intuitive, direct communion with the nature of things as they are at this moment and attests to the import of the fleeting, ever-changing present. Appreciating the nature of ordinary, mundane things in this way does not mesh with a system of efficiency, measurement and targets. At such moments of absorption there is a sense of transcendence that lies beyond words in which the mundane and the spiritual are of equal importance — no distinction is made (Okakura, 1989 [1906], 70, 101). Therefore, while wabi sabi is not necessarily concerned with explicitly spiritual objects, as was the case with the Zuni fetishes, this aesthetic philosophy recognises the importance of spiritual values in the creation and nature of material things. It draws strong connections between outer, concrete actions, aesthetic expression, ethics and inner meaning.

In developing less damaging approaches to contemporary product design and production, the implications of wabi sabi are significant. Accepting the constantly changing nature of existence, both of living things and human-made artefacts, highlights the importance of process over product. Acknowledging that artefacts are, and can be designed to be, in a state of continual flux reveals the limiting nature of terms such as ‘definition’, ‘completion’, and ‘solution’; terms that represent a cessation of change (Okakura, 50–61). Furthermore, stressing process over product implies a certain humility. It suggests that a definitive, lasting solution is not actually attainable. Instead, human-made artefacts are considered to be in a continual state of becoming — with elements corroding, being damaged or outmoded, and being replaced, renewed or in some other way altered.

Abbeystead Dam

In contrast to the previous examples, Abbeystead dam is a technological artefact built on strict engineering principles. Despite its utilitarian foundations, however, its use of materials, type of construction, and scale, as well as the sensitivity given to its siting, all go to show that even large, highly pragmatic projects can be executed in ways that are sympathetic to and respectful of nature.
Abbeystead dam (Figures 3, 4, 5) is located on the River Wyre in an area known as the Forest of Bowland in the heart of rural Lancashire. It was constructed in 1855, at the height of the Industrial Revolution, and later enlarged to supply water to factories further down the river (Farrer, W. and Brownbill, J. (eds), 1914).

It is an example of a human-made artefact that has been inserted into the natural environment – it is bonded to it and dependent upon it. It can be appreciated not merely for its practical purpose but also for its accumulating, ever-changing existence as a thing. It is being continually scoured by flowing water, ice and the elements. Its surfaces alter – discolouring, eroding, accruing woodland detritus and budding growths in the interstices, becoming encrusted with evaporites and lichens and cushioned with mosses. Its enduring form has enabled it to absorb these accretions of time and acquire the patina of age, yielding an artefact both functional and beautiful.

Hence the Abbeystead dam is an example of an artefact that is unified with locale. In the fullness of its present utility and aesthetic, it creates a particular character of place that is replete with evocations, ideas, history and culture. It is a place where the unavoidable, pragmatic needs of our physical humanity – expressed through creative endeavour in the form of a rationalised, technological construction – find harmony with the natural environment. While there is necessarily a change in that environment, we cannot avoid the fact that human needs inevitably demand intrusion into and alteration of nature. Here, however, it is done with empathy for place and in a way that, in many respects, enhances the natural environment – creating new kinds of habitats, in the form of a lake and wetlands, for fish, waterfowl and plant life. The Abbeystead reservoir might not be a spiritual place in the way we normally think about spirituality and its associations with religious meanings. However, as in wabi sabi, the mundane and the spiritual exist together through a harmonious integration of utility, beauty and empathy with nature.

Architect Christopher Day suggests that four levels of place are essential to the creation of a harmonious ‘built’ environment. These comprise physical substance, time continuum or flow, mood, and essence or inspiration. Day argues that these levels recognise that our world is more than simply material; it is also living, being populated by sentient animals, and by human beings who can be inspired and stimulated by ideals (2002, 29). All these elements are manifest in Abbeystead dam.

Grandi Legni

Italian designer Andrea Branzi’s collection Grandi Legni comprises a series of large, enigmatic objects that are not easily classified – two examples are shown in Figures 6 & 7. Occupying a place that lies somewhere between architecture and furniture, they are constructed from old timber beams, larch wood cabinets, metal brackets and even a bird cage.

They have an archaic, mythological character and are evocative of ancient, forgotten truths that lie beyond the veil of memory and recorded history. Essentially, and surprisingly as it may seem, these pieces are a response to the capabilities offered by micro-chip technologies. However, Branzi is not seeking reconciliation between the virtual and the material, but rather a somewhat distanced complementarity. In a time when digital utility has rendered material functionality largely impotent and its design theories irrelevant, Branzi sees the conventions of design as being outmoded and design practice as endlessly repeating variations on a theme – regurgitating forms that fail to respond to the seismic changes brought about by the new technologies (2009). These virtual environments and digitized functionalities have liberated physical objects from the
constraints of utility, enabling them to address more substantive matters. Physical design becomes a mediation between the mundane and the meaningful – a conduit for retrievals and expressions of histories, myths and human spirituality. Freed from prosaic function, design can address those very things that virtualisation lacks – the real and the tangible, scale and weight, the textured and tactile, the patinas of age, weathering and corrosion, connection to earth, and the indefinable bond between the ever-decaying corporeal and the spiritual. Through these unique, unrepeateable qualities of concrete materiality, Branzi attempts to draw connections between the physical world and deeper, sacred aspects of our humanity.

A Basis for New Design Directions
The Zuni fetish of the American Southwest, the Wabi Sabi aesthetic of Japan, Abbeystead dam of Industrial Revolution England, and Andrea Branzi’s ‘Grandi Legni’ all stem from different cultures and time periods. While each emphasises particular aspects of material culture, collectively they suggest a strong direction for design that is intimately related to contemporary concerns – particularly the environmental, social and ethical issues associated with sustainability, as well as substantive matters of human meaning, including spiritual understandings and values.

Insights and reflections drawn from these kinds of examples can inform and help steer product design in new, more positive directions – directions that attempt to find greater accord between our utilitarian needs and those things that are so poorly attended to in our current production systems. Clearly, these considerations must become intrinsic systemic elements rather than optional add-ons that are too readily and too frequently avoided. Even more importantly, but intimately linked to environmental and ethical considerations, we must find ways of imbuing design with substantive notions of meaning.

It is also important to recognise that in practice-based disciplines such as design, the creative process itself must be integral to the development of new directions. Converting the above ideas into defined axioms, objectives or criteria becomes less important than absorbing the tenor and spirit of the ideas and allowing them to inform the design development.

Propositional Objects
Design explorations were conducted concurrently with the theoretical ideas and the investigation of precedents, Figure 8. The resulting objects are only tangentially associated with specific points and conclusions from the preceding examples but intimately associated with and, it is hoped, reflective of, their overall nature and disposition. The approach is, therefore, one of synthesis
rather than analysis – entirely appropriate for a design-centred inquiry and consistent with the wabi sabi philosophy (Richie, 2007, 33).

These propositional objects address issues of sustainability and meaning related to electronic products; unlike the Grandi Legni pieces of Branzi, they incorporate these technologies. Through creative practice, the aim was to find locally achievable, harmonious aesthetic relationships between mass-produced electronics and minimally-processed or entirely natural elements – not by seeking an integration but through a loosely attached juxtaposition. This results in an aesthetic synthesis characterised by a visual separation between the local and the mass-produced, the natural and the artificial; a separation that acknowledges the divisions that exist between these very different types of components, including those of production scales, process and impact. It also allows for their physical separation after use – for benign return of the natural elements to the local environment and for re-use or re-processing of the mass-produced elements.

This addresses two critical aspects in the development of a meaningful material culture, which imply both incremental improvement and radical change:

1. It acknowledges the necessity, transience and impact of mass-produced components in delivering functionality, while recognising that their useful life of these components can be prolonged through design for disassembly and reuse, and impacts can be reduced through incremental improvement in manufacturing practices.
2. It recognises the potential benefits of localisation in sourcing elements and in adaptation, repair, and upgrading. This points to an entirely different system for the creation of our material culture and a new vernacular that combine mass-produced and locally sourced elements. Such objects would become meaningful in ways that surpass mere functionality, important as that may be. They represent employment, local materials and skills, and become indicative of a culture’s creativity and values. Hence, the material culture becomes an embedded, meaningful element of the culture as a whole.

These propositional objects are not presented as alternative design ‘solutions’ to contemporary mass-produced products. Culturally meaningful objects cannot be mass-produced. Instead they suggest a potential direction, one that must emerge and evolve locally. The particular function of these objects is of only secondary importance. The main concern is aesthetic synthesis and, consistent with the previous examples, a broadening of both sensory appreciation and object meaning:

- ‘Tempo I’ (Figure 9), an electronic metronome combines electronics with local Sunderland Point stone and an organic hemp binding.
- ‘Tempo II’ (Figure 10), circuitry, battery and hanging cord are attached to forest floor wood from the Trough of Bowland.
- ‘Lagan Bell’ (Figure 11) a wireless reception bell – circuitry mounted on Cumbria driftwood and the bell-push bound to a Bowland river stone with hemp cord. Shot silk attests to the once prominent local silk industry.
- ‘Wireless’ (Figure 12) combines electronics with Cumbria coast pebbles and shot silk.

These objects are concrete visualisations of the ideas discussed earlier but offer layers of expression that go beyond verbal description.

Conclusions

Within conventional, mass-produced notions of ‘product’, sustainability can be addressed through incremental changes in materials, processes, packaging and so on. However, as presently conceived, large production systems for global markets are incapable of incorporating local contributions, materials and preferences to any significant degree. While contemporary electronic goods may be adapted to individual needs in terms of their software and applications, the essential manufacturing construct remains firmly in an industrial age that is proving extremely destructive. As is clearly evident from the aesthetics of contemporary products, the physical objects themselves are, for the most part, anonymous and un-located – designed in a manner that is suited for anywhere, everywhere and, arguably, nowhere.

In contrast, the propositional designs presented here are suggestive of a more radical change that includes much greater emphasis on localization and which combines product manufacture with the development of a range of local services. With regard to the nature of the functional object, this becomes intimate to and emerges from place in terms of its materials, aesthetics and essential qualities as a thing. Such a direction demands a letting go of ego along with externally imposed notions of style so as to allow ‘place’ to inform and become part of the object’s definition – in its materials, surface qualities and manufacture. In addition, the functional elements are all visible and explicit, rather than hidden within, often arbitrarily styled, casings. This includes the batteries, on which so many contemporary products depend, and which are so environmentally problematic. These too become visible and therefore more acknowledged in our everyday lives – perhaps prompting us to seek alternatives.

These propositions are very much concerned with the present context – not the past or the future. Such
present-oriented design has to be ephemeral, partly because technology is always moving on and partly because today’s concerns and sensibilities will not be those of tomorrow; tomorrow will need its own expressions for its own time.

In a more localised, continually changing material culture, the object can be tailored to cultural and individual requirements. As long as its production, use and after-use are not damaging, and parts that cannot be benignly returned to the natural environment can be re-used, the object need not last forever. To conceive of technological goods in such terms allows for a lightness of touch that is lacking in the more considered, consequential world of mass-production. It offers space for artistic and cultural expression to pervade material goods and to reflect and express contemporary sensibilities. In so doing, there is an opportunity not only to reinvigorate design, for it to become truer to the creative imagination that lies at its heart, but also to imbue mundane, functional goods with meaning, thereby contributing to cultural and spiritual wellbeing.
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Figures
2 Sake cup exemplifying the wabi sabi aesthetic, made by Tomio Morimoto, Tanba Hyogo, Japan.
3 Shaded vale under Abbeystead Dam, Forest of Bowland, Lancashire.
4 Upper overflow – Abbeystead Dam.
5 Lower overflow with overhanging leaves – Abbeystead Dam.
7 Grandi Legni GL 02 by Andrea Branzi. Old beams with larchwood cabinets. L320 x W28 x H270. Reproduced with permission; photo by Rui Teixeira, 2010.

8 Propositional designs – development sketches.

9 Tempo I metronome with adjustable speed LEDs. Electronics; Sunderland Point stone Lancs., organic hemp binding.

10 Tempo II: metronome with adjustable sound and LEDs. Electronics; climbing cord; forest floor wood from the Trough of Bowland, Lancs.

11 Lagan Bell: wireless reception bell. Electronics; Cumbria coast driftwood, Bowland river stone; hemp cord; shot silk.

12 Wireless: AM/FM Radio. Electronics; Cumbria coast pebbles; shot silk; cords (various).

Unless otherwise stated, photos are by the author, as are designs in figures 8–12.
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Local indigenous cultures and modern design innovations: a South African perspective

Abstract
Under the theme of sustainability and social innovation, this paper looks at how indigenous knowledge can be applied in the production of organic products that are suited for modern designs. South Africa’s indigenous groups offer alternative methods of production that are informally produced, sustainable and ecologically friendly, by using indigenous natural materials. Through an ethnographic study the paper investigates how indigenous methods could be used to design for modern trends. Participant observation in indigenous knowledge systems (IKS) serves as an apprenticeship in knowledge transmission. The study looks at IKS and how sustainable design can be achieved through the application of IKS to informal production. Indigenous knowledge in this context is not viewed as a replacement to technology, but rather as an integral part of the solution to help deal with environmental concerns in product production. Informal production has the capacity to transform small scale operations to large ones. IKS promotes respect for environmental resources to orientate society towards more sustainable ways of doing with respect to modern products in a global setting.

Key Words:
eco-friendly production processes; globalisation; indigenous knowledge systems (IKS); informal production.

Introduction
This paper posits that we should be looking at local wisdom and cultures for alternative production methods that might be beneficial for achieving sustainability and social innovation. Subsequently, social innovation that places emphasis on collaboration between individuals to come up with solution to design problems, environmental problems and economic problems by producing products using locally available materials is explored in this paper. The paper interrogates the manner in which indigenous knowledge systems (IKS) could inform various social innovation projects that will help with preservation of culture while achieving sustainability. Indigenous knowledge is described as “knowledge that has been acquired through lived experience and has been proven through the years of apprenticeship” (Agrawal, 1995).

This study however, recommends promotion of social collaborations between indigenous crafters and designers to help come up with social solutions. Indigenous people produce products using indigenous methods of production which are intrinsically more ecologically friendly and sustainable in material usage in a local context. Further, the use of materials is linked to how indigenous people relate to their surroundings, culture, and beliefs. The production process of their products is informal and localised that makes it sustainable—that is more important today as humanity grapples with the pressing issues of social, economic, environmental, and technological sustainability (Vezzoli & Manzini, 2008).

Sustainability is a key issue in the 21st century that organisations, governments, NGOs, individuals are trying to deal with, as it affects our generation and if left unattended to will destroy the capacity of future generations to fend for themselves (ibid). According to the Kyoto Protocol adopted in 1992 in Japan, there are three pillars of sustainability—environmental, economic, and social sustainability (Kates et al., 2005).

The use of available materials by humans to create products that are practically suitable has always been an essential activity of indigenous people in many different cultures. Through working with indigenous people for this study it has been discovered that some indigenous people generate income through producing craft products that are produced using indigenous methods of production. Participant observation is employed in the studies of indigenous knowledge in the form of an apprenticeship in knowledge transmission as well
as to validate the information given by participants on production processes which serves as an apprenticeship in knowledge transmission. Participant observation serves an apprenticeship and helps with education and knowledge transmission amongst indigenous people (Ohmagari & Berkes, 1997).

Indigenous Knowledge Systems
Local wisdom refers to traditional knowledge that is gained by people through lived experiences, living with nature and understanding nature while trying to survive using their ritualistic and cultural bases for the sustainability of their communities. Indigenous people came up with ways of adaptation using local traditional practices for humans as well as ecosystem management. Indigenous people see ecosystem as integral to them and therefore deserving of better treatment and possibly as much respect as humans (Berkes et al., 2000). Turner et al. (2000) suggest that “caring for lands and resources relates directly to the wisdom of acknowledging the spirituality and influential powers in all things including earth”.

Nomadic tribes for many centuries perfected ways of surviving and created cultures and value systems that showed great respect for the environment and their surroundings. Throughout time, people have pruned, harvested, gathered, cultivated, transplanted, propagated, sowed, burned, and weeded to increase chances of human survival (Martinez, 1993). Due to those value systems indigenous people are continuously finding ways of surviving in the rural areas based on what nature provides to them and solutions that they can come up with. Some of these solutions include using culture to produce items that they can sell to generate income while managing the environment and show respect to our ecosystems. Indigenous people continue showing respect to the environment by hand producing valuable items that durable.

There is an opportunity for designers to come up with innovative projects which incorporate indigenous methods of production. This is not to suggest that the process should be bias towards indigenous people, in order for the innovation to take place in such a way that everyone could benefit it is vital that we recognise traditional knowledge based on the acknowledgment of the rights of indigenous people – this forms the fundamental basis underscoring tenureal security of local communities and will promote mutual learning between local people and designers (Panday, 2003).

Indigenous production process is based on culture, tradition, society, and belief systems. Their methods are sustainable because they have been proven and improved upon through generations and the changes in the environment. Indigenous craft products are seen as only cultural ethnic items however, the skills and techniques of indigenous can be applied to modern designs. Their culture is also dynamic as people change so does the culture of producing craft and the selection of materials. This makes it easier for indigenous people to work and translate modern designs to beautifully crafted products (Lufele, 2009). Indigenous crafters have the ability to work with various kinds of materials, and have the ability to interpret various designs (Shapiro, 2008).

Traditional processes and techniques have the potential to last for generations to come because, these skills are passed down generations through culture and the techniques can be applied to various materials. The importance of incorporating indigenous methods of production to modern design has been emphasised by most European product designers at the 2010 Design Indaba in observing that indigenous people understand the materials and have the ability to translate designs into beautiful objects using sustainable materials (Design Indaba, 2010).

Dutch product designer Tord Boontje believes that “modernism does not mean minimalism. That contemporary does not have to forsake tradition, and that technology does not have to abandon people and senses” (ibid). While Thomas Kral a product designer from Switzerland believes that observing people's needs and combining traditional materials with revolutionary technology is ideal. However, combining tradition and technology is necessary and vital if it empowers and improves human life, and brings solutions to social problems and to create more problems, but helps create sustainability (ibid).

Role of Culture on Sustainability
Culture is defined as an ordered system of meanings and symbols on which social interaction takes place (Geertz cited in Bell, 1992). Culture helps indigenous people to construct identity for themselves, make meaning of their world and environment. Indigenous people view the land as a substance endowed with sacred meanings that define the existence and identity including non living organisms which they view as highly personal beings that form part of their spiritual universe (Burger, 1990).

Culture therefore is seen as a set of customs, values, and traditions and serves as a way of life of a society, clan, tribe, community or individual (Moreno et al., 2004). Indigenous people base their lives on strong beliefs that are in harmony with their surroundings, living and none living organisms. It is therefore vital that designers with their knowledge work with local communities to enhance the capacity of local communities without taking away their rights by moving them away from their cultural norms (Panday, 2003).

Culture is the way things are done based on the traditional indigenous ways of the ancestors. Culture is
the resource that people draw on in relation to ever-changing circumstances and shifting identities (Davison, 2005). Culture today plays an important role in the survival of many indigenous people who live in the rural areas. Because of their culture they are able to continue with the cultures and traditions of their forefathers including taking care of the environment and their surroundings and be able to create a survival mechanism with their families and be able to generate income from the products they produce from various materials that nature has provided to them. As Koti (2008) clearly states, “culture is the way or a set of rules in which we follow to live our daily lives and helps us to protect our surroundings”.

Culture is useful in organising society. It helps in setting the rules for those who believe in it to follow; as a result of their culture Xhosa speaking people of South Africa of the Eastern Cape Province have a good sense of their surrounding and place greater effort in protecting it during their production methods. According to Lufele (2009), “culture is the way we have come to organise ourselves in relation to nature. Culture means following tradition and doing things like my forefathers did”. Culture offers a sense of guidance and direction to many indigenous people. It helps people find a way to organise themselves. Their everyday activities reflect awareness of their environment as well as the impact of their actions on the environment. While also promoting self reliance amongst indigenous people and social innovation where a family or a group of community members work together to create items that are beneficial to the society using materials that are available, while allowing them to earn an income working informally.

Informal Production for Social Innovation

Chen, Sebstad and O’Connell (1999:603), described the term informal labour as “referring to activities that are not protected by labour legislation or organised by formal trade unions”. Shifts from formal to informal employment have seen a rise in informal employment and these are a common feature of many transitional economies like South Africa (Macharia, 2006). However there is lack of government support within the informal sector in both rural and urban areas. Chen et al. (1999) noted that in developing countries there is lack of promotion of the informal sector, regardless of official reports showing that 80% in developing countries and 40% in developed nations operation in informal and rural markets.

European definition of informal labour is that of persons who carry out manual work on their own account, often helped by family members, friends or apprentices, even workers with whom they keep personal contacts, which generate a community of intellect and attachment to the craft (Moreno et. al., 2004). According to indigenous people the production process is society based and is based on cultural traditions. They produce products that are needed in their society.

However, indigenous methods of production currently fall under the informal (or ‘second’) economy in South Africa, which makes it unprotected by labour laws of the country which makes it vulnerable to exploitation by outsiders seeking to benefit economically by exporting these ecologically produced products (du Toit & Neves, 2007). Working with indigenous people in the villages the first author learned some skills and gain more knowledge on how to produce items that ecologically friendly using what we have available to them. It is especially important to try and understand why they use certain materials, create the kind of products they do, and why it is important for humans to respect their environment.

Producing things locally enables us to follow the entire process of the production and know what has been used in the garment or product; it enables us to deal with issues that may arise, such as running out of materials. Their crafting skills have been amongst traditional tribes as a non-verbal code of communication that is significant to people of a particular group. Symbolism is an integral aspect of South African craft – traditional crafts express the communal nature of society. Symbols are also used to provide cultural context of traditional craft production. Materials that were used to produce craft were generally locally available. Crafts are often highly decorated, with complex abstract and representational signs that send messages, tell stories, record histories, reflect beliefs and express power within the community (Sellschop et al., 2002). Subsequently, it is important to develop methods of mutual learning between young designers and indigenous craftsmen/artisans, as this can lead to collaborations which in turn will create more employment opportunities as well as self-reliance. This will promote integration of indigenous methods in modern designs in participation with local communities while reviving traditional methods of production using materials that are uniquely available to a particular area. This is not to say the products should be prescriptive ethically, rather they should be of a competitive international standard with the indigenous skills applied as an added value. It also helps in promoting social sustainability, and cultural sustainability.

According to Belz et al. (2007), ecological production involves “social and technical system and this stage includes problem solving”. Traditional methods of leather tanning used natural materials, and those methods are highly considerate towards the environment. However, traditional methods of production are said to be time consuming and labour intensive. Baker et al. (1993), suggest that developing countries like South Africa have a comparative advantage in labour-intensive production processes. Some indigenous people are still involved
in the process of making leather. This offers an opportunity for young designers to collaborate with handcrafters to learn new skills which could in turn lead to new social innovations, while simultaneously offering economic opportunity.

Handcrafted products involve cleaner production which is a continuous application of an integrated preventive environmental strategy processes to increase efficiency and reduce risks to humans and the environment. Handcrafting involves human interaction as the products are made by hand from start to finish. When designers work with indigenous people they learn about management of resources, eliminating toxic raw materials, and reducing quantified wastes before the product leaves a process production is required in order to reduce impact of waste on the entire life cycle of products, to ultimate disposal of products (Panday, 2003). The reduction of environmental impact of services provided over the entire life cycle, from system design and use, to the entire consumption of resources required to provide the services (Shapiro, 2006) suggests that countries like India, Italy, China and Spain are some of the countries that produce handcrafted items in large volumes. As a result those countries’ handcrafting industries employ large numbers of people (ibid).

Eco-friendly Production Processes of Craft

Ecologically friendly or cleaner production is mainly used as an overcharging environmental management concept to deal with environmental issues in the production process (Hilson, 2002). Ecological transition translates into the ways in which humans decide to make use of their environment; they create culture which will guide them in their ways of daily living (Brandt, 2007). However, there is no clear boundary between the environment and ecology. Craft is a utilitarian or contemplative objects made by hand, have received renewed attention in the past two decades.

People have become aware of the negative impact of mass-produced products on the environment as some of the products are not biodegradable and this leads to landfills that cause pollution (Margrett, 1989). Crafts serve as part of indigenous knowledge which transfer and helps with the preservation of traditional knowledge. South African crafters possess exceptional skills and indigenous knowledge in manipulating a variety of available materials to create products (Shapiro 2006). These crafters belong to the various groupings of indigenous people that are found in South Africa’s nine provinces. However, their work is regarded as informal labour which means that it is not legislated and is not protected by South Africa’s labour laws. Chen, Sebstad and O’Connell (1999:603), described the term ‘informal labour’ as referring to “activities that are not protected by labour legislation or organised by formal trade unions”.

Most Latin American, South Asian countries have experienced a slowdown in the growth of formal sector employment while African countries have experienced growth in informal labour sectors (Macharia, 2006; du Toit & Neves, 2007). Shifts from formal to informal employment have seen a rise in the latter – these are a common feature of many transition economies like South Africa. However there is lack of government support for the informal sector in both rural and urban areas. Developing countries there is lack of promotion of the informal sector, regardless of official reports showing that 80% in developing countries and 40% in developed nations operate in informal and rural markets (Chen et al., 1999).

Before the introduction of industrially manufactured products, indigenous people made products that were driven by society, raw materials and the environment; products made out of hides and bone which had been in lasting personal possession (Jabbar et al., 2002). Grass which grows in certain parts of the country was harvested and used to make mats, brooms, sifs, place mats and baskets (such as those depicted in Figure 1).

Below is an illustration (Figure 2) of a piece of traditional attire called miwenda worn by Venda women from the Northern Province of South Africa - this attire is worn in pairs; one on across the shoulder and one on the waist. The miwenda is made out of cotton fabric and is embroidered in multiple colours and accessorised with matching bangles and anklets.

Today some indigenous people still make use of high quality materials and make products that are informed by indigenous people’s beliefs, culture and nature. The products are made out of durable materials because they are made to last – traditionally they are passed on from one generation to the next. It therefore becomes very important that IKS be supported because it aligns itself to the UN Millennium Development Goals. It is based on sustainable methods that inherently consider the needs of future generations.

The products created are practical and can be used to enhance their daily lives. Indigenous people are aware of every stage of production of the products they make, they relate to their environment and good stewardship of the same is second nature to them. Indigenous knowledge in this context is not viewed as a replacement to technology, but rather as an integral part of the solution to help deal with environmental concerns in product production. Informal production has the capacity to transform small indigenous production operations to larger capacities. IKS promotes respect for environmental resources to orientate society towards more sustainable ways of doing things with respect to contemporary products in a modern market setting.

Their methods of production can be replicated to the design industries where designers can work with lo-
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Impact of Globalisation on sustainability of resources

Foreign direct investments as a means of globalisation occurred so that developed economies can gain access to the raw materials of developing countries – resulting in gains from the resources benefiting more developed nations. Moreover, international institutions and corporations acquire increasingly greater power and influence through the agency of collaborating leaders in industrially developing nations (Baker, 1993). The alluring pull of such multinationals draws significant numbers of younger people from rural areas in hopes that they will benefit from formal employment opportunities in urban settings. In reality though, the vast majority of these young people can not secure formal jobs and end up living in poor conditions in the cities, without any prospects of gainful employment. Arguably, no country can truly escape the pervading influence of international financial markets and multinationals as most parts of the world have an insignificant share in the benefits accruing from the restructuring of the global economy (Went, 2000).

Globalisation promotes outsourcing of production and labour into developing countries and this often results in a skewed net income distribution between developed and developing nations (Mostert, 2003). As a result there is fierce global competition amongst developing nations for the supply of cheap labour to more developed economies. In this regard, globalisation can be argued to be an internationalisation of production. The internationalisation of production comes at a great cost to local cultures and their sustainability is being threatened.

Millions of crafters who live in rural areas are unable to access the benefits of globalisation. It now becomes critical that government, NGOs and local institutions should promote IKS alongside other developmental prerogatives so that the said crafters can gain market access through initiatives such as TIA.
Concluding Remarks
This paper discussed the important role that IKS plays amongst the custodians of such knowledge. Further, it has also pointed out the pivotal role that indigenous knowledge can play within the contemporary creative world in the preservation of natural resources as well as perpetuating pertinent aspects of culture and traditions. Indigenous methods of production are inherently more sustainable vis-à-vis eco-design and related environmental concerns and much of this knowledge and sensitivity could be harnessed to promote greater self-sufficiency as well as to inform more progressive production and consumption patterns in the broader context.

Finally, this paper supports the view that a greater emphasis should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prevailing forces of globalisation, progressive development should be placed on promoting IKS, job creation, investment in, and expansion within the so-called ‘second’ economy as this sector is more responsive to prev
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Between User Driven and Design Driven Innovation
Towards a New Innovation Concept?

1. Abstract

Key words: User needs; Consumption studies; opportunity creation; cultural signification; User driven innovation; design driven innovation, interaction driven innovation

In this paper we discuss the conceptual foundation of user-driven innovation (UDI) as well as design-driven innovation (DDI), based on the hypothesis that user needs are not revealed but created through a dynamic meaning making process among users, companies, designers, media and marketers.

The key points in the paper will be exemplified by results from a user-centered innovation project called “etrans.” The project aims to turn electric vehicles and other forms of sustainable transportation into a market success in Denmark.

The objective of the paper is to propose a framework for analyzing the existing divide between user-driven and design-driven innovation – and to propose a new concept: interaction driven innovation.

2. Introduction

Over the past decade, the term ‘user-driven innovation’ has made its triumphant entry into both executive boardrooms and academia (Lettl, Herstatt and Gemunden, 2006). In academia, UDI has been inspired by the work of Von Hippel (1986 and 2005). The concept has since blossomed significantly as part of a strategic move in the business and policy communities who are fighting to survive and flourish in a steadily more competitive and saturated global market with a relentless demand for novelty and uniqueness, and in an environment where disruptive new technologies arise every minute (e.g. Nyholm and Langkilde, 2003; Inside Consulting and Oxford Research, 2004; DTI Global Watch Mission; 2004).

At this point, though, current definitions of the concept generally remain too simplistic and contain many inherent paradoxes (Basulto, Dominic, 2005; Simonsen & Kensing, 1997; Spivey Overby, 2005), which need to be addressed in order to gain a more complex and operational understanding of the opportunities and limitations that UDI offers. UDI spans across several research fields, most notably including consumer and consumption studies, technology studies; anthropology, design research, and innovation management. Thus it breaks with the traditional trajectories of reasoning and working in academia, where research disciplines and fields are strictly divided. Gaining a more complex understanding of the concept calls for researchers with the courage to draw meaningful connections between otherwise divided research disciplines.

Naturally, it is not within our scope to address all perspectives and paradoxes entailed in the concept of UDI. Our contribution will focus on the following areas:

1. Promotion of a more complex understanding of the concept of the consumer as defined by his or her user ‘needs’ and how they arise. We subscribe to the latest paradigm shifts in consumer research; more specifically consumption studies (Belk, Ger & Askegaard, 2003; Østergaard & Jantzen, 2000) and consumer culture theory (Arnould & Thompson, 2005).
2. To discuss what that more complex understanding of the epistemology and rise of needs means to the role of designers and design in UDI (drawing on e.g. Verganti, 2008; Ehn, P., 1992; Sanoff, 2006)
3. Proposition of an optional ‘third place’ between user-driven innovation on one hand, and design-driven innovation on the other – which we suggest calling ‘interaction-driven innovation’.
3. Method

The key points in the paper are illustrated by the results from a UDI project called “etrans”, which aims to support the adoption of electric vehicles and other forms of sustainable transportation among Danish car consumers parallel with the technological development and gradual market launch.

The project focuses on research as well as art-based design work, acknowledging the fact that interesting and groundbreaking innovations emerge in the tension field between the two domains. The empirical research methods applied range from anthropological user studies to participatory design, in addition to other qualitative and quantitative methods of analysis.

The project is steered by a team of researchers and designers working closely together with partner enterprises from the business community as well as public stakeholders and NGOs. User insights form the platform for innovation and new design solutions in a carefully orchestrated design/innovation process, which includes anthropologists, consumer and design researchers, designers, and a wide selection of business partners and NGOs.

3.1 About the Anthropological Field Study

In the early stage of the project, we realized that a successful launch and diffusion of the electric vehicle on the Danish automobile market was dependent on an in-depth understanding of how the car can be incorporated into the everyday lives of Danish car users. To this end, etrans conducted an anthropological field study among 50 car users in Denmark. The field work was conducted in the spring of 2009 and was followed by a first round of analysis and business application during a 6-day workshop in June 2009.

Each of the 50 field visits lasted at least five hours. They were conducted in the period April 7 to May 29, 2009 (for further reading, see Ulk, 2009). During the visits we tried to blend in with the normal everyday activities of the respondents, including time spent with them at work, at home, and during transportation.

A wide variety of methods and techniques were utilised in the study, including participant observation, semi-structured interviews, visual anthropology, guided tours, shadowing clips, user journals, prioritisation games, and pictorial card games.

3.2 About the Innovation Process

Our objective was to incorporate the insights from the anthropological study into an organic, multidisciplinary process in which different professional fields could enrich each other. Therefore, business people, designers, technicians, stakeholders from the political arena, and researchers were invited to participate on equal terms in a 6-day workshop aiming to develop business ideas and perform analyses of car users based on the anthropological insights (for further reading, see Jensen & Mikkelsen, 2009). These insights were coupled with studies regarding socio-cultural trends as well as market insights.

Our objective was for the design process and the individual designs to be research-based while having the design process drive the transformation from insight to concept. The process was divided into two phases, each lasting 3 days:

- During the first phase, the purpose was to introduce the participants, on equal terms, to the insights gained from the user study, and ensure that everyone became familiar with the findings. By forming groups of mixed competencies we thought we would obtain a wider and more nuanced understanding of the role the car plays in the everyday lives of different users; we also tried to assess the beliefs and values of different users towards transportation, energy sustainability, and consumption in general.
- In the second phase of the workshop, we maintained the mixed competency groups for mutual enrichment and inspiration. Some groups concentrated on analysing the data material with the aim of categorising users into ideal types, while others worked with the data material seeking to develop design principles and business concepts.

During the research and concept development phase, researchers made systematic observations in order to gain experiences from working with UDI in multi-disciplinary teams. The objective of this paper is to share the experiences and results from these observations and to frame and discuss them in a wider theoretical context.

4. Results

4.1 The Illusion of Uncovering Latent Needs

UDI has received increasing attention from business communities for the past decade, not least in Scandinavia where the notion of democratising the innovation process is consistent with existing cultural paradigms (Granlien, 2009, Rosted 2005).

Several different definitions of and approaches to UDI co-exist. Von Hippel (2005) focuses on user-innovators – a cornerstone of user-centered innovation where lead users design their own innovations and share them in communities with other lead users within the same field.

However, there seems to be a growing tendency among government agencies and research units (e.g. ESBT/Fora, Nordic, OECD), to use the term UDI when innovation is more or less driven by the end-user or centered around insights into the so-called explicit (i.e. recognized and conscious) and latent (i.e. unrecognized...
and unconscious) needs of the consumer or user. Such a definition is, for instance, evident in this statement from the Nordic Council of Ministers in 2006:

“To sustain a competitive edge, more focus must be given to meeting users’ needs…and not simply those explicitly stated in market research – but rather those latent user needs which can be revealed by alternative analytical methods, and by the users themselves. This is what user-driven innovation is all about – determining a more systematic way to understand and develop solutions that respond to user needs”, (TemaNord, 2006).

Definitions like the one above tend to give the user an almost divine status as a direct and genuine mediator of cultural meaning. Implicitly they draw on models such as Sleeswijk, Visser et. al. (2005), who claim that different levels of knowledge about the informants can be uncovered by using different techniques. The needs may be explicit or latent; but the very presumption that ‘needs’ exist per se, is never questioned.

We allege that there is something inherently wrong about these presumptions. Not because the attempt of ‘meeting the needs of the users’ is not noble or worthy of praise. But because such a statement takes it for granted that individuals are equipped with certain sets of needs – explicit or latent – which are just waiting to be revealed and ‘unlocked’ by a clever consumer researcher using the right tools. We suggest that this main-stream version of UDI is founded on the belief that needs are present in the market ex ante and simply have to be brought out into the open. Similar thought patterns are found in related fields of research (Shane and Verkanan, 2000).

4.2 From a Utilitarian Logic to a Logic of the Sign

In accordance with e.g. Belk, Ger and Askegaard (2003), we propose an alternative theoretical framework for understanding how the demand for certain objects and services arises, namely the theory that needs don’t exist per se but are socially constructed – they are created not revealed. Furthermore, in line with e.g. Korsgaard et al. (2009), Sarasvathy (2007), and Verganti (2008) we propose that this construction of ‘needs’ is turned into innovation through experimental action and interaction in a confined social space consisting of different actors, who all subscribe to and participate in a social game of shared signification, and who all bring their expertise, interests, political agendas, and perspectives into that mutual game.

The criticism of the concept of ‘needs’ was introduced as early as 1969 by Baudrillard, with “The Ideological Genesis of Needs” (Baudrillard, in Schor and Holt, 2000), and has gained growing significance for the past 10 years within that particular field of consumer research called consumer culture theory (Arnould & Thompson, 2005) and consumption studies (Østergaard & Jantzen, 2000). Baudrillard claims that the idea of the absolute existence of consumer/user ‘needs’ is a myth. Instead he introduces ‘the logic of sign value’, claiming that it is a desire for signification that drives consumption – and hence the market – not a set of inherent needs.

In ‘the missing streetcar named desire’ (in Ratneshwar, Mick and Huffmann 2003), Belk, Ger and Askegaard advocate the notion of replacing the concept of ‘needs’ with the concept of ‘desire’. The notion of ‘needs’, they state, derives from a utilitarian logic obsessed with control; a logic which has been in sync with a Western market discourse: “Needs are anticipated, controlled, denied, postponed, prioritized, planned for, addressed, satisfied, fulfilled, and gratified through logical instrumental processes” (op cit, p. 99), they claim. Desire, on the other hand, “awakens, seizes, teases, titillates, and arouses” (op cit, p. 99). While the concept of needs speaks to the causal reasoning, with its cause and effect logic, desire speaks to the affective reasoning (Sarasvathy, 2007) with its judgmental reasoning, action and experimentation.

In sync with this, we propose that needs and markets are cultural constructions, created through a dynamic,
common meaning making process involving end-users, designers, media and marketers who are all players in the same game: The game of signification. In that game we play different roles. But we are all ‘users’, namely users of the game of signification. This opens up a whole new definition of what a ‘user’ is.

4.3 The Lack of Needs in Etrans

In the innovation processes that we have orchestrated at etrans, we have deliberately used this mutual game of signification as a platform for innovation. Insights developed from the user study have been used systematically as a common frame of reference – a platform from which to create shared meaning. But the aim has never been to translate insights in a linear fashion from ‘subjects’ (informants) into ‘objects’ (design solutions) using the concept of ‘needs’ as the binding glue. Rather, the aim has been to subscribe to the existing sign languages guiding the transportation habits and routines of different users, and use them as a stepping stone for creating new sign languages that have the potential to titillate and arouse desire.

One core issue is clear: We have to tap into a culturally saturated context in which notions of transport and energy are dominated by a well-established universe of signs. A well-functioning market and identification context has to be replaced by entirely new systems, habits, and socio-cultural meaning. The project has to create a demand for electric vehicles among end-users in a market where it is obvious that none exists. In order to convince consumers to accept something as radical as a fundamental change of their existing transport and energy habits – and thus create a radical innovation – subscribing to the existing universe of signs is absolutely vital; in terms of signification, we have to balance carefully between novelty on the one hand, and redundancy on the other.

In contrast to Verganti (2008), we suggest that the systematic inclusion of insights from end-users in the innovation process remains crucial. What we need to reconsider is the interpretation of what user insights are – and what they can be used for. According to the logic of sign value, user studies cannot and should not be used for revealing and fulfilling needs. Yet, they can be used for gaining insight into the complex systems of meaning that make up different people’s consumption habits. Such insights are absolutely vital if the aim is to change that cultural system of meaning – as are insights about socio-cultural trends, business strategies, and market and technological trends.

4.4 Towards a New Role of Design and Designers in User Driven Innovation

The classical definition of UDI, based on the myth of the utilitarian logic of needs, infers a reductionist role of design. Here, design is often considered a competency which is only applied as an add-on when a solution needs to be materialised.

When applying that perspective the designer works within a well-defined framework and with well-known and tested methods. The most important role for the designer is to translate the needs of the subject into new objects by means of colours, materials and form.

According to this logic, the end-user is elevated to a hegemonic being with an almost divine status – a being from whom all truth flows directly, while the designer (and everybody else) is reduced to a faithful servant, whose only purpose it is to fulfil the needs of the omnipotent consumer.

As a counterbalance to UDI, Verganti (2008) has introduced the concept of Design Driven Innovation (DDI); putting design at the absolute forefront as the driver of the innovation process. It is founded on the notion of Krippendorff (1989) stating that ‘design is making sense (of things)’, and thus closely connected to the logic of sign value presented earlier in this paper, and the notion within consumer culture theory (Arnould & Thompson, 2005) that all human beings are engaged in a game of cultural signification.

DDI does not start with user insight, but a vision of a radical change of meaning in the socio-cultural context. It is not a response to a user need, but rather a transformation of users’ habitual interpretation of consumption embedded in the established socio-cultural order.

This new perspective cannot be understood by looking at the users, Verganti states, since it develops over time after the user understands the radically new approach and gives it meaning within the user’s own socio-cultural context. Radical changes in meaning are linked to radical changes in socio-cultural systems and can only be experienced across a certain span of time.

Hence, Verganti considers user-driven innovation to be regressive, because the users represent an existing cultural meaning. Instead, he claims, the designer should be given a more central role as the one defining who in the surrounding society has a relevant perception about the meaning making of the future (Verganti. 2008. p. 445). From Verganti’s point of view, the focus is moved from user needs to socio-cultural models. The ability to negotiate using tools and methods is replaced by knowledge sharing, and development is replaced by research.

Yet, although Verganti’s own definition of design as ‘making sense of things’ is similar to the notions inherent in the ‘logic of the sign’ – meaning that consumers are driven by a desire to signify and that the design and innovation challenge is to tease, titillate and arouse desire, rather than fulfill ‘needs’ – Verganti’s critique of UDI is to some extent based on the utilitarian ‘logic of use value’; and thus on the assumption that the aim with conducting user studies is to unveil, identify and ful-
fill needs. That might be the way that some UDI projects work with user insights in practice. However, that doesn’t make it less of a misconception. It is our distinct experience that user insights should be included for different reasons: Most notably because they are a vital part of the universe of signs that people subscribe to in order to ‘make sense of things’. Radical innovations can be introduced, but they only become meaningful (also over time) if they partially subscribe to an existing universe of signs; thus flux elegantly between novelty and redundancy.

If we accept that ‘needs’ are social constructions, and thus nothing but ‘desires that have become socially instituted as necessities’ (op. cit.), as Belk, Ger and Askegaard suggest, we also have to recognize from a methodological point of view that working with consumer insights is not a matter of a simple translation of ‘needs’ into form. If it were, working with user insights as the platform for innovation would indeed be regressive by nature, and would reduce designers, researchers, and marketers to mere translators and servants.

But according to Baudrillard’s order of signs, the UDI process is transformed from being a simple translation process between subject (the consumer) and object (the offer) to being a complex game of signification that involves users as well as a wider community of stakeholders of key importance for turning new signs into sustainable opportunities. Creating consumer insights becomes an attempt to try to understand the complexity and order of codes and signs which make up different people’s everyday lives. The innovation challenge becomes an attempt to invent, mix, and re-mix social codes or systems of meaning with new aesthetic, functional or ideological forms or wholes, thus striving to arouse the desires of a sufficient number of people at a certain point in time.

This assigns a very central role to design as well as the individual designer in the innovation process. In many respects, design is the very playground of signification – a playground where the unexpected and the new can meet the safe and the well-known and new paradigms can be formed that arouse people’s desires. The logic of signs is the home ground of design, and arousing people’s desires by mixing and merging existing and new signs and introducing them in different contexts is what designers do best.

4.5 Interaction Driven Innovation and Design

The conventional view that design is problem solving has long been criticized for the simple reason that in practice design problems are not obvious. They depend on how stakeholders, users and the wider society interpret, articulate and respond to perceived problems. Schön (1983) introduced the notion that designers are problem setters. In other words, they not only solve the puzzle, but also generate it and visualise it in order to create a presence of the future.

In this creation process the parties involved in the innovation process must recognise their role and obligations to their respective organisations. Using cultural values, meanings, and signs on a general level as a point of reference creates a common base for negotiations – but also for excitement. In this process it is again possible, from a design standpoint, to refer to Baudrillard’s positions and realise that throughout the entire innovation process it pays to navigate from a set of (company) cultural signs and meanings which are prerequisites for success. Representatives from a company, organisation or research position are not just negotiators in a given external context; they are also ambassadors for a culture where changes have to be implemented.

Following Sarasvathy (2007), who uses a metaphor from Kerala, India, where women traditionally bring together their bits and pieces of coloured cloth for quilt making, the shaping of new opportunities and visions is more like a crazy quilt than a puzzle, in the sense that a puzzle is fixed and solved by deliberate search, while the crazy quilt is not deliberately designed, but created from the bits and pieces of cloth displayed by the women joining the quilt session. The quilt is thus the outcome of action and interaction and takes shape through small steps of trial and error and discussions and negotiations of how to combine the bits and pieces into a whole. It is a process of social and material exchange and mutual adaptation, where none of the stakeholders foresee the result, but rely on the value of the unexpected.

The quilt-making process can thus be seen as a metaphor for the practical innovation process in open innovation systems (Chesbrough, 2003), where a number of stakeholders with different positions, outlook and interests join forces, and where the whole becomes more than the single elements put together.

Stakeholders impose restrictions on each other along the process, which induces ambiguity in the process and forces actors to reconsider their pre-conceived perspectives and deliberate strategies and visions. These restrictions are out of the designer’s control and thus force him or her to formulate problems. In turn this leads to a process – as noted by Gedenryd (1998) – of give and take; speak and listen; act and perceive. This mutuality of adaptation and influence breaks up causality and predictability no matter how deliberately the innovation process is planned and staged. Gedenryd characterizes this process as one of ‘interactive cognition’ – a process in which actors are forced to change perspectives on sustainable opportunities.

In the etrans project, we recognize the metaphor of the quilt and find that innovation arises as a result of the mutual interaction, negotiation and inspiration among
different stakeholders with different perspectives. The notion of power, though, and most notably the power balance between the stakeholders, is also relevant, and calls for more research. Building on Krippendorf’s (1989) assumption that ‘design is making sense (of things)’, user insights in this process are the basis of:

1. "Making shared sense of things". The anthropological data have been interpreted in a set-up where people with different cultural, age-related and professional backgrounds evaluate episodes from their daily lives and in a guided process project this insight into an analysis about the transport habits of the future.

2. "Making common sense of things". Ideation leads to the creation of business opportunities and innovation platforms which are not all viable.

One of our observations is that many of the insights from the user study are ignored because they have no perceived relevance or viability for the innovation parties. Obvious ideas are not promoted in the relevant organisations and nurtured internally. If for example they cannot be incorporated into already established business systems or strategies and thus be implemented in established organisations.

Meanings, signs, desires and needs are thus socially constructed in a complex collaboration or exchange between different stakeholders, and so are the opportunities linked to the creation of future needs.

In conclusion, the theoretical framework of UDI as well as that of DDI have a strong focus on the role of the individual actors (the user and the designer, respectively) and tend to disregard other stakeholders of key importance to the innovative dynamics, including e.g. business stakeholders, experts, and researchers. UDI and DDI in particular disregard the dynamics of exchange and the adaptation processes embedded in the interaction among the engaged stakeholders and thus also the critical role played by those resources built into and embedded within the network of stakeholders. Our suggestion is that there is an optional ‘third place’ between UDI, focusing on the user, and DDI, focusing on the designer; namely ‘interaction driven innovation’, focusing on the dynamics of the interaction itself.

5. Discussion

In this paper we have tried to address and frame some of the many paradoxes inherent in UDI. Most notably, we have attempted to puncture the misconception that what takes place in UDI is a direct and linear translation of user needs into objects that act as a direct representation of those needs.

In line with new paradigms in consumer research, most notably consumer culture theory (Arnould & Thompson 2005), and design research (Verganti 2008), we have proposed that innovations occur in social interaction between different actors – including end-users, designers, researchers, and business strategists – who all participate in a complex and never-ending game of
cultural signification. According to this logic, working with user insights or any other form of insights is not a linear act of translation, but becomes a platform for mutual meaning creation and transformation.

This has been very obvious in a project like etrans, where the need among end-users for the electric car is clearly non-existent – and the ‘need’ from a larger societal point of view of creating a demand, is equally clear. But we suggest that the challenge is the same even in fields where the lack of needs is not so immediately obvious: Namely to gain an understanding of the universe of signs or cultural meaning reflecting and forming a certain consumption field – in our case the field of transportation, energy and sustainability – and to subscribe to that universe of signs in order to expand it or transform it. In our experience, insight into such universes of meaning implies working with user insights as well as socio-cultural trends, business plans, and market and technology insights. It is a synthesis of all of these insights that should work as a frame of reference for creating and implementing new intriguing design solutions in mutual interaction between different actors.

Defining the innovation platform as a platform for mutual meaning creation and transformation, and not a linear act of translation, means that the designer adopts a much more central role in the creation process. The designer is no longer reduced to being a translator of needs into objects; on the contrary, the designer is promoted to being an advanced orchestrator of signs. Thus we suggest working with user insights is not what reduces the designer and design to sexy ad-ons and need-providers. Rather, it is the myth that user ‘needs’ exist per se and can be identified, addressed and fulfilled in a linear and instrumental manner.

We suggest that the notion that the innovation process is driven by the user is nothing but a myth. The term ‘user-driven innovation’ puts a natural focus on a particular target group, namely the user, and supports the misconception that the end-user is a source of direct information that just needs to be translated into objects. We suggest working with user insights is not what reduces the designer and design to sexy ad-ons and need-providers. Rather, it is the myth that user ‘needs’ exist per se and can be identified, addressed and fulfilled in a linear and instrumental manner.

We suggest that the notion that the innovation process is driven by the user is nothing but a myth. The term ‘user-driven innovation’ puts a natural focus on a particular target group, namely the user, and supports the misconception that the end-user is a source of direct information that just needs to be translated into objects. We suggest working with user insights is not what reduces the designer and design to sexy ad-ons and need-providers. Rather, it is the myth that user ‘needs’ exist per se and can be identified, addressed and fulfilled in a linear and instrumental manner.

According to this logic, working with user insights or any other form of insights is not a linear act of translation, but becomes a platform for mutual meaning creation and transformation.

This has been very obvious in a project like etrans, where the need among end-users for the electric car is clearly non-existent – and the ‘need’ from a larger societal point of view of creating a demand, is equally clear. But we suggest that the challenge is the same even in fields where the lack of needs is not so immediately obvious: Namely to gain an understanding of the universe of signs or cultural meaning reflecting and forming a certain consumption field – in our case the field of transportation, energy and sustainability – and to subscribe to that universe of signs in order to expand it or transform it. In our experience, insight into such universes of meaning implies working with user insights as well as socio-cultural trends, business plans, and market and technology insights. It is a synthesis of all of these insights that should work as a frame of reference for creating and implementing new intriguing design solutions in mutual interaction between different actors.

Defining the innovation platform as a platform for mutual meaning creation and transformation, and not a linear act of translation, means that the designer adopts a much more central role in the creation process. The designer is no longer reduced to being a translator of needs into objects; on the contrary, the designer is promoted to being an advanced orchestrator of signs. Thus we suggest working with user insights is not what reduces the designer and design to sexy ad-ons and need-providers. Rather, it is the myth that user ‘needs’ exist per se and can be identified, addressed and fulfilled in a linear and instrumental manner.

We suggest that the notion that the innovation process is driven by the user is nothing but a myth. The term ‘user-driven innovation’ puts a natural focus on a particular target group, namely the user, and supports the misconception that the end-user is a source of direct information that just needs to be translated into objects. Although we agree with Verganti’s definition of the innovation process as a common meaning making process between different parties subscribing to socio-cultural signs, we find that replacing the term user-driven innovation with the term design-driven innovation does nothing but shift the problem, since the focus is still on a particular group of people and a particular professional discipline.

Our experiences in etrans shows that innovations arise through exchange and adaptation processes among different actors. Unexpected insights into the interaction process arise, when actors work from a common platform of insights and inspiration in order to create cultural meaning. Based on these experiences we suggest a new concept: interaction-driven innovation. The focus of this concept is not on a particular type of actors driving the process, but on the interaction – exchange and adaptation – processes that take place among the different actors. According to Gedernryd this, in turn, forms the cognition process among the actors and eventually results in innovation.

In this paper, we have tried to paint the contours of a new innovation concept, that we call ‘interaction driven innovation’. Yet, the scope of the paper did not allow for diving more deeply into an analysis of the specific nature and different elements of the cultural interaction process. Much more research is called for in order to gain a better understanding of the different roles that different stakeholders take, and what it takes to facilitate such an interaction process in order to eventually end up with an interesting and intriguing offer.
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Introduction: From ‘Users’ to ‘People’

In 2004, a research report issued by the UK Government Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) about user-centred design (UCD) suggested the replacement of the term ‘users’ with the term ‘people’. The researchers visited top design consultants in the USA to track the transformative trajectory of the design field from user-centred design (UCD) to people-centred design (PCD) because ‘...UCD is often thought to be purely about ‘usability’ or making things ‘easy to use’...’ Frequently, UCD becomes merely ‘user testing’ and is brought in at the end of the product development cycle. Users are often conceived in a task-centric way that fits into current technology-led business models (DTI, 2004). It appeared that the term user-centred design has been challenged but this revealed a tendency in the design field to put more attention on the role of people in the process of design. This is certainly a good social indicator showing a belated awareness of the necessity for people's participation in designing our world. As Sanders (2006) suggested that pioneers in design development from the developed world have been pushing the concept of people-centered design in order to replace the ethos of the market-driven era. In fact, a number of private enterprises have relegated part of the design tasks to their customers, e.g. Nike’s trainers and Colnago’s custom-built bikes. However, customers' involvement in commodity design remains at ‘the end of the production cycle. There is insufficient attention put on the significant role of people through the process of design and production. Drawing from our effort in investigating the role of people in design, our experience may provide some ideas for those who are concerned with people's involvement in design. We are sure that, in this new socio-economic ethos, which put ‘people’ at the centre of design world, designers should know more about the ways of working with people.

Inclusive Design: our platform for designing with people

Inclusive Design (ID) is a response to design exclusion. It took the form of the ID movement, influenced by the US’s Universal Design and European’s Design for All ideology, and started in the 1990s from the UK. Over the years, working with people who are socially excluded by design profession has proved to be an effective way of developing inclusive design for society at large (Cassim, 2007). A distinct practical approach has proved its contri-
bution to inclusivity in society (Macdonald, 2006). In the light of this, through engaging people who are excluded by design, people are invited to participate in interactive design sessions. They are termed as ‘user forum’ which represents a form of interactions different from ‘focus group’ methods that used in market research: ‘User forums are not simply discussions between users but regular meetings between designers and users. Their advantages are that the two groups get to know one another and become comfortable with one another over time. One disadvantage is that the users may develop some design awareness and so perhaps become less useful as research ‘subjects’ (Coleman, 1999).

However, in order to make ‘user forums’ more participatory in nature, the first step should not regard participants as ‘research subjects’ but as ‘active design partners’ (Lee, et al, 2009). This aligned with Sanders and Stappers’ (2008) distinction between user-centered design and participatory design: the former approach refers to ‘users are subjects’ while the latter to ‘users are partners’.

Engaging people who are excluded by design, ID aims to generate mainstream designs for all. But treating people as partners people are able to show their innate ‘designerly ways of doing’. Thus, People-centred Design (PCD) has also re-oriented to treating ‘users as partners’, which is aligned with PD’s concept and becomes a new level of UCD (Fig. 1). From our view, ID is an ideology, which is supported by different forms of methodologies and methods in the process of people involvement in design. User-centred Design (UCD) and Participatory Design (PD) are two of them.

New web tool for new learning in inclusive design
Cross (2006) has argued that ‘[w]e often overlooked the fact that people are naturally very good at design. What designers should do is to help breed the core features of design ability that are said to be latent in everyone.’ To us, the idea of design as an educational means has been put to test through constructing the web tool, www.designingwithpeople.org (fig. 2). In fact, this idea has its conceptual link to the Inclusive Design endeavour from the UK.

Since its emergence in the UK in the 1990s, ID has been promoted as an important element of business strategy (Coleman et al., 2003) and recently there has been more focus on discussion of the subject in design education (Dong et al., 2009). One of the core developments of ID in the UK has been the i~design project, a ten-year collaboration between key players in the field, with other UK collaborators from different sectors. It started in 2000 and has centred on three successive research collaborations, funded by the UK’s research council.

Table 1 shows the evolution of this major UK academic collaboration regarding ID to date. This has led the way in developing the concept and influenced policy makers by issuing white papers and formulating tools for both business and design communities. Here our web tool is also informed by the general tenets of the ID to educate designers by asking specific question of practice, i.e. question of ‘how to be inclusive’.

Our website www.designingwithpeople.org (fig. 2) aims to act as an education tool to encourage designers to develop their own ways to make connections, not only within their subject area but also beyond it, to be able to generalise and transfer the principles of inclusive design into their own practices.

The construction of this web tool is based on the answers to five questions as to ‘how’ to indicate that the ID movement is moving towards a new era of rigorous re-defining of terminology and attitude, methodology and collaborative practice. The five questions are:
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all the differences which exist between specific labels such as ‘customers’, ‘clients’ or ‘inhabitants’.

One recent argument suggested that the missing information that would enable designers to practice Inclusive Design is the anthropometric data on potential and specific users (Dong et.al 2007). It further urged development of supports to help designers to address existing anthropometric data through the three categories of Usefulness, Usability and Desirability of the user data set (Nickpour et.al, 2009). The approach of www.designingwithpeople.org has been derived from conversations with designers who have been practising inclusive design or working on humanitarian projects. They said:

’tools like anthropometric data and persona can only give general impressions of users; they cannot replace interactions with real people’.

Furthermore, most of the interviewed designers added:

’it is more difficult to know how and where to find the ‘users’

Therefore, this web tool is designed as an inspirational tool rather than a substitute for interactions with real people during design processes. It aims to act as the first step and one-stop learning tool for designers to explore and find their own ways to design with people. All these comments by designers were key to developing the tool. This web tool encourages designers to go out to meet

1 Interview with Adrian Berry of Factorydesign and John Corcoran of Wire Design, London, Jan 2007
2 Interview with Madlene Lahtivuori and Elisabeth Ramel-Wahrberg of Ergonomidesign, Missionsvagen 24, Bromma, Sweden, May 2009
people for their design process. One important element of meeting people face-to-face, especially older and people with disabilities, is the change of attitude from sympathy to empathy which is crucial to the interactions. All people are people, but each has a different character.

2) How to move from designing for to designing with?
After terminology and, one hopes, attitude have changed, it is important to align these changes with actual practice. The shift of preposition from ‘designing for’ to ‘designing with’ is essential. The web tool will show how the change can be made.

The web tool contains four parts: METHODS, PEOPLE, ACTIVITIES and ETHICS. Among them, the METHODS section is the structure of the tool. The consideration of the people who are going to benefit from design processes is not a new concept; many humanitarians have emphasised this relationship. The best examples include design classics like Designing for People (1955) by industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss and Designing for the Disabled (1976) by architect Selwyn Goldsmith. However, these relationships between designers and design users have in the past been mainly restricted to a quantitative approach based on measuring people’s bodies and analysing the usability of designs in relationship to people’s abilities or disabilities. Gradually, this ‘designing for’ approach has been challenged.

Our web tool carries the ideal of ‘Designing with people’ which is believed to serve as the common platform of design participations projects. i.e. it is more about the actual interactions rather than those between ‘products’ and users. This conception also informs our rationale behind the construction of the website which offers the ‘midway’ between the traditional mode of designers-users relationship, i.e. design for people, and the future mode, i.e. design by people. Our aim is to link both sides, i.e. ‘for’ and ‘by’ approaches, and collate all of them into a comprehensive tool to let newcomers to understand the practice and develop their own appropriate approach.

This rationale is in line with the ideas suggested by pioneer designers/design researchers who seek to position design profession in social frontier. Mau’s (2005) has made a provoking statement, ‘It’s not about the world of design’. It’s about the design of the world’, and Sanders’ (2006) suggested a highly critical distinction between traditional design disciplines that focus on the designing ‘products’ and the emerging design disciplines of design for a purpose. These kinds of attempts in re-defining the nature of design are definitely pointing to the changing landscape of design practice. Jane Fulton Suri (2005) from IDEO has presented the model of ‘for>with>by’ as a new democratic design development that encourages designing ‘with’ people and even ‘by’ them. This argument is supported by a quotation from an older adult, who was involved in the Presence Project:

“We don’t need your patronising help, you designers. If you’ve come here to help us, you’re wasting your time; we don’t want to be helped, thanks just the same. Yet we do have some interesting observations to make about our daily lives, about our lifestyles, about our communication, and about all of their attendant dysfunctions. If you could kindly change your attitude and help us explore how we will live, then perhaps we can do something together.”

This was a research project looking at and for new media for researchers to urge designers and design researchers to reposition themselves at equal footing in their relationship with ‘users’. Thackara (1995) suggested that the practice of design should actualize an essential shift from designing ‘for’ to designing ‘with’.

In light of this, we advocate here that designers should change their attitude accordingly and most important is to help the people to ‘explore how we should live’. Here we need to do more knowledge transfer. In other words, we expect to know how to educate designers to educate. Drawing from our experiences in designing and managing ID projects, we have designed three tasks of ID development activities, namely: educating designers to design, encouraging social focus of collaboration in design and enabling civic education through ID processes. In this paper, we focused on the design education by developing this web tool to transfer design knowledge to the people as well as providing resources for designers to reflect on their practice.

METHODS – Designing with, not designing for
In the METHODS section, using the ‘for>with>by’ as the framework to classify user research methods in design. Unlike the Helen Hamlyn Centre (HHC)’s Methods Lab (1999), IDEO’s Methods Card (2000) and Engineering Design Centre (EDD)’s Cluster analysis of design methods (2004), we offer a new way to look at methods by classifying methods with their methodologies. It shows at table 2 that other classification approaches are based on ‘what’ and ‘how’ we used the methods.

In our METHODS section, we aim to show how reflexive design events can enable responsive participations. These activities were informed by the general concept framework of the nature of inclusive design, which focuses on the relationships between designers and the users, and on the relationship between designers and people who would be affected by the adoption of the new design. The framework is three-tier of ‘why’ we include people:
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1. Design for People (Current practice)
   Designers control the whole process while people are treated as passive subjects

2. Design with People (Emerging practice)
   Designers share the process with people who act as active participants

3. Design by People (Future practice)
   Under each tier, there are examples identified with name, description, aim, methodology (research approach), input requirement and background. More important, there are examples about each method which users could ‘click’ the web links to related website in order to consult the documents of the related workshops for learning how to design with people (fig.3).

3) How to balance user-centred and people-centred approach?

   The other two sections at the web tool are: ACTIVITIES and CHARACTERS (Fig.4). The combination of them provides different ways for our ‘users’ to meet their future users virtually before meeting ‘real people’. Over the decade of inclusive design development, different ways to design inclusively have emerged. This ACTIVITIES and PEOPLE approach represents the two poles of the practice, suitable for different situations.

**ACTIVITIES – Starting from everyday lives**

The activities part is based on the user-centered model, which is driven by the Activities of Daily Living (ADL). The need for information regarding people comes later in the process. The first set of insights is from our ten-year track record of ID projects. All the user interaction records from a wide range of design issues are distilled into ACTIVITIES. The first set of activities is from the Helen Hamlyn Centre’s rich track record of people-centred and inclusive design projects, over ten years. All the user interactions from a wide range of projects are distilled from the design issues and include four themes of Personal Care, Household, Work & Money and Communication.

**PEOPLE – They are people, not users**

The PEOPLE section is based on a different model where people’s contributions come first. This is the essence of PD design. CHARACTERS contains a series of character profiles that loosely represent the spectrum of abilities and disabilities within the UK population, based on design exclusion data from the Engineering Design Centre (EDC), University of Cambridge. These are our examples of ‘active design partners’, i.e. individuals with special situations such as disability or ageing. The characters represent a diverse range of individuals with a
The user–centred approach is linked to the Grounded Theory, which is a social science systematic qualitative research methodology emphasising collecting data to generate theory during the process of conducting research. The people–centred approach is closer to Kurt Lewin's Action Research model, as outlined in his 1946 paper 'Action Research and Minority Problems.' In this he described action research as 'a comparative research on the conditions and effects of various forms of social action and research leading to social action;' this uses 'a spiral of steps, each of which is composed of a circle of planning, action, and fact-finding about the result of the action'. Both of them are qualitative research methodologies but the main difference is the relationship between the researchers and the researched. Balancing the agenda of researchers and participants is one of the essential elements in the new development of inclusive design.

Ethics – Two-way exchange

Finally, the ethics section aims to imply a simple structure of three ‘Cs’ of user research to design community:
Consent, Confidentiality and research Conduct (Higgins, 1992). There contains step-by-step procedure on the interactive web pages to suit designers from different levels to understand the principles of ethics of user involvement. The three Cs become the three levels of questions for design researchers to address during the process:

- **C1: Consent**
  - the essential procedure for all researches
- **C2: Confidentiality**
  - data and information protection on collaboration
- **C3: Conduct**
  - wider responsibility for researchers

Each ‘C’ contains guidance of good practice to suit designers and design researchers from different levels to understand the principles of ethics in user involvement. There are three levels of practice depending on who the researchers are working with:

- Friends or family members
- Collaborators
- Vulnerable groups

5) How to transfer knowledge from academic research and practice to the real world and benefit people?

Since the term ‘Inclusive Design’ was introduced in the mid 1990s, the definition of the word ‘design’ is changing. There are a lot of different interpretations; for example, Sanders’s differentiation of the traditional design disciplines focuses on the designing of ‘products,’ while the emerging design disciplines focus on designing for ‘purpose(s).’ Similarly, Participatory Design, Emotional Design, Inclusive Design or Design for Social Inclusion can be classified as the emerging design practices which focus on designing for a purpose and centre around people’s needs or societal needs, with a different approach for longer investigation into larger scopes of inquiry (Sanders et al., 2008).

G K VanPatter, co-founder of the NextDesign Leadership Institute in New York presented another new classification of design at the EXPOSED 09 Conference, Arizona State University School of Design. He described four types of ‘design,’ from 1.0 to 4.0. The concept of ‘Design 4.0, Social Transformation Design’ is the latest development, which is focused on design thinking and the application of creativity to contribute to social development. Expanded from this new understanding of ‘design’, we propose another way to look at ‘design’ (Lee et al, 2009):

- ‘Design as a noun’ is the traditional way of defining design in different disciplines.
- ‘Design as an adjective’ is about making better design through different processes such as inclusive design.
- ‘Design as a verb’ is based on Ray and Charles Eames’ famous quotation, ‘Design as a course of action,’ which can make transformations in society and focus on design thinking as an approach to designing.

All these new definitions of ‘design’ align with the fundamental philosophy of inclusive design, which is to ‘encourage designers to design inclusively and design for social inclusion and for those being excluded by design’ (Coleman, 1994). The more specific question after more than ten years of development might be: how to transform our societies through design? There are
Discussion and Conclusion

After the final process of transferring our knowledge of inclusive design to the webtool, it will go public for the start of exchange process in the beginning of 2011. The process of creation and design should be understood as a process of conscious and unconscious deliberation between the designers and the ‘active design partners’. As Bourdieu (1984) has pointed out, the existence of habitus would provide spontaneity without consciousness or will to inform our choices and practices in constructing our daily life. Both designers and ‘active design partners’ would embrace some burgeoning ideas arising from our desire to actualize our selves, which would be fragile and vulnerable in face of the domination of experts and professions. However, we found that their relationship should not be interpreted as social struggle, rather to a certain extent designers should turn their power into authorities that is the power granted by social institutions. If we regard ID is of social education in nature, the designers have the rights to ‘educate’ the people, and sometimes education needs to request the ‘learners’ to do something against one’s own free will. This is needed by education, not out of any self-interested strategic action on the side of the designers. From our ID experiences, the ‘active design partners’ who are used to being design excluded, have shown their anticipation for more freedom and self-actualization. Not only that emancipatory politics is not enough to foster this pursuit, the people also need more design ability to help write their own biography and construct their own lifestyles.

We clearly need a holistic view to address Designing Participation, which focuses on design education, but also need to search for the right and effective ways of knowledge transfer and knowledge exchange. By doing so, we could carry out civic education through design as a counter balance to the processes of social exclusion in design. As this ideal is reached, we do believe that we could actualize the ideal of inclusive design in our current socio-economic context where the role of the people is enshrined.
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Session 4
Old & Young
Abstract
What happens when students in Sydney are immersed in a multidisciplinary collaborative process with their Chinese counterparts to address urban issues in downtown Shanghai?

A Chinese-born Australian faces a previously rejected cultural background by bathing in clay. Mapping the city a local and a visitor explore a dialogue through which a mutual understanding of the city emerges. An architect and a designer wander Puxi throwing chopsticks to the ground to divine the site of their next urban intervention.

In 2009 PorosityC8 e-SCAPE Studio challenged sixty art, design, and architecture students, practitioners and academics from The College of Fine Arts (COFA) and Donghua University (DHU) to interact online in a process culminating in an intensive two-week studio at DHU. This paper presents case studies highlighting profound transformations made real through blended cross-cultural studio collaboration.

Globalised economic and urban territories linked by network technologies and reconfigured geopolitical relationships impel art and design educationalists to develop innovative pedagogies relevant to the needs of students, the world community, and as yet unforeseen industries. Using integrated, adaptive processes, the teaching and learning model presented provokes students to share cultural identity and methods of practice to find the common ground shared by young and old cultures.

Key words: Education: cross-cultural multidisciplinary collaboration blended online

Introduction
Across the art and design industries creative practices are changing rapidly in response to unprecedented technological interconnectedness. Multidisciplinary modes of work are superseding the traditional silo-based professions and assumptions about creative practice and how to educate for it are now significantly challenged. The emerging global professional spaces demand that individuals be able to coordinate synchronised parallel processes immersed in complex unstructured problems (McArthur, McIntyre, Watson, 2007). Therefore collaborative strengths, cross-cultural literacy, conceptual thinking and high-order communication skills are mandatory for art, architecture and design graduates intending to successfully negotiate this ambiguous territory. Marginson and van der Wende (2007) argue that universities are no longer able to seal themselves off from global effects. Education itself must become more global (Normoye, 2003). Given the rate of change, it is unsurprising that educationalists have been somewhat slow to respond (DiPaola, Dorosh and Brandt, 2004).

Increasingly China’s crucial role in the global industrial, political, cultural and ecologic landscape reveals an urgent need for culturally based education for both eastern and western students entering the networked world of work (Buchanan, 2003). Despite numerous initiatives exploring this, in reality creating collaborative cross-cultural educational experiences between east and west that are actually collaborations is complex and challenging (McArthur, 2008).

This paper discusses student projects from PorosityC8 e-SCAPE Studio a blended collaboration between The College of Fine Arts (COFA) Sydney, and Donghua University (DHU) Shanghai. The case studies highlight pedagogy that constructs learning in multidisciplinary, blended (online and face-to-face), cross-cultural studio environments. The conclusions assert that successful cross-cultural learning is realised within open-ended adaptive processes addressing divergent knowledge domains, language difference, and culturally embedded expectations of education.

PorosityC8 e-SCAPE Studio
PorosityC8 e-SCAPE Studio combined two COFA initiatives, The Collabor8 Project (C8) and Porosity Studio in collaboration with DHU. It provided an important research opportunity to make comparisons between the effectiveness of previous fully online cross-cultural col-
laborations and what could be achieved between students who met in the “real” world as well as online. Strategically, PorosityC8 promoted more formal co-operation between COFA and DHU at the institutional level.

Ian McArthur initiated C8 in 2003 as a platform challenging design students in Australia and China to collaborate online. C8 has since evolved from a visual communications focus to include multidisciplinary practices. Its goal is establishing ways of teaching that facilitate common understandings between students from east and west as a basis for co-creation. To date participating universities and colleges have included Donghua University (DHU), Fudan University (SIVA), East China Normal University (ECNU), Jinan University School Of Applied Design, Shandong University Of Art & Design, Wuhan University, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing Communication University Of China, The University of Sydney, The University of Technology (UTS), TAFENSW, and Raffles University. C8 operates within University (DHU), Fudan University (SIVA), East China Normal University (ECNU), Jinan University School Of Applied Design, Shandong University Of Art & Design, Wuhan University, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing Communication University Of China, The University of Sydney, The University of Technology (UTS), TAFENSW, and Raffles University. C8 operates within The Omnium Research Group (UNSW) and uses Omnium Software™ for its online interface.

Professor Richard Goodwin’s Porosity Studio was established in 1996 to provide opportunities for students from the disciplines Fine Art, Design, Media Studies, Architecture, Urban Design and Engineering to explore multidisciplinary practice. Goodwin, an artist and architect, describes the studio (2009) as allowing students to “…test their practice at the scale of architecture and the city…The relationship between the city and public space remain key concerns for the studio – hence the name Porosity which speaks to the need for architecture to be porous in relation to public space.” Porosity Studio has been held in Beijing at The Central Academy of Fine Art and Tsinghua University, Rotterdam at The Willem De Kooning Institute, Den Haag at Koninklijke Academie van Beeldende Kunsten, and Milan at the Milan Politecnico.

PorosityC8 e-SCAPE Studio provoked students to explore a range of problems at different scales (the body, the cross-cultural object, the building, the street, the motorway) in downtown Shanghai and conceive a solution as an “e-SCAPE” or new interpretation.

"The studio is not looking for Utopian visions for Shanghai. It seeks your engagement within the laboratory of interdisciplinary design and Shanghai as a city. This engagement involves the selection of a site or scale at which to work and for you to write your own brief for an imagined project… Fundamental to the overall philosophy of the studio are the principals of transformation, sustainability, questioning public space, and the primacy of art or poetic thinking.” (Goodwin, 2009)

Aims, Structure And Process
PorosityC8 was conducted over COFA’s 12-week semester. Its flexible structure adapted to DHU students working to own their academic calendar. Faculty on the project included four lecturers from DHU and four lecturers from COFA representing the disciplines Visual Communication, Design, Digital Media, Sculpture, Environments and Product Design from each school. Students, faculty, research grants and in-kind support from both universities funded the studio.

The aims pertaining to blended pedagogy in PorosityC8 included:

• observing and identifying factors influencing cross-cultural multidisciplinary collaboration (CCMC) between COFA and DHU students in both real and digital environments.
• integrating online technologies into CCMC as tools for research, conceptualization, documentation, and collaborative and social interaction.
• fostering deeper cooperation between Australian and Chinese academics and institutions to promote culturally appropriate blended approaches to teaching and learning.
• improving levels of CCMC in bilingual blended environments by leveraging C8 research findings to date.

PorosityC8 had three stages:
1. eight weeks of collaborative online research;
2. two weeks of intensive studio at DHU Shanghai;
3. two weeks of online reflection, peer review and documentation.

Initially students developed online profiles, discussed the readings provided, discussed research, documented mapping strategies, and conducted peer reviews of progress using a bilingual Omnium™ web interface. COFA students attended four face-to-face tutorials to plan, discuss research and hear lectures that were subsequently shared online as video to students in China.

In week eight twenty-five students and five COFA faculty met a similar number from DHU in Shanghai for the two-week intensive studio. All participating students had prepared two presentations. The first, a Petcha Kutcha-style introduction, was about their life and aspirations. Following the second presentation outlining their individual thinking about the brief, students were encouraged to find like-minded collaborators. Collaboration was consistently promoted but not demanded.

The first week featured lectures and workshops by visiting artists, designers and architects including Map-Office Hong Kong, IDEO and Moving Cities. Concentrating on conceptual development the workshops facilitated collaborations in small groups with tutors and mentors. Video documentation of the proceedings was
shared online enabling remote access and review. The second week focused on highly intensive project production culminating in an exhibition at DHU. During the final two weeks of the semester, reflection, documentation, and peer review of the works and the studio process occurred online. Following PorosityC8 a second exhibition was held in Sydney showcasing and re-contextualized the work.

Old And Young
Although the relationship between China and Australia is strong there are crucial differences in culture, values and ways of being in the world. In this context it may be argued that the relationship is defined by contrasts and relative cultural maturity. China is one of the oldest civilisations on earth. Despite undergoing an intense period of rapid transformation since the 1980’s, China has a 5000 year-old history of traditional practices and thinking which supports a strong sense of its own identity in the face of globalisation.

“Instead of saying China is a big country with a large population my new friend … said, “China is a big family”. Sort of blew my mind…” (sora Student, 2009)

In contrast, Australia as a modern nation with a history of western settlement dating from 1778, a mere 232 years, is in an embryonic stage of cultural development. Although considered a western country contemporary Australia sees itself as a young society (notwithstanding the ancient and regrettably diminished indigenous culture) where cultural identity is still ambiguous, problematic and difficult to carve out (Castles, 1997; Marginson, 2002). Unsurprisingly, cultural identity appeared in the online discussions of Sydney students early in the PorosityC8 research phase.

“So what is belonging? What is my culture? What is it that makes me Australian? …my generation is the product of real cross-cultural contamination, cross-pollination and transformation in relation to the way heritage and tradition is reflected in our work. We are in the midst of a paradigmatic shift where notions of culture, place and our environment are becoming less about our historical cultural background and more about the cultural influences in our daily life, our habitus if you like. What we see, do, read, eat, think and hear are becoming our new cultures.” (sora Student, 2009)

Traditionally western logic has seen the individual as distinctly separate from their environment. Confucian Heritage Cultures (cnc) however reject Western duality in acknowledging that humans are intrinsically part of the complex ecologies comprising the planet and beyond. Gunaratne (2005) suggests that emergent levels of connectivity lend credence to the invisible reality asserted by quantum physics that everything in the universe is interconnected, a central belief in cnc. To foreigners Chinese culture is somewhat mysterious despite the hyperbole we might often see presented as concrete ‘knowledge’. The ambiguity inherent in much engagement with cnc is not familiar or comfortable to most western minds. Kishar Mahbubani suggests,

“The Western mind is a huge world, but even in that huge world, you are actually trapped in a mental box. For those who live in the West, you assume that you can understand the world just by looking at it through Western perspectives, which gives you a limited view of the world.” Kishore Mahbubani (2004), Retrieved August 29 2009 from http://www.cceia.org/resources/transcripts/123.html

As Mahbubani (2004) asserts, if human society is to survive, a fusion of civilizations is required. The Hanover Principles for Sustainable Design (2000) developed for World Expo 2000 noted that humans must use new knowledge and ancient wisdom to manage “…the physical transformation, care and maintenance of the Earth.” For contemporary educators the challenge is to equip our graduates for mobilising creative ‘whole world’ solutions to the complex issues human society faces. Through collaboration, young artists, architects and designers from east and west will see our world in new ways making the facilitation of such fusions a meaningful educational objective.

Culturally Adaptive Pedagogy
The cross-cultural multidisciplinary collaboration (cultural-mc) within PorosityC8 is founded on approaches to learning that emphasise pedagogy over use of technology for its own sake. This ethos has inspired all C8 projects to date. Within C8 digital technologies are used to encourage community formation and build resources enabling very different groups of students to create new knowledge together.

Chinese students have consistently seen C8 projects as opportunities to practice English language. However, language in C8 has become a topic for debate with differing perspectives being expressed.

“Language and culture is no barrier – it’s the level of people – in many cases I have less communication with my friends and family but doing this I am very happy – this is the most interesting and happy course during my university life…” (pctc Student, 2009)

“It’s an issue but I think it is also an issue if you speak the same language, you get almost more miscommunications in your own language. And I always think you
A Shanghai based academic observed (personal communication May 27, 2008) that the real language challenge in C8 was not to the students, but to their teachers, who found the level of English difficult. Within teacher-centered contexts this limits student involvement and trust. Australian students and faculty also generally need translation assistance to communicate in Chinese. Locating translators versed in the language used within the projects. Patterns of learning influenced by diverse expectations of learning environments and processes have manifested within C8 as ‘multiple realities’ (Christiansen, 2005). Individual and group behaviour and trust. Australian students and faculty also generally need translation assistance to communicate in Chinese. Cognitive structures are impacted by cultural cues in addition to language and this influences even bilingual students’ ability to collaborate. In C8 projects the students from Chinese universities have been the most bilingual.

“Translators are not necessary – we are all students studying design and art and we can understand each other well…sometimes translators cannot understand the meaning or the logic of art and design.” (COFA Student, 2009)

“A lot of the burden of communicating the ideas lies very strongly on one half of our relationships…we have to work so hard to communicate and things come from that…” (COFA Student, 2009)

Diverse expectations of learning environments and processes have manifested within C8 as ‘multiple realities’ (McArthur 2008) experienced by students and faculty within the projects. Patterns of learning influenced by culture translate from the real into the digital and how students engage with lectures, discussions and briefs is shaped accordingly. PorosityC8 transformed many students’ expectations of learning.

“…a lot of Chinese students usually follow their teacher’s thinking…the teachers said what they must do…(the western professors) they don’t tell me what I must do but…I let me think about my project…I think it is the most important thing I learnt.” (COFA Student, 2009)

Like most Chinese students (Yunzhong, 1996), the Shanghai students’ experience of lecture as a dominant mode of education sees them participating quite actively in silence. Sydney students used the online space for conversation, posting and discussion of research and responding to questions posted by lecturers. In contrast students and lecturers in Shanghai referred to the website as “the resources”, and used it primarily as a text to study. Their discourse was limited, but their activity consistent. This ‘active silence’ (McArthur, 2009) corresponds with evidence of resistance to dialogue on the part of Chinese students in previous C8 projects and notions of boundary objects (Star, & Griesemer, 1989) in communities of practice.

In particular, these behaviours challenge assumptions that students in Shanghai and Sydney will interpret and use online and blended environments in the same way. Arias and Fischer (2000) suggest creating collaborative spaces that serve as boundary objects (shared objects to talk about and to think with) where different cultures can meet and collaborate. Open-ended processes are desirable because ‘use’ can rarely be predicted (Christiansen, 2005) and was difficult to design boundary objects. In C8 sharing of images has consistently proved to be successful in promoting trust, communication and collaboration. During PorosityC8 sketching also emerged as a means for students to generate shared understandings.

**PorosityC8 Case Studies**

These selected projects demonstrate the transformative potential of the cross-cultural blended educational process. Creative development pathways are briefly outlined and supported by extracts from student interviews, lecturer observations and artist statements.

**The Red Bucket:** In an online post a Sydney-based student identified herself as being born in Beijing but raised in Australia from age seven. She revealed that:

“If you were to ask me what I was, I without hesitation would say that I am a true blue “Aussie”. (You would agree if you heard my accent :P) In a way I feel like a traitor. I have the face of a Chinese, can speak the language, yet I know nothing about my heritage. I think I am possibly ashamed of my Chinese heritage... learning English, being teased in primary school for being a ching chong chang slanty eyed asian and trying so hard to be “Australian” has forced me to push my culture away and have nothing to do with it. Sometimes to belong, you force yourself to deny what you really are/were/am to “fit” in…” (COFA Student, 2009)

What began as an investigation of ‘face’ (mianzi) had evolved into a journey of self-discovery. In order to embrace her Chinese cultural origins, the student proposed to bathe in mud symbolizing a return to the
earth of China. The notion of the red bucket emerged after reflecting on the common sight of individuals bathing in the street in buckets in some local communities. Site selection was crucial to a successful outcome and searching for an appropriate space to carry out the performance took almost a week before the top of a building near the university was decided upon.

"The bath is symbolic of a cleansing and rejuvenation of my Chinese heritage and my desire to physically associate with my mother country. It takes place in the privacy of the public rooftop, with the backdrop of the new China." (Artist's Statement)

"...I found a photo of me upon my return to Sydney... being bathed by my Grandma and Aunt. I nearly cried, when I saw that I had been bathed in a red bucket. I guess it was always meant to be." (COFA Student, 2009)

Although somewhat shocked that a student dare attempt such a project, a group of DHU students produced the video document of the performance and protected the student during the performance.

Cartographic Counterpoint: This collaboration examines the individual's dialogue with the city. When confronted with new cultural and urban contexts one's first impressions are often simplistic. The urban organism is too large and complex to process and sensory overload is the response.

"As a relationship develops with the city, patterns emerge and certain features become distinguishable from within the mass. A dialogue is opened up between the visitor and the space as rhythms and repetitions become apparent..." (Artists' Statement)

Slowly similarities and differences to other environments, other experiences, emotions and memories become apparent. Balance returns as the visitor begins to understand the complexity and intricacies however it is often experienced as contradictions of simultaneous renewal, destruction and construction.

The two collaborators brought knowledge, skills and ideas that complemented each other. In this project the knowledge is of Shanghai – each student understanding the city in different ways. These understandings were presented as those of a stranger to the city and one of its inhabitants, documenting their observations together as an exploration, dialogue and summary of experience, examining the city and the processes in which one finds their place. This mapping process,

"... became far more personal, and from two very different experiences of the city, one idea emerged – about
the strengths of each to augment the weaknesses of the other (Arias et al., 1997) to provide learning experiences that, in the words of one student, create “fire”. The higher levels of interaction and CCMC achieved mirror collaborative processes in industry where remote teams meet to develop rapport, trust and collegiality.

Collaboration between people from different cultures is inevitably subject to communication breakdowns because their realities are comprised of differing norms, symbols, and representations reinforced through education (Snow 1993, Sussman 2000). Opportunities for students from east and west to engage in dialogue that deconstructs cultural difference within educational contexts are also rare and although the online environment in principle allows us to inhabit digital space together there are complex challenges to effective communication that can limit understanding. In addition to the fact that online environments diminish communication cues such as the paralanguage of body language, facial expression and tone of voice, when working with CCMC online, interactions are also impacted by the cultural dynamics of trust (Watson, McIntyre, McArthur, 2009). In the CCMC context trust development in particular requires an investment of time not familiar to most westerners and many are unwilling to engage in this activity (Kwang-Kuo Hwang, 1987).

The augmentation of the online process with an intensive face-to-face experience challenges the notion of cultural otherness by confronting students with the realities of one’s essential humanness. It is a moment when in the words of Zhang Longxi the self and the other meet and join together, a moment,

“... in which both are changed and enriched in what Gadamer calls “the fusion of horizons”... That moment of fusion would eliminate the isolated horizon of either the Self or the Other, the East or the West, and bring their positive dynamic relationship into prom-
The widespread embrace of digital networks provides a viable site for CCMC to occur in education. However, in-depth collaborations were considerably strengthened during an intercultural workshop where the challenges of cross-cultural interaction were brainstormed face to face. This opportunity for a facilitated exchange of ideas in small groups created a forum where student concerns, questions, experiences, expectations, divergent, and common perspectives on the learning process were aired and discussed.

A culturally adaptive pedagogy creates collaborative platforms and spaces where students, educators and institutions can begin to envision creative ‘whole world’ solutions to societal challenges via open-ended inclusive methodologies. Although clearly more research and engagement is required between faculties and institutions in the east and west and avoiding perceptions of imposing challenges to traditions in eastern education is important (Zhang 2007; Ziguras 2001), some progress is demonstrated in the case studies illustrating the pedagogy of Porosity8.

Culturally adaptive pedagogical frameworks for CCMC should include attention to:

• developing supportive and collaborative input to the educational program and process by participating disciplines, faculties and institutions.

• inclusion of translation, bilingual online tools and studio content.

• deconstructing cultural difference by workshopping the challenges to CCMC and questions of how to build shared understandings and knowledge.

• the use of open-ended social environments and processes both real and online that recognise the influence of multiple realities, active silence, boundary objects, and culturally based expectations of learning and styles of knowledge production.

The widespread embrace of digital networks provides a viable site for CCMC to occur in education. However, intensive intercultural blended methodologies offer powerful augmentations to online communities by creating opportunities for drawing on both ancient and modern understandings and knowledge to form transformational immersive learning.

“It’s a big challenge but it’s also interesting...they need to use the different languages and build tools and build bridges and combine them together... sometimes the students misunderstand each other but at the end maybe they find a new direction...a more interesting, more intuitive way to communicate...” (2009 Lecturer, 2009)

In fostering CCMC we also begin to deconstruct misperceptions that hold humans apart. By showing students themselves in otherness they not only share their realities they also experience fundamental commonalities all humans share. This process transforms perceptions of difference into cultural literacy preparing graduates to make constructive interventions as creative practitioners in an interconnected world.
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The Multi-Sensory Environment (MSE)

Encouraging Play and Promoting Well-being for all ages

The role of the Textile Designer

Abstract

The Snoezelen® or Multi-Sensory Environment (MSE) is a unique concept that was developed in response to the limited range of relaxation and leisure activities available for children and older adults with unusual sensory processing patterns, such as autism spectrum disorders and Alzheimer’s disease. The environment is furnished with sensory props that are designed to stimulate the primary senses, which is fundamental to the MSE experience.

Occupational Therapists are investigating the MSE as a potential leisure resource for individuals with dementia and neuropalliative conditions. Research suggests that there is a correlation between Dr Jean Piaget’s stages of cognitive development (1952) with the cognitive stages of decline for adults with Alzheimer’s disease (Ajuriaguerra and Tissot, 1968).

It is thought that the final stage of regression for elderly with Alzheimer’s is similar to the first sensorimotor stage of cognitive development of a child (Mateson, Linton & Barnes, 1995). With this the central dilemma is how do we provide activities and materials, which are both age and stage appropriate, as people grow older and the gap between chronological age and developmental stage widens?

Katie Gaudion is a textile designer whose MPhil research by practice at The Royal College of Art explores the history and design of the MSE. She supports her research through the development of non-age or stage specific sensory props to be used during the intervention of sensory integration therapy and the MSE.

This paper highlights the positive impact play and leisure has on our well-being and quality of life.

Key Words: Multi-Sensory Environment (MSE), Play, Leisure, well-being

Introduction

My MPhil Research by practice at The Royal College of Art was based on my own subjective experience of working in an Multi-Sensory Environment (MSE) (Figure 1). As a textile designer, I am naturally drawn to and interested in the interaction and response between the individual, the environment, materials and sensory props. Early in my career, it became clear that the props and equipment were tools that formed an important multi-sensory interface, and key mediators between the facilitator and the participant.

My research investigates the role of textiles in designing for the MSE, seeking to assess whether low-tech props are as valid as the current mains power and battery-activated props of today. I suggest that the textile designer can offer new and effective sensory experiences which are interactive without the added complications and expense of power supply, space availability, or the need for expertise in setting up, maintenance and repair.

My research combines historical investigation into the evolution of the design of the MSE with an experiential account of current practice. The research is interdisciplinary, integrating ideas from occupational therapists, educationalists, designers, architects and new media artists, who have explored the areas of sensory stimulation, environmental well-being, leisure and play. This interdisciplinary approach is used to generate the knowledge which informs and guides my textile practice, into which I bring my work experience to inform my approach to the theory and philosophy of multi-sensory environments.
The Multi-Sensory Environment (MSE)

Cleland and Clark first developed the concept of the MSE in 1966, with a collection of sensory rooms described as a 'sensory cafeteria'. From this early approach the Snoezelen® concept was being developed across Holland in a number of institutions: firstly in 'Haarendael', in 1974, to promote relaxation. Later, in 1978, 'Piussord' introduced the concept at a 'Play' themed conference, and, simultaneously, the De Hartenburg Institute in Holland was experimenting with the concept in their summer fetes with activity tents, which later developed into the first permanent Snoezelen® in 1983 (Figure 2).

Two Dutch therapists, Ad Verheul and Jan Hulsegge, from De Hartenburg, coined the term 'Snoezelen®', which derived from two Dutch words, the verb 'snuffelen' — to seek out and explore — and 'soezen' — to relax. They are responsible for its ongoing success. The Snoezelen® trademark is now owned by ROMPA®, one of the leading Snoezelen® manufacturers. Today it is often referred to as the Multi-Sensory Environment (MSE). The founder Ad Verheul (2007) explains:

"In principle Snoezelen stimulates the five senses and aims at finding new ways of approaching people who due to their severe mental impairment are generally not capable of articulating independently. With our help Snoezelen wants to give these people the opportunity to choose activities for themselves. That is where Snoezelen originated from: How can a person with multiple disabilities 'communicate' with his environment?" (p.6).

Leisure, play and well-being are three inter-connected components of the MSE; a form of leisure activity that encourages play, which promotes well-being. The emphasis placed on 'leisure' was a major breakthrough: traditionally, leisure pursuits were limited to television and art and crafts, which were quite often beyond the individual's capabilities and comprehension. With more knowledge and research surrounding the senses, leisure, play and well-being in the field of occupational therapy, its user-base continues to expand and diversify.

"Snoezelen does generate well-being and has a relaxing effect. It calms people down, but also activates. It awakens interest, it guides and puts stimuli into order, it awakens memories, organises a person, takes fear away and offers a safe environment. It can guide a person, it binds and supports relationships, it is simply fun" (Roger Hutchinson, p.8).

Since the late 1970s, the MSE has expanded into an international phenomenon and has gained a presence in hospitals, care homes, day centres, mainstream schools and prisons. In 2005 an Accident and Emergency department of a New York hospital installed an MSE to relax the staff, and health insurance companies in Holland finance the construction of MSEs in domestic environments.

With an aging population, the prevalence of dementia such as Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is increasing. Though leisure may not cure or eradicate AD, research suggests that the engagement of meaningful activities at all stages of AD helps to reduce boredom, offers a break from routine and enjoyment that will enrich their quality of life. With this, health care practitioners are now looking to expand the traditional leisure occupations of board games, puzzles, dolls, teddy's, and arts and crafts, by investigating innovative leisure activities that involve the stimulation of the primary senses, such as the MSE.

There is much research into leisure, play and wellbeing, although there seems no universal consensus for the meaning of each. The theories range across medical, social, historical and aesthetic disciplines. The text below briefly addresses each component in the context of the MSE.

Leisure

Leisure, for adults, is an activity that we independently choose outside working hours, involving active or passive engagement. It offers a form of entertainment and enjoyment — for example, shopping, going to the cinema, playing sports, and hobbies such as gardening, reading and socialising. Historical examples of cultures that have valued leisure activities can be found in the excavations of Roman cities in which the daily visit to the baths, as a complex form of socialising, relaxing, exercising, personal grooming and political networking, indicate that leisure far predates capitalism.

Individuals with disabilities are often unable to participate in work on account of their physical and mental needs and capabilities and, in this situation, leisure activity is often their primary occupation. In Judith Cavet's 1995 investigation of leisure provision in Europe, she begins her writing with a powerful quote expressed by a Belgian doctor about the needs of people with profound and multiple disabilities: 'They have to have leisure or they are not living' (p.49). Consequently, for individuals with disabilities the important meaning and positive implications associated with leisure may exceed that of able-bodied individuals.

The MSE has made a major contribution towards the provision of leisure for individuals with intellectual disabilities, who may otherwise face difficulties in participating in the leisure activities experienced by more able-bodied individuals. The user-base has now diversified and the MSE is developing into a universal leisure activity that is neither age nor gender-specific.

The acknowledgement of a rapidly ageing popula-
tion has instigated a new direction for research concerning the elderly. Occupational therapists are investigating the MSE as a potential leisure resource for individuals with dementia and neuropsychiatric conditions. Early research by Philip Woodrow in his study *Interventions for confusion and dementia 3: reminiscence* (1998) states that 'a trigger for interactive reminiscence can be anything that stimulates the senses, e.g. touch, taste, sight, smell, and hearing (p.1148)'.

Research conducted in 2007 by DeLong, Wu and Baq, published in the article *May I touch it?* compared early touch experiences of female respondents in Chinese and American universities. This study highlighted the important relationship between touch and memory, and interestingly the results revealed that early memories of touch were often associated with the fur of animals and textiles such as blankets and bedding. These studies suggest that the MSE could also be a suitable environment for reminiscence therapy in which textiles could play a major role.

The occupational therapist Dr Lesley Collier from Southampton University discussed her latest MSE research, *Multi-sensory stimulation to improve functional performance in moderate to severe dementia: interim findings from a randomised single blind trial*. As yet unpublished, the study compares participants' reactions and performance between the leisure activities of gardening and the MSE. It reveals that the functional performance in people with moderate to severe dementia is greater in the MSE.

In addition, an observational study by Cohn-Mansfield and others (1992) focused on the residents in a nursing home who were severely cognitively impaired. Over three months the study investigated the relationship between agitated behaviours and occupation. The data analysis revealed:

Our most striking finding is that these residents were engaged in no activities during 63% of our observations. Moreover, we found that these residents manifested less agitation when they were involved in structured activities (those designed to hold the residents’ attention) than when they were unoccupied (p.119).

With the growing concern that most nursing home residents with dementia have a problem with inactivity and boredom, the MSE could prove to be an important leisure resource for people with dementia. It is therefore a unique platform that requires playthings which are neither age nor gender-specific, and that appeal to both children and adults.

**Play**

With one word denoting, simultaneously, the process of playing musical instruments, dramatic performance, sporting activities, rituals and children’s spontaneous process of learning, the concept of play is complex and multi-faceted. The fact that one word is still used, colloquially, to encompass all these processes indicates the extent to which our culture has neglected to pay serious attention to the phenomenon of play. But in the 20th Century, play has begun to be understood as a profoundly symbolic and cultural process, with central importance to the evolution of the human brain.

The 20th Century social theorist Johan Huizinga, in *Homo ludens* (1938), defines species as ‘playing animals’ and suggests that play is the foundation of culture. Similarly, 20th Century anthropologist Gregory Bateson, in *Steps to an ecology of mind* (1972), suggests that play is universal to all ‘feedback loop’ mechanisms such as the human mind, and therefore to the capacity for relationships.

The MSE is an environment furnished with multisensory props and equipment that initiates play activity (Figure 4). The sensorial qualities of the play materials trigger curiosity and activate the mind and body. Play motivates activity, as individuals independently explore and navigate their immediate world through movement and their primary senses.

Amongst occupational therapists, play has been described as ‘exploratory in nature, and consisting of a variety of activities that involve movement and manip-
ulation in relation to the environment (Robinson, 1977; Sutton-Smith, 1967, p.3)11. A. J. Bundy (2005) Professor of Occupational Therapy at Colorado State University, expresses the view that “playmates, objects, space, and qualities of the sensory environment are critical aspects for inclusion in an assessment of environmental supportiveness for play” (p.139)12.

The 19th Century educational developments such as the work of Maria Montessori and Friedrich Froebel placed much importance on play for child development. Play was also central to the research conducted by the child psychologists Melanie Klein (1882–1960) and Donald Winnicott (1896–1971). Klein’s development of ‘the psycho-analytic play technique’, in which she explored the view that “Play for the child is not ‘just play’ it is also work” (1979, p. 39)13, and Winnicott’s research surrounding the ‘transitional object’, together support the important role of play and toys. For psychoanalysts since Freud, play is understood as the opposite of reality, as the childhood equivalent of work, and as the basis for all forms of symbolic exchange where an equivalence between different sensory experiences, imaginative ideas and symbols paves the way for language use, inter-subjectivity, and full social agency and responsibility.

In their writing on play materials, Carol Onvry and Suzie Mitchell (2006) stated: “For people with profound and multiple disabilities suitable resources and conditions for play may have to be provided before the latent need, desire, interests and sheer effort required for play can be activated. The more complex a person’s disability, the more individually designed their play things may need to be, and the greater the attention that must be given to the context in which play is to happen in order to cater for their play needs” (p. 181)14. Onvry and Mitchell’s response confirms my thoughts and observations that, unlike able-bodied people, some individuals with disabilities may find it difficult to independently initiate imaginative, transformative, narrative, spontaneous, and social or objective play activity. Consequently, the type of play activity they experience is dependent on their interaction with the play worker, together with the play worker’s choice of toy and the design and sensory feedback of that toy.

Maria Montessori’s experience of teaching children with disabilities enabled her to learn and make comparisons between their educational needs and play abilities and those of able-bodied children. As a result she noted that:

“The basic difference between a normal child and one who is mentally inferior is that when they are placed in front of the same objects the deficient child will not show a spontaneous interest in them. His attention must be continuously aroused: he must be invited to observe and encouraged to act” (1912, p.78)15.

Similarly, in the book Toys and playthings (1979, p.149)16, John and Elizabeth Newson described their observation between a blind and sighted child and their interaction with a toy ball. The description reveals that the sighted child immediately utilizes its physical properties and actively bounces, rolls and throws it. However, the blind child does not let go and explores the sensory qualities of the ball, engaging with the haptic experience of licking and rubbing it against his/her skin.

Well-being

In 1961, physician Dr. Halbert Dunn (1896–1975) published a small booklet entitled “High Level Wellness”. Dr. Dunn saw ‘wellness’ as ‘a lifestyle approach for pursuing elevated states of physical and psychological well-being’. This dispels the idea of the purely medical condition of our bodies, and of curing the body as the main priority for human well-being, by highlighting the important condition of our minds and our emotional state. This sense of well-being also relates to Buddhist teaching on meditation, as described in the book Change your mind: a practical guide to Buddhist meditation: “Meditation concerns not the mind so much as the body. Although this is really just a way of talking, as you can’t separate the two. They are not two separate systems operating together, but two ways of talking about the one system which is us’ (1996, p.11)17.

The MSE, with its focus on the activation of the mind and body, exemplifies this notion of well-being. A 2010 study by Hutchens and others, Promoting mental well-being through activity in a mental health hospital, reveals that activities such as sports, art groups, music, dance groups and badminton promote mental well-being for patients in acute psychiatric wards.

Though not a medical term, well-being is a concept that is beginning to receive much attention in healthcare, design, architecture, psychology and education. For example Anthony Seldon (2007) headmaster of Wellington College, a school in Berkshire, introduced ‘Well-being’ as part of the school’s curriculum, suggesting that:

“Children are born with our bodies, yet schools do not provide our young with an “owners’ manual” on how their bodies, minds and emotions work. We now have the information on “positive psychology”, and schools such as my own, Wellington College, are teaching well-being or happiness in association with academic institutions”18.
State schools have replaced ‘civics’ with ‘citizenship, social and personal development.

Play, Leisure and the Elderly

There are two significant events which may have played an important role in changing attitudes towards play, and put play into the framework of the UK Government’s ‘Every Child Matters’ programme, prompting the development of 3,500 new or refurbished play areas in the UK between 2008 and 2011.

These events both took place in 2009, and include the Kindergarten Crisis Report which was released by the Alliance for Childhood and the e-petition sent to 10 Downing Street which stated that ‘We, the undersigned, petition the Prime Minister to make the provision of play services a statutory obligation for local authorities in the UK’.

The reform in ideas about play has opened up design opportunities, and in 2008 a 156-page document was published, Design for play: a guide to creating successful play spaces, funded by the National Lottery and supported by the Department for Children, Schools and Families and the Department for Culture, Media and Sport. The revival of interest in the traditional toy was marked in 2005 with a succession of exhibitions. The exhibition ‘Philosophical Toys’ held at Apexart, New York, displaying Friedrich Fröbel’s original educational gifts, or learning toys. ‘Kid Size: The Material World of Childhood’ was organised by the Vitra Design Museum in Germany. In the same year Marina Warner curated the exhibition ‘Only Make-believe: Ways of Playing’ at Compton Verney, Warwickshire. These exhibitions are interesting as they combined both traditional and contemporary play objects that drew together the important social, psychological, historical and educational aspects of play and its impact on creativity.

Though toys are still often associated with children, toys for adults are not a new phenomenon. Google uses LEGO and play activities in its headquarters. Their innovative interior design is not so dissimilar to the interior design of Kindergarten schools. Interestingly, the sensory activities offered in the MSE also have a connection with Montessori activities and studies have begun to investigate the positive role of Montessori-based activities for older adults with Alzheimer’s disease. Research using Montessori-Based Dementia Programming was conducted by Camp et al (1997, 2004). The study organised Intergenerational Programmes (IGP) between older adults in dementia care units and pre-school children using Montessori-based activities, which revealed positive forms of active engagement. Montessori materials are also believed to be of benefit for individuals with Alzheimer’s disease, and research has begun to explore this theory further (Vance, D.E & Porter, R.J, 2001).

Christine Mitterlechner presented her collection of gerontological materials at the European Montessori conference held in Poland in 2009. The gerontological materials are developed by combining Montessori materials with the needs of the elderly, to encourage independence and self-activation.

Toy manufacturers in Japan are also responding to the aging population by expanding the age range of toys for the over-60s. MSE manufacturers in the UK, too, have begun to expand their age range. The MSE manufacturer SpaceKraft launched its catalogue SpaceKraft Generations 2010 which advertises games, sensory playthings to encourage relaxation and reminiscence for the older generations while the ROMPA® catalogue 2010 has a seven-page section for older adults.

In 2004 the first ‘nursing care prevention playgrounds’ were developed in Japan, which are in essence playgrounds for the elderly to promote fitness and enable the elderly to be less dependent on nursing care. The UK launched this initiative in 2008 with the development of a ‘pensioners’ playground’ in Blackley, Greater Manchester. A year later, Tate Modern exhibited the American artist Robert Morris’s interactive works, which resulted in what was essentially an adult playground.
and resembled much of the equipment used for Sensory Integration Therapy. The pensioner’s playground received positive media attention and Westminster City Council has since allocated £40,000 for a ‘pensioners’ park’ to be developed in Hyde Park, to be completed in Spring 2010.

Sensory Design for Play
New materials, new technologies and the changing demands and needs of children and adults have influenced the evolution of toy design. From the hand-made and mechanical, using natural materials such as wood and textiles, to the mass-manufactured synthetic toys made of plastic and contemporary toys powered by electricity, batteries, electronics and computers.

The evolution in materials and new technologies is evident in the MSE, where the simple low-tech props of the past (Figure 5) are being undervalued and the complicated remote control, switch-operated and single sensory screen-based activities are taking the lead (Figure 6). Though they both hold advantages and disadvantages, it is important to consider whether simple low-tech playthings will offer similar, or even better, sensory experiences than the high-tech play equipment, which can be expensive and high-maintenance.

My observations reveal that the low-tech playthings in the MSE offer greater material variety, which often hold multi-sensory properties: for example, a sheepskin rug offers the properties of warmth, touch, weight, sight and smell (Figure 7). In contrast to this, the plastic heavy switch-activated props, for example the infinity tunnel light panel, offers single-sensory stimulation with an emphasis on sight, where the individual becomes a passive observer rather than an active participant (Figure 8). As Winnicott (1971) stated ‘Playing is doing’ (p.41) and it is important that the ‘doing’, or the active nature of play, is not lost.

It is important that the play equipment is both physically and mentally compatible with the complex needs of the individual. For a person whose cognitive abilities are at a sensorimotor stage of cognitive development, the multi-sensory nature of the plaything is important. As it is their primary senses and motor skills that help them to interact with the world around them, particularly for those who are non-verbal.

Occupational Textiles
In homage to Friedrich Fröbel and Maria Montessori, I developed a collection of ‘Occupational Textiles’, which are a series of sensory props/playthings designed to stimulate the primary senses to encourage non-verbal communication, interaction, and play for adults and children.

The props are a physical representation of my research and observations surrounding the MSE and influenced by the field of occupational therapy. The sensory props are tools for health care practitioners and parents to use as catalysts for movement, touch, play activities and as cues for narrative and interaction, during the intervention of sensory integration therapy, reminiscence therapy and the MSE.

My textile practice is inspired by the success and timeless appeal of classic toys that have lasted over generations, those which continue to evoke feelings...
of nostalgia in parents and continue to offer value and appeal to children today. The collection of occupational textiles steers away from plastic and capitalises on the somatic nature of textiles that naturally lends itself towards the stimulation of the primary senses, particularly that of touch, and combines this with the unusual techniques and existing materials found in the construction of classic toys, such as the Slinky (Figure 9), marbles (Figure 10) and the Jacob’s ladder (Figure 11). This unique combination unites different processes and materials to animate, bring to life and transform these toys in terms of scale, shape, sound, weight, temperature and colour to accentuate and heighten the somatosensory, kinetic, sonic, haptic and bodily experience it perpetuates for each individual.

Their unique properties create a form of sensory communication that are age and stage-appropriate for both children and adults who are at the sensorimotor stage of cognitive development. Independent of power sockets, wires and switches, it is the touch and fine/gross motor movement that will activate the prop, promoting independence and a sense of control for the participant (Figure 12). The unique collage of materials creates an indeterminant form in which the function of play determines the form. As expressed by the architect Louis Sullivan (1896) ‘The form follows the function’ (pp.403–409).27

Steering away from the mimetic role-play posed in many toys of today, the collection of occupational props are abstract in shape, not to be recognised as an imitative thing such as a doll, but for the sensory experience of ‘the doll’. As advocated by the child psychoanalyst Melanie Klein (1982–1960) ‘toys should have no uniforms or special dress or any indication of occupation or role which would suggest a particular kind of play’ (p.41).28

The abstract shapes and unusual kinetic and tactile qualities create a natural curiosity that intrinsically motivates the individual, exercises the imagination, and holds unusual kinetic and tactile qualities that will entice touch, movement and the occupation of play.

Conclusion

My practice-led research began with a number of experiences of working, playing and being with people whose care, well-being, education and culture presented professionals, designers and humanity in general with both challenges and possibilities for learning.

It has become evident that there is, for the textile designer, a particular significance in the way in which work with sensory impairment and neurological disability demonstrates the fundamental experience of touch and tactile knowledge. Its relationship to more sophisticated hand–eye coordination, and other multi-sensory coordination creates the rich connections between different sensory modalities that we call representation, symbolism or thinking.

Working with people in the existing MSE’s I began to intuit that the experience of the textile designer could be useful as this form of design practice can illuminate the sensory and symbolic function of the hand. It can also bring the tactile, haptic knowledge base that is the designer’s intuition, to bear on the design predicament.

The term ‘predicament’ denotes an experience that exists ‘before speech’ and this is a valuable insight into the fact that design knowledge, or intuition, refers to experiences that often exceed the limitations of what can be verbalised or symbolised in writing. The universe of the sensory connections that precede verbalisation is of particular importance to those whose sensory or neurological conditions do not allow them to inhabit the universe of language and verbalisation easily, thus making experiential design imperative.

Textile designers have specialist knowledge of a range of tactile experiences and materials to emphasize the senses through colour, texture, weight, mass, movement, temperature, sound and smell. In a world enveloped by technology this has never been so poignant.

Working beyond the boundaries of a culture that is dominated by words and rationality, and where sight is often the sensory modality of instructive dominance, I developed a body of responsive ‘occupational’ textile works with senses that are more usually relegated to secondary or even tertiary importance. In doing so I have been guided by the people I coordinated with and have been supported by the cross-pollination of literature on sensory research.

This paper concludes with three insights: Firstly, that design practice is a form of discovering new knowledge, and is therefore research in itself, to be supported by writing and verbal explication. Secondly, that the textile designer’s experience with materials has a leading role in discovering new knowledge relating to experience. Thirdly, that this is of significance to all sentient beings, not just those of us with Special Educational Needs or with learning disabilities.

Katie Gaudion
MPhil (RCA)
Dept of Textiles: The Royal College of Art
Kensington Gore, London, UK
Katie.gaudion@network.rca.ac.uk
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15. A sighted baby with a ball will swipe and follow it, throw it and clamour for its return (making herself understood by ‘eye-pointing’), and drop it into a box or basket. The blind child dares not let the ball role away from her lest she lose it completely or will she drop it into a box, for she cannot see containers and therefore cannot ‘see’ their possible uses. Even if she is prepared to let go of the ball, while the sighted will gain this stimulus by alternatively exploring visually and bringing the toy into contact with the environment (throwing, scraping, banging and so on), the blind child turns inward towards herself for this second stimulus, and bites or licks the ball, or rubs it against her face or eyes. Newson, E & Newson, J. (1979). Toys and playthings: in development and remediation. London: Allen & Unwin, 146.


Introduction

The design and provision of toilet facilities for people with disabilities has been covered in great depth by research (see Feeney, 2003), that in the United Kingdom, helped develop the ‘British Standard BS8300: Design of buildings and their approaches to meet the needs of disabled people’ and ‘Approved Document M of the Building Regulations’. However, research undertaken by Hanson et al (2007) has found that many older people do not think they are ‘entitled’ to use the accessible (disabled) toilet and therefore feel their needs are not being met, both in design and provision of lavatory facilities they may need when ‘away from home’.

Current research being undertaken at the Royal College of Art Helen Hamlyn Centre (RCAHHC) is aiming to address the issue of older peoples access to ‘away from home’ toilet facilities. The research is focusing on the environmental barriers our ageing society faces when attempting to access a toilet away from home. Access to toilet facilities is one of the primary issues faced by many people who manage continence conditions, either as a temporary situation or more long-term chronic health concern. Examination of the issue of continence is being carried out by the

Toilet Provision for an Ageing Population

Besides dementia, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section of the paper, nothing is more feared by many older people than incontinence. Whilst the condition is not directly a consequence of ageing, urinary incontinence affects between 30–60% of women over the age of 40, and around 15–30% of men. Studies have shown that whilst urinary function does diminish with age, this can be exacerbated by medication taken to counteract other chronic illnesses associated with the ageing process including; heart failure, some forms of cancer, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease. Even for many older people who are not managing health conditions, the general effects of ageing on the body may result in the need to use the lavatory urgently and with more frequency. Ageing amongst the oldest old, those aged eighty, ninety and even centenarians, may make physical mobility more difficult and affects continence simply because an older person may find it harder to transfer on and off the WC pan or even reach lavatory facilities in time.

After climate change, the second most pressing is-
 sue for many of today’s societies is the global ageing population. It is currently estimated by the World Health Organisation that there are 6000 million people in the world aged 60 and over, and this figure is predicted to double by 2025 (WHO 2004). In the European Union it is estimated that 20% of the population are aged 60 and over, and like the global phenomenon this figure is also expected to double.

With a global ageing population, the issue of accessing appropriate lavatory facilities will be seen to be more pressing for independent living, well being and quality of life issues for older people. In 2007 it was estimated that half of the global population now lives in cities. The course of the twentieth century saw the mega city, with populations over 10 million people, extend from two to twenty. It is estimated that by 2030, 3 out of 5 people in the world will live in a city (WHO, 2007). With the growing ageing population and the move to more urban centres, the World Health Organisation has identified the provision of public toilets as essential to its ‘Age Friendly Cities’ programme.

Due to difficulties accessing toilets when away from home, many older people have been known to limit the time and the distances they leave their homes for. Yet, in contrast to a growing ageing population in the UK, the charity Help The Aged (2007) has found that the number of available public toilet facilities has dramatically declined.

In the United Kingdom, local authorities generally operate public toilet facilities. Provision is discretionary and there is no legislative enforcement that ensures an area has public toilet provision. Estimates suggest that current toilet provision operated by local authorities has dropped from approximately 10,000 in 1999 (Audit Commission, 1999) to 4423 in 2008 (Value Office Agency, 2008). With the UK population estimated by the World Bank to currently stand at 61,399,118, there is approximately one public toilet for every 13,882 people.

Help the Aged’s research has found that the reduction in provision especially at the local neighbourhood level can severely limit people’s activity’s of daily living such as going to the shops for food. Such restriction on movement can result in social isolation and avoidance of travelling to visit family and friends and going to work. The larger consequence of such access concerns has been found to be greater instances of low self-esteem, depression and loneliness, all of which draw on the resources of the local health authorities and social services.

We therefore have a need for facilities to be placed in the built environment that can be accessed by all but especially an ageing population. Yet for successful toileting a number of supporting interventions need to also be considered as part of the wider spectrum of toilet provision.

Design Innovation for Toilet Provision.

Despite the closure of many of the UK’s public toilets, there have been a number of innovative designs that attempt to address the issue of toilet provision with innovative and technology inspired designs. The Automatic Public Convenience (APC) also known as the ‘Superloo’ or ‘Tardis’ (Figure 1) began appearing on UK streets in the early 1990’s, but has not found favour with the toileting needs of the Public (Bichard & Hanson, 2009). Previous research undertaken by Hanson et al (2007) found that many people would prefer to travel to the top floor of a department store then use an Automatic Public Convenience. In addition, their case studies of provision found that women over the age of 65 would not use this type of toilet provision. One user commented that the reason they avoided this form of provision was because it was too unfamiliar and perceived as complicated

‘I don’t know how to use one (APC)… I’m not standing outside reading instructions on how to use a toilet’.

A more recent innovation has seen the needs of evening toilet provision addressed by the ‘Urilift’ (Figure 2). This ‘pop-up’ urinal is raised by remote control at dusk and set back in the ground at dawn. Designed primarily to counteract the effects of street urination (both the unsightly behaviour associated with this practice and the environmental distress caused by uric acid in urine), the Urilift has become a popular option amongst local authorities seeking to address the need for evening toilet provision. Noticeably the Urilift (and other temporary urinal solutions) only addresses the needs of the male population, and within this sector is not a toileting solution for men who have Paruresis (shy bladder syndrome); men who observe faith and hygiene practices with regards to toileting, and older men who find such urinals still somewhat exposed.
A more recent design incorporates a urinal into a 'wheelie bin' (Bischof, 2009) (Figure 3) and like most recent design solutions, this only meets the need of one small segment of the population. In addition, such design interventions do nothing to challenge and discourage street urination. Indeed, it can be argued that such solutions continue to indulge the practice of street urination, which in general is considered anti-social behaviour.

Given that these current innovations do not meet the wider public preference and therefore needs, especially those of the ageing population, the researchers at the RCAHHC are investigating how provision can be best maximised to offer toileting facilities that are well designed for hygiene, access, comfort and dignity, and that will be welcomed by the majority of users.

Thinking about the needs of an ageing society

Whilst not exclusively a consequence of ageing, many older people do develop some form of cognitive impairment, and it is currently estimated that over 800,000 people in the UK have some degree of cognitive impairment associated with dementia. This number is expected to rise to over one million in the next 30 years (Matthews et al 2005).

Dementia is a degenerative impairment, and therefore the cognitive functions of people with dementia are unlikely to improve. Current and future medical advances are likely to increase the survival of older people, and thus it can be surmised that the populations of people with cognitive impairments are likely to increase. Globally over 35 million people are currently estimated to have dementia, and 4.6 million new cases are diagnosed each year. There is a myth that diseases like Alzheimer's are only associated with living in developed economies with the rate of dementia expected to double between 2001 and 2040. Yet 60 percent of people with dementia live in developing countries and it is forecast to increase by more than 300 percent in India and China (Ferri et al, 2005).

The Second Nature of Toileting

For many people, the act of using the toilet does not require much thought regarding the use of the space and its supporting products. After the initial conscious cue for the need to excrete, the use of the lavatory environment from opening to closing the door, sitting on, or standing in front of the WC pan, flushing after we leave the cubicle and washing our hands at the end of the toileting ritual can be considered mostly an unconscious activity, in many ways ‘second nature’ (Bichard et al 2005).

Yet such instinctual behaviour may become more conscious through the ageing process. Freund (2001) has noted that age associated impairments may shift how an individuals experience of their body. Stiffness, loss of strength and aches and pains may become more acute, making routine and everyday activities increasingly difficult and therefore more noticeable. This may lead to a once familiar friendly space becoming associated with pain and anxiety. Hence it is suggested that the use of space with ease is not an issue in the context of mechanistic ergonomics, but one of an ‘embodied relationship to the physical artifacts and environments’ (Freund 2001: 699). In the case of using toilets when away from home, the unconscious and second nature of toileting may become conscious and fraught with difficulty due to the lack of available facilities with familiar products and associations. These might in turn, be primarily based on familiarity with the design of the domestic toilet facility. For people with cognitive impairments the familiarity with domestic designs such as the shape and operation of the flush handle can act as a signal for the ‘embodied relationship’ such as flushing the toilet after use, and therefore action the appropriate behaviour within the space. Such deviation in design of such essential facilities within the built environment may confuse some users and result in a familiar space and wider environment becoming unfamiliar and possibly threatening, and therefore avoided.
Challenging Environmental Barriers to Toilet Access for Older People.

To address the toileting needs of the ageing population, the first year of the TACT3 research has been talking to users to understand their experience of using toilets when away from home. In year two of the research we will take the user insights and requirements to those who manage toilet provision to understand what barriers they experience in providing facilities that users want. Finally, in year three, the research will consolidate the users and providers perspectives and experiences into design briefs that will aim to address the needs of both users and providers.

Initially user consultation was only to be with members of the public aged 50 and over. However at the first ‘expert forum’ with members of the New Dynamic of Ageing’s ‘Older Peoples Reference Group’ the researchers were advised to include the perspectives of all ages in the research, as access to toilets is a lifelong concern. Subsequently, the researchers constructed a methodology that would include the toileting needs of those aged 1–101 [1].

A Life Course Methodology

A life course framework has become a major methodological perspective in epidemiology and Public Health studies, as well as in wider notions of health and well being (Ben-Shlomo and Kuh; 2002). In contrast to more conventional epidemiological studies that recruit subjects in mid-life, a life course perspective offers a multi-disciplined approach that can illustrate how biological, behavioral and psychosocial pathways can ‘operate across an individuals life course, as well as across generations to influence the development of chronic diseases’ (Ibid, 2002;285). Life course approaches have also been adopted by sociologists’ to examine sociohistorical and biocultural contexts as well as biological anthropologists to explore disease consequences and has been presented as a powerful tool to test social interventions (ibid, 2002;291). Thus it can be surmised that the life course approach is based on biological and social factors that influence disease experienced in adulthood through factors that are independent, cumulative and interactive.

Whilst the connections between urban design and public health are not new, Northridge et al (2003) propose that there has been a demise in considering the links between urban design, especially planning, and public health, and urge for a re-establishment of the historic link between the built environment and public health, especially when considering the impact of mega cities.

Considering a life course approach in the inclusive design of public toilets offers a number of challenges. The research does not set out to create links between provision and continence, rather it is assessing how the design of the toilet cubicle maybe a barrier to use throughout the life course. For example, young children may have difficulty getting onto the wc pan, whilst older people may experience difficulties getting off the wc pan. By identifying issues that are experienced across age groups, the research aims to pin point areas where new design briefs may offer interventions that are suitable across generations and can therefore be considered to be more suitable for the life course of the population.

Identifying User Preferences

Currently over 100 Telephone and face-to-face interviews have been conducted with members of the public and providers of public toilets. In addition to personal details such as age and gender, each interviewee is asked to identify the type of area they would primarily require toilets in (home or work). The area types are identified as urban, suburb, town or rural. This last question helps the research to identify how provision can sometimes be a ‘postcode lottery’ in which locality determines the adequacy of provision, and what alternative solutions might be preferable. More importantly, as a user-centred inclusive design project the researchers will focus the design solutions on the areas of importance that users cited. We therefore asked interviewees to identify three main issues of concern that they felt should be addressed by the research. Interviews have been analysed by reference to re-occurring themes and the current issues that have emerged across age groups and genders are hygiene, information and cubicle design.

Hygiene

One user summed up the issue of hygiene as:

‘Your confidence in the cleanliness comes from what it looks like on the outside and if you can see an attendant… if you can’t see those things then your confidence level starts dropping and you just don’t want to go in there’.

The importance of hygiene for the majority of users made it apparent that it is a central aspect of the design of public toilets, in that it has to be accessible, not only to the user but to those who maintain the cleanliness and management of the facility. Therefore ensuring that the cubicle can be physically accessed by users, and those who maintain the facilities, such as cleaning and maintenance professionals, can be considered an essential element of the design brief.

Information

The second key issue for research participants was the information used to not only find a toilet facility, but to ensure a hygienic level of provision. One participant commented:
“You can look at a map of the town, it might tell you where the toilets are but its not going to tell you what they’re like” [2]

Many research participants commented that signs often do not include distances to the facilities or are often out of date resulting in finding the toilet facilities closed or gone altogether: The research is therefore including design briefs for directional and maintenance information.

Supporting products
Hygienic consideration of a number of supporting products has also emerged. One user commented:

I like it where you don’t touch the taps, its all sensored, that is a good idea, especially now people are so aware of cleanliness, like the dryers and the taps, sometimes as well the flush, so now the only thing you really need to touch is the locks on the doors.

In contrast another user commented

What’s important to me is the ease of using one (toilet). For example there is one that is atrocious to use, you don’t know how to get in, you don’t know how to get out of it. You have to read a few things to know how to work the functions of what works automatically, which one to push, which colour to push, although they forget that people can also be colour blind.

Here we see the tension between user acceptability of technological innovations and user resistance to the unfamiliar within the space of the toilet. These design issues are not new and have been identified by previous research in regards to access for people with cognitive disabilities and age related degenerative cognition (Hanson et al, 2007).

Design Dilemmas
Research participants have identified a series of essential design interventions that are needed to support not only age positive toilet provision, but that can also extend across the populations life course. However, a number of design solutions have considered these issues but have proved not to be user friendly. This paper will now illustrate how some technological interventions can be considered to have hindered rather then helped toilet access and use.

Information: Way Finding and Signage
For many people but especially older people who may need to find toilets urgently and people with dementia who may experience confusion, remaining continent is a major element of maintaining independence. As such, in the design of care centres and care homes, the maintenance of independent toileting has been an important aspect for interior design guidelines. It is recognised that an essential aspect of this is through making toilet facilities easy to locate and identify. Yet, as Greed (2003) has noted, such design consideration has not been extended to the built environment, and what remains of public toilet provision in the UK is sometimes positioned in segregated ‘out of the way’ locations that are difficult to find, and in some instances can feel threatening to potential users.

Previous research of care home design identified that adequate signage using a singular word such as “toilet” or a graphic of a familiar household toilet, increased usage. In the UK the current sign for the accessible toilet is a pictogram of a person using a wheelchair. Older people have reported that they would not consider using the ‘disabled’ facilities, even though the use of grab rails and accessible hand washing facilities such as levered taps may make toileting more comfortable. In addition, a person with dementia may not be easily recognise the ‘wheelchair’ symbol as an indication of an appropriate facility for them to use. Signs representing the appropriate gender often signify standard facilities. However, it is increasingly common for smaller businesses to provide as their only toilet facility a ‘universal accessible toilet’ to be used by both sexes and signified by the wheelchair pictogram. In addition, many UK public toilets are known and signposted by varied terms these include “WC” “Public Conveniences” and “Lavatories”. The lack of cohesion concerning the name of facilities could further confuse the person with dementia as well as users who are unfamiliar with the English language. Clear signage of toilet facilities would help all users, but would be significantly helpful for those who need to find toilet facilities quickly as well as people with dementia and learning disabilities who may experience difficulties with way finding.

Supporting Products: Door Locks
For the comfort, safety and dignity of most public toilet users, the first and possibly most important aspect of using the toilet will be to close and lock the door once they have entered the toilet cubicle. In recent cubicle door lock designs, especially those on ‘accessible’ trains, a three-stage electronic operation has been introduced (Figure 5). Whilst removing the need for physical strength and manual dexterity to open a door, this mechanism involves pushing buttons in sequence to close lock and then open the door. This first two-stage operation (push button to close, push separate button to lock) effectively separates two closely related operations. To open the door a third separate button is pushed. Although instructions for the operation of the door lock are clear (and also provided in Braille), the need to pause
and read in order to lock requires a degree of cognition and therefore such cognitive requirement to operate the door lock may cause difficulties for people with cognitive impairments as well as non-English speakers, and could lead to embarrassing and distressing situations.

Supporting Products: The Toilet Flush
There are a number of varied design options for toilet flushes. Carers of users such as children with autism and people with learning disabilities, have noted that the act of flushing can be considered the ‘reward’ for successful toileting, with the reward involving the two-fold action of flushing as much as the consequence of the act (Bichard et al, 2005). More recent technological innovations such as Sensor-flushes actively remove the need to touch, pull or push the flush. Sensor-flushes operate by waving hands across the sensor (Figure 6). Yet, for people with cognitive impairments, the replacement of ‘hands on’ flush mechanism such as a handle, button, lever or pulley, with a hands free sensor application, may remove a familiar aspect of the toileting ritual and therefore may cause distress to a person who can not understand why they can not actively flush the toilet, and for some users receive the ‘reward’ for good toileting behaviour.

Conclusion
These examples have been used to illustrate how, in the case of toilet provision in public space, a technological approach may not be of benefit to the needs of all those who make up the potential users.

For many people about especially people with cognitive impairments many aspects of the toilet may act as a cue for appropriate behaviour. The familiarity of a sign, the door lock and the handle of a flush, may all act as objects that focus the user on the use of the toilet. The replacement of such familiar objects with hi-tech solutions may effectively distract or confuse those with impaired cognition, and lead to an avoidance of perceived unfamiliar and unfriendly spaces.

There is a need for designers to understand precisely how each of the fixtures and fittings in wc cubicle may differ in use between a range of users of varying ages and abilities. This is a particular challenge for designers of Automatic Public Convenience’s (APC’s), but even in the familiar standard toilet block, the numerous technological ‘advances’ in fixtures and fittings, coupled to the ‘technisation’ (Freund, 2001:699) of the routine of using a public toilet facility may prove too complex for many users, especially for those with cognitive impairments.

Kitchin and Law (2001) have used the term ‘the bladder’s leash’ to describe how the mobility of people with disabilities is restricted in the urban environment by the absence of accessible public toilets in city centres. In addition, parents with young children and older people have reported that they too are limiting the amount of time they are away from home explicitly due to the lack of available toilet facilities.

The design of toilets used when away from home superficially presents itself as a technological affair in which successful design can be seen in getting a specification right (Hanson et al, 2007). Without understanding how the wc cubicle is actually used by the wide range of prospective users, there will continue to be costly design responses that may exclude rather then include users, and do so from child to adulthood and into extended age.
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Endnotes
1 For users under the age of 16, consent was sought from parents and/or guardians. For older people who are in care settings consent was sought from family members and/or carers.
2 There is currently a number of smart phone applications for finding toilets that include the opportunity to comment on the condition of the facilities. The include Water Aid’s toilet finder http://www.wateraid.org/uk/donate/7965.asp Sit or Squat http://www.sitorsquat.com/sitorsquat/home/map And Where to Wee http://www.wheretowee.com/
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- Technological Educational Institution (TEE) of Athens, Faculty of Art and Design
- AKTO Athenian Artistic Technological Educational Research (MAEER), Athens

HUNGARY (1)
- Moholy-Nagy University of Art and Design, Budapest

ICELAND (1)
- Iceland Academy of the Arts, Reykjavik

INDIA (3)
- Ujwal Trust, Srishti School of Art, Design and Technology, Bangalore
- Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IIT), Industrial Design Centre (IDC)
- MIT Institute of Design, Maharashtra Academy of Engineering and Educational Research (MAER), Pune

IRELAND (2)
- National College of Art and Design, Dublin
- Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), School of Art, Design and Printing, Dublin

ISRAEL (1)
- Holon Institute of Technology

ITALY (8)
- Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Faculty of Design and Art
- Domus Academy, Milan
- Istituto Europeo di Design – Scuola S.p.A., Milan
- Politecnico di Milano, Facolta del Design, Milan
- University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Industrial Design, Rome
- ISIA di Roma, Istituto Superiore Industrie Artistiche, Industrial Design, Rome
- Scuola Politecnica di Design (SPD), Milan
- ISIA Florence, Higher Institute for Artistic Industries

JAPAN (5)
- Kyoto Seika University, Faculty of Art, Design and Manga, Kyoto
- Tokyo Zokei University, Tokyo
- Nagoya City University, School of Design and Architecture, Nagoya
- Chiba University
- Kobe Design University, Faculty of Arts & Design

LATVIA (1)
- Art Academy of Latvia, Riga

LEBANON (1)
- Lebanese American University, Beirut

LITHUANIA (1)
- Vilnius Academy of Fine Arts, Vilnius

MAROCCO (1)
- Ecole supérieure de Design, Art’Com Sup Casablanca

THE NETHERLANDS (5)
- Design Academy Eindhoven
- Royal Academy of Art, The Hague
- Rotterdam University Willem de Kooning Academy
- Utrecht School of the Arts, Faculty of Visual Art and Design
- Windesheim University of Applied Sciences, Zwolle

NEW ZEALAND (4)
- Unitec New Zealand, Department of Design and Visual Arts, Auckland
- Victoria University of Wellington, Faculty of Architecture and Design, Wellington
- Massey University, Wellington
- Otago Institute of Design, Dunedin

NORWAY (5)
- Bergen National Academy of the Arts (KHIB), Bergen
- Akershus University College, Department of Product Design, Blaker
- Oslo National Academy of the Arts (KHIO), Faculty of Design, Oslo
- Oslo School of Architecture and Design (ANBI), Oslo
- Oslo University College (HiO), Faculty of Art, Design and Drama, Oslo

POLAND (3)
- Jan Matejko Academy of Fine Arts, Krakow
- Academy of Fine Arts, Faculty of Industrial Design, Warsaw
- Polish-Japanese Institute of Information Technology, Warsaw

PORTUGAL (3)
- Instituto de Artes Visuais Design e Marketing (IADE), Escola Superior de Design, Lisbon
- Escola Superior de Artes e Design (ESAD), Senhora da Hora
- University of Aveiro

REPUBLIC OF KOREA (3)
- Kookmin University, Graduate School of Techno Design, Seoul
- Hongk University, International Design School of Advanced Studies (IDAS), Seoul
- Seoul National University, Future Culture Design Agency, Seoul

RUSSIA (4)
- Saint Petersburg State University of Technology and Design, Department of Design
- Saint Petersburg State Polytechnical University
- Faculty of Arts, Saint Petersburg State University
- Interior Design Chair, Nizhny Novgorod State University of Architecture and Civil Engineering (NNGASU)

SINGAPORE (1)
- Temasek Polytechnic, Temasek Design School, Singapore

SLOVAKIA (1)
- Academy of Fine Arts and Design, Bratislava
SLOVENIA (2)
- University of Ljubljana, Academy of Fine Art and Design
- University of Ljubljana, Department of Textiles

SOUTH AFRICA (1)
- Greenside Design Center, College of Design, Johannesburg

SPAIN (4)
- Escuela Superior de Diseño Elisava, Barcelona
- Mondragon Gogoa Eskola Politiknikoa, Mechanical Department and Chair of Industrial Design
- Escola D’Art Superior de Disseny de Castelló Castelló
- Escola d’Art i Superior de Disseny de Valencia (EASD Valencia)

SWEDEN (9)
- University College of Borås, Swedish School of Textiles
- Chalmers University of Technology, Dept. of Product and Production Development, Gothenburg
- University of Gothenburg, Faculty of Fine, Applied and Performing Arts
- University of Gothenburg, Institut Steneby, School of Design and Craft
- Lunds University (LTH), Industrial Design
- Beckmans College of Design, Stockholm
- Konstfack Stockholm
- Umeå University, Umeå Institute of Design
- Linnaeus University, Department of Design

SWITZERLAND (6)
- Nordwestschweiz, University of Art and Design (FHNW), Aarau & Basel
- Genève University of Art and Design (HEAD)
- University of Art and Design Lausanne (ECA)
- Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts
- Zürich University of the Arts, Department Design & Art Education
- Bern University of the Arts, Department of Design and Fine Arts

TAIWAN (3)
- National Yunlin University of Science and Technology (YunTech), College of Design, Yunlin
- National Chiao Tung University, Institute of Applied Arts, Hsinchu
- School of Architecture and Design, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, Bangkok

THAILAND (1)
- School of Architecture and Design, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi

TURKEY (3)
- Istanbul Bilgi University, Visual Communication Design Department
- Anadolu University, Eskisehir
- Istanbul Technical University

USA (7)
- Maryland Institute, College of Art (MICA), Baltimore
- Rocky Mountain College of Art and Design, Denver
- Art Center College of Design, Pasadena
- Parsons The New School for Design, New York
- Ringling College of Art and Design, Sarasota
- School of Design, Savannah College of Art and Design
- Department of Design, The Ohio State University, Columbus

CUMULUS ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
1 country & 1 member

BELGIUM (1)
- Design Innovation, Charleroi